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ABSTRACT

This thesi-s is about English-canadian cultural-
nationalism in the 1950s. The ètudy deals v¡ith the inrel-lectual content of cultural nationaiism ancl not directly
yitþ its operation at a political or policy level. rtincludes an examination of the intellàctuai traditions outof which it grew, of the historical circumstances thatnurtured its growth, and of the work of certain individualsfor whom it was ân issue of vital importance. The centralpurpose of the study is to provide an examination of thephilosophical and ideological convictions of those whosupported the cause of cultural nationalism. These convictionshave been searched out in the books, essays and articleswritten by English-Canadian intellectuals who lrere articulate
spokespeoplg on the need to promote the development of thenational culture. 'l'hese individuals included, amongst others:vincent Massey, Hilda Neatby, George Grant, Arthur ior"r,Harold rnnis, Robertson r)avies and Northrop Frye. Finalíy,
the_ stgdy aLtempts to explain vrhy a certaii seftment of thäAnglo-Canadian cultural elite, dêspite individüal differences,supported the cause of cultural nationalism.

The thesis focuses on the tone and content of thedebates surrounding the issrre of cultural nationalí_sm, noton the individuals psrs.c. consequently, it begins with ananalysis of th" þycl gsion on Nati onal Deielopmenr in
lhe Arts, Lefter

tellectuai content of culturalnationalism. Indeed, the Canadian culEural traditions vrhich
lh. report repr:esented and sought to promote provided i-hefoundation for the defense of irh. nrtional 

"rritrrr" duringthe 1.950s. T!. stgÞsequent debates on the preservation anclpromotion of canadian culture are examined in relation t-othe lfassey Report. The study includes an analysis of t\À7ospecific aspects of this genêral debate: the discussions onthe possibitity of a natiónal philosophy of education and acanadian idiom in literature. The thäsís provides anexhaustive analysis of the work of a numbei of intellectualsassociated rvith the cause of cultural nationalism in the1950s. rt is selective in approach, hovzever, designed to
liet'tligþt certain_ aspecrs of i:rre pnîrosophióa1 anä iãeologicaLfoundations of cultuial nationalièm.
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]NTF.ODUCTTON

The 1950s has often been characterLzed as a period
of relative quiet between two stormy decades. Arouncl the

world, and particularly in North America, this notíon has

been impressed upon the popular imagination through movies

and television programs that take a nostargic look at the

decade. These media have chosen to emphasize the "hapÞy d,ays"

of the 1950s, when teen-agers drove hot rods, dancecl to rock

and roll and listene<1 to their parents who always kner..¡ best.
As alrvays, the nostalgia is deceiving. rn international
affairs, the 1950s r"as the decade of the cold T^,Iar, "a period
in which the Free l:lorld and Lhe Communist Bloc glared at one

another across Europe and. Asia, even managing a smal I clisa,qree-

ment in. Korea."1 rn the united states, senator Mccarthy

terrortzed the American ponulation r¿ith the vision of a "R_ed

menace" in their midst. rt was a tj-me in which people \¡/ere

forced to adjust to the possibility of a \^râr of destruction
more total than anything imaginecl before the invention of the
Atomic bomb. l4oreover, it r^¡as the decade in v¡hich the consumer

society took root and biossomed forth in all its various
splendor.

stuart Ewen, author of The captains of consciousness:

argued that the r950s l'Tas "a periocl of monumental cirange

when the patterns of conspicuous consumption became

'democratizeð.' on a mass scaL""2 The creation of new a.d more

sophistica.ted erectronic rnedia, such as television,

Advertising and the social- R.oots of corrg*.r cqlture, has



increased leisure time, and a constantly expanding system

of production that opened ner,r markets at every level of

society conspired in t-he dissemination of a "dominant

consumerist ideology. "3 In the United StaLes, the new

society of the post war world was one that not only produced

and distributed goods for mass consumption, but also distri-

buted culture and social values on a nass ."t1".4

Canada, as much as the United States was being

aff.ected by "the project of ideological consumerLzati-on."

A glance at any one of- a number of popular magazines reveals

the spread of the cultural values of con.sumer society. Pages

of glossy photographs depicti-ng a Donna Reed-like mother

standing at the helm of a new washer-dryer unit, full page

spreads of Chrysler Imperial's latest edition of the "dream

car" attest to the fact that Canadians, like Americans,

accepted the dreams and ambítions created for them by the

new "Captains of Consciousness. "5 The preference of Canad.ians

for American television and radio prograrmning that reinforced

these values and attitudes also suggests that the general

population willingly accepted the standardLzation of a

North American "l'rlt.rr".6 The idea that a clifferent or distinct
culture might be preserved norlh of the forty-ninth parallel

did not seem relevant to the vast maj ority of Canadians .

They appeared, at least on the surface. content to listen

to Elvis Presley, to buy American automobi les and to v¡atch

"Ed Sullivan" and "The Honeymooners. "

Ewen also argued, hov/ever, that in the United States



"the decade of the fifties was largely one

time of social and political petrification.
containment, a

Nevertheless,

it was "within the robotized veneer of the fifties" that the

heart of a resistance took form which was eventually expressed

in the protest movements of the 1960s. B The emergence of

feminism, the civil rights movement, the growth of political

activism on AmericarL campuses and the rise of the "Ne\n/ Left"

\,,rere, Ewen maintained, the cultural and political manifesta-

tions of resistance to the standard LzatLon of "ult.rre.9
The "cultural apparatus of consumerism," had, in fact,

provided "a rich soj-l for discontent. "10 One might argue

that the same rüas largely true in Canada: the conformism

and complacency that characterized the mood of the decade in

America was the same north of the border. Resistance, when

it was expressed, came in the coLrrse of the next decade.

Yet generalizations such as these, while they might

be useful, tend to í"gnore the signif icance of movements

which did nol- conform to lhe dominant trends of social

behaviour. There \,{as, in fact, a concerted effort to counter-

act the rise of mass society and mass culture in English

Canada during the 1950s. The resistance was not manifested

in a broadly based social movement, that expressed a radical
or revolutionary ideology. It \^ras , however, a signif icant

expression of resistance. In many respects, it constituted

a consistent, if rearguard attack on the changes occurring

within Canadian society a defensive response to the

perceived threat of the Americani_zation of the Canadian

of
,17



T¡/ay of lif e. Moreo\¡êr , it was a movement based in genuine

concern for the future of Canadian society, as much as it
\,^Ias one based in the particular class interests of those

involved. The heart of the movement took form within ihe

rnid<lle class itself , inside the ranks of the intelligentsia.
The intellectuals examined in this thesis r,¡ere all

particípants in thís resistance. Their shared goal was the

defense and prese::vation of traditions, social values and a

conception of culture which they l:elieved v¡ere being destroyed

in tire industrialized, consumer-oriented, modern world. Their

common enemy vTas the united sLates, a nation that appeared to

have completely embraced the social attitudes and cultural
values of mass society, and which seerned intent upon spreading

these across the American continent. The banner under which

they rallied was cultural nationalism. Although the intensity
and degree of nation.alist sentiments expressed varied from

individual to indl'-vidual and from one intellectual discipline
to another, these intellectuals shared a common belief, They

agreed that the best form of defense against the cofirmercial-

ization of canadian culture, r/ì¡as the preservation and

promotion of a unique national culture one grollnded in the

best traditi-ons and values of Canada and of lrlestern civiLiza-
tion as a whole.

Such attitudes \¡rere certainly not unique to
under examination.

English indicate in

to offset the impact

As Robert Bothwell, Ian Drummond

their survey Canada Since L945,

the period

and John

attempts

beforeof American culture had emerged
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1950. As early as the 1930s the Canadian Broadcasring

Corporation had sought to develop programming which wo,¿ld

"unify the country, displace American programming and improve

the cul.tural and moral condition of the people."ll Moreover,

Mary Vipond has demonstrated that cultural nationalism was a

vital force amongst the Canadian intelligentsia of the L920s.L2

Nevertheless, in the light of significant economic and social
changes in Canadian lÍfe, and given the advent of communications

systems which appeared to undermine and indeed, destroy

particular cultures by breaking down the barriers of space

and time that separated them, Lhe cause of cultural national-
ism took on what might be described as a renewed importance.

In his article "The Post Second ltlorld War Canadian

Society," S.D. Clark tras attempted to describe the nature of

the economic and social changes occurring in Canada after L946.

I,^lhat he documents is a gradual transformation of the Can¿rdian

class structure, the result of changes wrought during and

af ter \,rIorld trrrar rr . From a nation with a relatively small,

largely eastern-based middle class, Canada emerged in the

twenty years after the war as a society in which the middle

class \,ras expanding and growing. He argues that
The massir¡e shifts of population from the
country to the city and from the city to
the suburbs, and large scale immigration
from Europe and from other overseas countries,
increasing United States investment in Canada,
the reversal of the trend of Canadians moving
to the US to one of Americans moving to Canada,
the emergence of new and expanding types of
business enterprises such as household finance,
construction and house building offering
opportunities for rapid economic advancement
to elements of the population hitherto under-



privileged, the increased intrusion of
\47omen into the labour force, and the
enormous expansion of facilities of higher
education r.iere developments i"hat did much
more than simply reflect a grorving state
of economic expansion and prosperity" They
brought about an enormous broadeníng af the
base of the Canadian midclle class.l3

He goes on to state that for the vast majority of
working class and lower middle class neople the clecade v¡as

one of promise. l.larnings about foreign control of the

economy or culture hacl littre appe¿ìl- for many canaciian*r.14

Yet if we accept his description of the process underway in
Canada, it is easy to imagine the potential f or clissent

amongst the ranks of the eastern-b¿rsed middle clasr.l5 i.le can

also add to his list of changes the growing dominance of Lhe

social sciences (as the handmaidens of the new technoloøy

and social engineers of the new consumer societ¡r) , the

dwindling importance of stuclies in the irumanities and the

subsequent loss of public influence and prestige of scholars

trained in this area, as well as the diminishing appeal of
the offer,ings of high culture in comparison to the easíry
accessible and cheaply reproduced offerings of popular culture
\^lith these additions it becomes easier to see why some of the
most vocal critics of the transformation were members of the

traditional middle class intelligentsia - men and r.¡omen who

had dedicated their lives to the humanities and the arts.
on one level then, the call for the preservation or

development of the national culture r¿as a response to the

demise of a traditional social order and, with it, the

inf luence of areas of studlz (philosophy, theology, l-ristor:y



and literature) that had once held a dominant position in
Canadian intellectuaL life. Nevertheless, to argue that
culLural nationalism was solely arr expression of the self-
interest of those who promoted the cause would be a gross

oversimplification. It was an expression of the genuine

concern of intellectuals who feared for the future of Canada

and its people. The intellectuals examined in the course of
this study, whether historians, philosophers, literary
critics, social critics or novelists, \^/ere committed to the

promotion of culture in canada and through this to the pre-

servation of what they believed to be an alternate social
order on the North American continent. This social order was

one which they belie'ved was founded and which would continue

to be built upon the best traditions of the Canadian past.

During the 1950s, cultural nationalism rested upon a

system of beliefs and a vision of Canada which despite

signif icant individual dif f erences, \^/ere profoun<ily conserva-

tive.l6 Many cultural nationalists sought to preserve

tradition - what they perceived to be the wisdom of the

beliefs, customs and laws of the past - in the hope that
these would promote meaningful intel-lectual , artistic and

social development in canada. They emphasLzed the social
value of a respect for history and precedent, and the

necessity of a sense of duty to both past and future
generations. rn varying degrees, all of them stressed the

primacy of the communit)/ over the privileges of the

individual, and some focused on the important role that



religion played in cultivating cofümon beliefs, a sense of

social duty and a conception of the moral community.

Implicit in their views \,üas a distrlrst of "modernity"

insofar as modernity was synonymous with materialism,

cofirmercialism and the sociaL and cultural values attached

to both doctrines.

For many of these intellectuals the advance of

modernity (in its most extreme form) enLailed the disinte-
gration of tradition, authority, and a social o::der wherein

human beings \¡rere bound together by a sense of duty and

moral purpose. Modernity \,ías synonymous with the rise of

the mass society, orre in which individuals were primarily
interested in the pr:omotion of their own material interests
and well-being. The mass society embraced the materialist
faith in the power of science to guarantee human progress

and emphas i-zed that material growth and expansion was the

highest expression of man's triumph over his environment.

rt was a society in which the traditional bonds of religion
and social concern v/ere sacrificed to the interests or' business

and commerce. The function of education in mass society was

not to enlighten, edify or free the individual, but to insure

social adjustment and to meet the market's insaLiable need

for specialists. They emphasLzed that in such a society man

lost sight of the pursuit of the good anci instead concentrated

on achieving "the good life. " Unaware of their loss of free-
dom, devoid of any sen.se of purpose or duLy in relation to

the community, individuals were reduced to members of a "I-,onely
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Crowd,"''alienated from themselves and their fellows. Atomic

bombs might drop, Senator McCarthy might conciuct nitch hunts,

but the mass society ignored and endured. Pointing to the

united states Lo illustrate the negative effects of these

modern trends, canadian intellectuals warned of the dangers

of American cultural domination.

It is therefore easy to see why these intellectuals
turned their attention to the development of culture and why

they conceived of national independence primarily in cultural
terms. Culture, in the sense that they utilized the word,

entailed the training of the moral, intellectual and aesthetic
sensibilities of Canadians. In order that an alternate social
order be preserved in Canada, the promotion of culture in the

traditional sense v/as seen to be an absolute necessity. rn

The Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters
and sciences , and again in the work of Hilda Neatby, Arthur
Lower, Harold rnnÍ-s, B.K. sandwell, Robertson Davies, Northrop

Frye and others, the development of the spirit and mind was seen

as the country's best route to a meaningful national ind.ependence

Furthermore, they argued that in order to coml¡at the r j_se of
the mass society and to insure that canada took its place

amongst other civilÍzed nations of tire Future World, Canadian

culture had to develop in accordance with the established.

precedents and the historical experience of the nation, and

had to be grounded in Ehe best traditions of \¡lestern CivilLzatton
I'{any of these intelLectuals \^rere optimistic that a more

humane, indeed more moral, social or<ler might be preserved in
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canada" rn references to the canadian past they emohas i.zed.

that the nation had been deeply influencecl by the Loyalist
and French canadian traditions. p,oth had nurturecl a

political order ttrat clisplayed a healthy respect for history,
orcler and authority and a deep distrust of any pol.itical
solution that involved a rad,ical break- r,vith the past. The

colonial experience rras also alluded to as a cent-ral fact
of Canadian life and v¡as frequently seen Lo have been responsible
for the stable evolution of Canada's independence. It had also
nurtured the nation's attachment to the political, social and

culturar traditions of the o1d world. Moreover, they repeatedry
pointed out that canada had been the product of rational
argumenL and compromise, not revolution. As a result, they
argued that Canadians had rrever cut themselves off from liuropean,
and in particurar British, traditions to Lhe extenL that the
revolutionary culture of the Ilnited states had done. They

therefore maintained that the nation,s political culture was

established upon a conservative vision of socÍ_ety. The

Canadian political order cherished freedom ancl promoted Ðrogress,
but also maintained that moral and ethical consiclerations and

the well-being of society as a rvhole was of central importance.
Furthermore, they indicated that the canad,ian definition of
liberty, equality and fraternity was markedly different from the
American conception.

The nation's political history was not the onlv area
rifled for evidence to support their descriptions of the
canadian character and rvay of life. Social historl. anci, in
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particular, the social reality of two cultures, \,^/ere also

utilízed to demonstrate another important feature of the

national identity. In seeking to balance and meet the needs

of French and English Canadians, they maintained that Canada

had learned the value of compromise. Over the years the talent

had grown to the point where Canadians had become the masters of

the modus vivendi in every area of national life: political,

social and economic. The continued existence of two cultures

had also produced a pluralist society in Canada, one which

allowed for the peaceful co-existence of many regions and

ethnic groups within the parameters of one nation. The

American social ideai of the "melt-ing pot" had been abandoned

in Canada and this had had f.arreaching implí cations for the

Canadian political arrd social order. Moreover, many of these

intellectllals sought in the Canadian landscape the source of

the characteristic strengths of the Canadian people. Many

implied that a harsh environment and climate had h.elped to

mould the Canadian character, it had raught Canadians humility,
modesty and tolerance.

In examinations of Canadian education, literature and

culture in general these intellectuals drew upon all or one of

these arguments to illustrate the Canadian difference. They

sought to demonstrate that Canada need not embrace the political,

social and cultural values of mass society. They believed that

a rinique Canadian culture, might be preserved and promoted. It

had only to clevelop in accordance with the histori caL precedents

and traditions of the nation, ones that v,lere not only different
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from the American but, also morally superíor. NevertheLess,

in the new era of interdependency, in ttre universe of "the
global village," these intellectuals felt compelled to

emphasize the unj-versaliLy of the cultural values and traditions
.to be promoted in Canada. Not wanting to appear chauvinistic
or ethnocentric, they implied that it was the Canadian translation
of the best traditions of I¡lestern civilLzatíon that \,rere to be

preserved. Canada was part of the world, yet unique within
that world; and one could not be sacrificed for the other.

Just as plurality was the strength of the nation's sociaL and

political order, diversity and not homogeneityor standardization

lüas the strength of the universal v¡orld of culture and the

international order 
"

Carl Berger has argued that the constituent elenents

of the nationalist tradition examined in his book, The Sense

of Power, "survived long after Lhe cause with which they had

been allied lost its relevancu."lS The preceding survey of the

ideas and beliefs of Canadian intellecrtrals of the 1950s

demonstrates the extent to which his âssessmenr- is accurate.

Despite some significant individual differences, their conception

of Canada was rooted in the assumptions of nationalists of an

earlier era, who had sought to pronote canadian autonomy within
the context of the BriLish Empire. Moreover, while the formal

political strr'lctur-e of imperial federation hacl been abandoned

three decades earlier, many English-canadian intellectuals of
the 1950s argued that continued association with Great Britain
(and thus association wj-th the enduring cultural tradition of

the \^Iest) was of the utmost importance. Although they
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recognized that Britaj-n's position as a v¡crld po\^/er hacl been

radically undermined by events during and af ter r.,lorld 1,lar rr,
many contended that the symboLic cultural connections betrveen

canada and Great Britain had to be preserved to counteract
American cultural clomination. rn so doing they did not imply
that Canadian culture should remaj-n derivative or colonially
subservient to British cultural trends. They merely sought to
emphasize that continued connection with the cultural traditions
of the \^lest, and in particular those of Great Britain, provided

an important bulwark against the Americanization of culture
in Canada.

The links between the cultural nationalists examined

in this thesis and the rmperial Federationists examined in
Berger's book v/ere more than ideological and philosophical.
vincent Massey had himself, for example, been a member of the

"Round. Table lfoveme.nt."l9 The canadian philosopher George

Grant was the grand.son of George parkin and G.M. Grant, both
of whom had been active in the movement for imperial federatio.,.20
Robertson Davies and Arthur Lov¡er had both been educated at
upper canada college and oueen's university, and, these
institutions had had long', associations with men who had pro-
moted canadian nationalism and imperial .mion.2l Although
educated in Inlestern canada, Hilda Neatby came from British
stock, had served on the Massey Commission under Vincent lfassey
and had many connections lvith ontario's cultural eLite.22
The same \'üas true of B.K. sandv¡ell, an individual r.rho had

long been associated with promoting canadian ",rlt,rr..23
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Lorne Pierce, Desmond Pacey and Northrop Frye, to name

only a fe'o¡ of the literary critics examined in this tiresis,
I¿üere all members of Ontario's intellectual establishment

and were cledicated to the promotion of canadian lil-eratut".74
Nevertheless, even if these associations by birth,

education and p::ofession had not existed, it would have

been easy enough to demonstrate that the intellectual links
\,,rere not accidental, that they formulated the ties that
bound a nationalist tradition that spanned many decacles.

An analysis of the Massey Report, the document ivhich in many

respects Iaid the l=oundation for the cultural nationalism
of the 1950s will demonstrale the continued existence of
that tradition" Furthermorer it \^zill demonstrate how, in
the face of a ne\^¡ threat to Canaciian society ancl the

canadian way of 1ife, the traditional intelrigentsia of
eastern Canada reformulated and expancled upon the arguments

of an earlier generation to combat that threat.
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THAPTER I
Things of the Spirit and l{ind

fn f95f, after two years of public hearings and

research, The R,eport of the Royal Commission on Na.tional

Development in the_{I! rar published.

This document, which came to be known simply as "The Massey

Report," rnTas much more than an exhaustive list of cultural
agencies or a study of th.e state of post-war Canadian

culture. It constituted both a defensive response to the

perceived threat of cultural assimilation by the United

States and a positive, if largely symbolic, assertion of

Canada's national autonomy. Indeed, many contemporary

journalists, academics and artists rvelcomed it as the long-

awaited manifesto on the strategy for Canadian cultural
survival. I As Bernard .Ostry has pointed out, their enthu-

siasm was at least partially justifiecl, as the report did

lay "the cornerstone for much that followed in the develop-

ment of Canadian cultural policy and institutions. "2

Nevertheless, as important as the commission's

recornmendations \rere, they are not the central focus for
this study. This is to be an examination of English-

Canadian cultural nationalism in the 1950s, not en analysis

of Canadian cultural policy. Consequently, after a brief
examination of events leading up to the appointment of the

Royal Commission, it is the cultural values and traditions
which the commissioners proposals rùere designed to preserve

L/
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that will be examinecl. For it is the Canadian cultural

tradition which the report representecl and sought to

protect, which provided the basis for Anglo-Canadian cul-

tural nationalism in the decade of the fifties.

I

As early as L945 at least one liberal cabinet

minister and three upper level civil servants in Canada

began to advocate the need for a government inquiry into

the development of the arts, letters and sciunces.3 These

men, aware of the growing discontent within the artistic

and academic communitj-es, urged the government of Mackenzie

King to investigate the possibility of developing a federal

cultural policy.4 Their concern l/as precipitated in part

by the Artists' March on Ottawa and the subsequent presenta-

tion of the Turgeon Committee Brief . 
5 In each case, ho\nzever,

it is likely that personal and professional experience had

generated an interest in Canadian culLure.

Vincent Massey and LesLer Pearson, both members of

the Department of External Affairs, would necessarily have

been concerned with the kind of image which Canada proj ected

abroad and as a result, when the issue arose, expressed

interest in the development of the nation's cultural re-

sources at home.6 Broolce Claxton, who in Lg47 took over the

portfolio of National Defence, and Jack Pickersgill, Special

Assistant to the Prime Minister in L945, had also expressed

concern over the development of the country's cultural
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resources . 
7 Pickersgill, a one-time profes.sor of History

at united college in üiinnipeg, had first hand knowledge of
the problems of higher education in canada. (The complete

absence of a national library was only one such problem).

Nevertheless most of these men \^zere prob.ab.ly more inrneciiately

concerned with the financial crisis being experienced on the
o

campuses of canadian universities. o All of these factors,
combined with the fears of journalists, artists and intellect-
uals over the growing dominance of American mass culture,
resulted in the appointment of the Royal cormnission on

National Development in the Arts., Letters and Sciences in Lg4g.

rn his study of canadian poricy on cultural affairs
Bernard Ostry describes the total membership of the Comm:'-ssion

as "representative of traditional culture.,,l0 Tl-re phrase is
apl in more ways than one. rf we take it to mean that the
commissioners represenLed the cultural, political ancl

economic establishment of canada then it is an accurate des-

cription. If we take it to denote individuals who represented
an enduring English-canadian cultural heritage then it is
equalry cor::ect. vincent Massey, a member of the Toronto

Establishment, a businessman and a professional civil servant
in the Department of E>cternal Affairs, had served as canada's

High coirrnissioner in London from 1936 to Lg46, and in Lg4g

rdas appointed chairman of the Royal commir"ior,. ll Th.e other
commissioners included Hilda Neatby, a historian and later
author of so Little For the Mind , ãfr indictment of "progres_
sive educatior;"12 Atthur Surveyor, âD engineer and
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consultânt by profession, and a member of the National

Research Council and the Royal Conrnissions on the St.

Lawrence Seaway ancl the Straj-i of Canso;13 N.A.M. MacKenzie,

President of the university of British columbia, a specialist
in InternaLional La!'r, advisor for the Committee on University
Training for Veterans and a Fellow of the Royal SocÍety for
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacturing and Commerce;14 and,

finally, Father Georges Henri Levesque, critic of tkre

Duplessis government, and the founder and Dean of the school

of Social Sciences at Laval University.l5 It is perhaps

significant that the only sectors of canadian society whose

interests \'rere not directly represented on the commission

vùere the working class and the artistic community. All
other classes and regions of the nation \^rere represented.

Vincent Massey has been given credit for the actual

writing of the report and it has been describecl as his "best

literary monument. "l6 Certainly it must have required a

monumental effort for the commissioners to synthesize 462

independent briefs and the testimony of 1200 witnesses, as

well as to integrate data compiled by four advisory commit-

tees and a variety of experts commissioned to write special
17reports.-' The official document was written in t!üo parts:

Part one included a general survey, appraisal and forecast
for the future of the arts, letters and sciences in canada,

while Part Two included specific policy recoÍìnûendations.

It is the tone and content of Part One, however, which

provides the greatest insight into the cultural values and
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traditions the commj.ssioners believed Canada should uptrold

and protect. Ultimately, these vrere the values and tradi-

tions which provided the basis for the cultural nationalism

of a certain segment of the English-Canadian intellectual

con'uruniLy throughout the f if ties. This cultural paLtern

Ìùas essentially British CanadÍan and elitist in its orienta-

tion. Mclreover, it was dominated by a strong anti*American

sentiment, rooted in a certain set of assumptions about the

nature of the social values of the United States and the ways

in which they differed from those jn Canada.

IT

However lar¡ish the praise given to the United States

for its generosity and support, Canada's clependence on

private American funds for cultural development was seen by

the commissioners as a real d.ngur.l8 Moreover, the "rvhole-

sale importation" of American institutions, social theories

and cultural values was seen as a direct threaL to the

development of indigenous cultural patterns.l9 Indeed,

things American were charact-.erized as "alien" to canada and

their educational policies were described as not in keeping

"v¡ith our own way of life;" a point of view elaborated and

anaLyzed by HÍlda Neatby in her study of canadian educatior..20

l'Jhereas Quebec was protected by a language barrier, the report
warned that English-canada was in danger of being culturally
assimilated into American "oci.ty.2l MiLlions \^rere being

spent to rnaintain a national political inclependence rvhich
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"would be nothing but an empty shell without a vigorous

and distinctive cultural Life."22 It urged, therefore,
that English-speaking canadians resist absorption into
the cultural patterns of the United States and ,,not be

blind. . . to the very present danger of permanent depend.en 
"u.,,23

Defending Canadian independence in the face of an

"American threat" was clearly not a new phenomenon. As the

commissioners pointed out, Canada's unique position on the

continent had always made her vulnerable to American

influence and, one might add, domination. I¡Ihat was different,
and what worried a certain segment of the Canadian population

after InIorId I,rlar II, v/ere the social implications and the form

of this new threat. By 1950 the impacL of industrial j-zation,

urbanization and technological expansi_on, particularly in the

area of mass media communication, placed hThatever distinctive
national character or culture that existed in Canada in danger

of being totally and finally overwhelmed.

rn The l,ririting of canadian History, carl Berger is at
least partially correct when he points ouL that the anti-
American sentiments of the Massey Report reflected a general

anxiety "on the part of an intellectual erite over the perva-
siveness of American mass culture ."24 The commissioners began

their stuciy of "Radio Broaclcasting" by cornmending the federal
government for acting upon the concerns of Lhose Canadians

who realized as early as the 1920s "that cul-tural annexation

would follow our absorption in the American radio system just
as surely as economic and even political annexation woulcl have
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followed absorption into l-he American raihuay system."25

What was of present concern to the commissioners, ho\ntrever,

\^7as the fact that fhis national system, designed to "main-

tain a Canadian character" and "contribute to a sense of

Canadian unity" was having only "tolerable success in
combatting commerci aLLzaLion and excessive Americanization

of Canadian prografiai "t."26
The concerns of the commissioners reflectecl those

expressed by the members of numerous organízations from the

Canadian Congress of Labour to the Canadian Authors'

Association and the Canadian Federation of Agriculture.
These people urged that standards of artistic excellence

on radio be maintained and that a distinctive Canadian

character be preserved. In contra.sting Canadian and

American broadcasting many argued that programming should

not continue to be subordinated to the needs of advertising

to the excessive degree evident in the United States.27

They expressed particular concern over the use of advertising
on television, which in their opinion '*[intensified] Lhe

methods of appeal to material instincts of various kinds .. .."28
The report also pointed out that numerous nationaL organiza-

tions believed that the cBC should exercise its jurisdicrion
to prevent private stations from catering to the lowest

coûtrnon denominator of taste within society.29 Furthermore,

they urged that programming on both radio and televi.sion,
which sought only to tiLillate and not to enlighten or edify,
should be curtaite¿.30 Finalry, in a specific reference to
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televisiorr progranrming, they argued that "Recalling the t\,ùo

chief objectir¡es of our natÍonal system of broadcasting,

national unity ancl understanding, ¿rnd eclucation in the broad

sense, wê do not thínk that American prograrrxrìes, with notable

exceptions, will serve our national needs. "3l
Clearly, one of the chief concerns of the commissioners

\^Ias to prevent American mass culture from totally overwh.elming

the national character or culture of Canada. If the concerns

of the report as a whole are any indical-ion, however, it
is not simply an elitist preoccupation with the cultivation
of "good taste" and "¡5ood manners" amongst the "swinish

multitude" which motivated the commis"iorru"r.32 Their primary

concern r^ras the corroding effect of the socj-al values which

were being imported along wich the culLural commodities

produced in the United States, and the manner in which they

undermined the Canadian way of life. Indeed, after reading

the report one is left with the impression that it was not

only the social values of the USSiI which T¡rere ccming under

cold war scrutiny, as some authors have argued, but that the

values most commonly identified with American society \^/ere

also being questioned.33 The underlying assumptions of the

report seem to be that the traditional cultural and social

values of Canada were somehow fundamentally different, and

in some respects superior, to those of the United States,

and so \^rorth the time anci effort to protect from the onslaught

of American mass cult,rr..34 trIhat, then vrere Canada'

I

f:

"national needsrr -- the cultural values and way of ife which
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the cornmissioners sought to protect from "absorption into
the general- cultural. patterns of. the united sLates. "235

The con¡nissj.oners described at const'-derabl-e Length

the values whictr they believed had guided and should continue

to guide the con¡rrunity north of the forty*ninth parallel .

They stressed the importance of the spiricual and intellectual
dimension of hunan life and the dangers of subordinating
these to the acquisition and consumption of materiai ,".1th.36
Unlike nineteenth and t\,ventieth century lais sez-faire liberals,
they did not believe that material growth or progress, in and

of itself, would guarantee the development of moral man. rn
fact, one of the most quoted studies in the document-the
article on philosophy prepar:ed by George Grant-repeatedly
warned of the price that would be paid by ^ sociery where

"the rational contemplation of the good was exchanged for
the triumphant contempiation of material progresr.,,37

The report emphasj-zeð the need to develop a social
vision in canada which viewed knowledge as the root of
understanding and not only as the guarantor of porur.38 rt
implied, furthermore, thaE the quality of human existence
was dependent upon more profound considerations Lhan the
pursuit of happiness and the acquisition of property. The

social vision which emerged from the report appears to have

been based upon a rejection of an eighteenth century faith
in. material growth and expansion as the route to social
progress; values which \dere associated with the "alien"
Lraditions of the united states.39 perhaps not surprisingly,
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the commissioners began to hint at the failings of those

very social values which American critics lÂ/ere beginning to

expose. The American historian Richard Hofstader had already

launched his attack on The Ameri-can Political Tradition in

f948, by stating that America , far from being a democracy of

fraternity, was nothing but a democracy of cupidity.40 The

inability of American society to cultivate a broad moral

vision, which Hofstader noted, continued to come under attack

by other opponents of so called "irratíonal Lockeanir*."41

But whereas certain American social critics mourned the fact

that America's past provided few answers to her modern dilennna,

the authors of the Massey Commission seemed to be arguing

just the opposite.42

i'r/hile admitting that the bonds of tradition in a new

country like Canada lrere rveak, they repeatedly emphasized that

those rvhich did exist could be strength.ened and protectud.43

The Anglo-Canadian past, entwined with that of French Canada

and based on the Loyalist tradition, appeared to provide the

natural historical foundations for an alternate social viuiorr.44

rn rejecting the American experiment the loyalists had brought

to Canada traditions which were distinctly different from

those of the United States. The report also seemed to imply

that Canadians, as members of the Conrrnonwealth and as

subjects of the Queen, had more in common with the traditions
of Great Britain than with those of the USA.45 Finally, the

commissioners emphasized tl-rat the Canadian way of life was

one which they believed, rightly or wrongly, to be based upon

the sound values and the basic goorJ taste of ordinary citizens
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\,rho had been raised in a "smalltown Canada" which had all but

disappeared.

These viervs corresponded to the central tenets of

Canadian nationalists v¡ho had promoted the concept of ImperiaL

Fed.eration in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centur i"r.46
Not surprisingly, Vincent Massey, the chairman of the conrnis-

sion, r^/ho had himself been a member of the Round Table Move-

ment and Canada's High Commissioner to Great Britain, \,vas

Promoting a vision of Canada consistent with his o\^rn political '

/, -l
and intellectual background.-' The emphasis on the loyalist
tradition, Canada's place in the Commonwealth, and the implicit,
but not lavish praise of British cultural traditions, demon- 

istrated the extent to which the Massey Report was representative 
i

of a long-standing nationalist tradition in Canada. r¡trhile i

the formal political concept of imperial federation had

clisappeared, it was evident that in the 1950s some of the

central ideas and assr.mptions associated with the cause lived
on. Nevertheless, it was in the report's celebration of the

rural or agrarian ideal in Ca.nadian life that the associations

between the cultural nationalism of the Massey Report and that
of an earlier generation v,rere most eloquently expressed.

Four pages of the report are dedicated to a description
of this "simple life" as it was at least as the cornrnission-

ers imagined iL had been-before the invasion of Mass Media.

In-it one feels the resentment and distrust of tradirionalists
confronted with yet another technological innovation of liberal
industrial society, whose des'lructive potential had not yet
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been adequately assesr".l. 4B Like many conservatives before

them, they warned of the dangers of unbridled technological

expansion and the rapid social charrge which followed it-
change which was not necessarily for the better and was

usually irrevocable. They took greaL pains to document the

process whereby a way of life in rvhich "communication was on

a voluntary and personal basis" was gradually being destroyed

and repl-aced by one whj.ch was "automatic easy and imperson aL."49

Above all they appeared to mourn the fact that "Culture, too,

came to lean heavily on the machine. "50 Just as conservatives

like hlordsworth had once condemned the factory system and

its effect on the ri:ral based family economy of Britain in

the earLy nj-neteenth century,5lth" authors of the Massey

Commission mourned the automation of culture and j-ts impact

upon what they belie"ved to be the rich cultural traditions
and the tranquil rvay of life of rural Canada. In their
opinion, the spread of mass culture entailed the demise of

traditional values, and this meant that "Nowadays, opera has

a rival in "soap opera," and perhaps a "pin-up girl" grins

from the exâct place on the wall where used Lo hang the

portrait of a shy young woman of twenty, of whom they used

to say: "Qui est-ce? Mais vous-savez bien que c'est le
portrait de grand'mere. "52

This section of the report offers the best and the

T,,/orst of tory paternalism, Canadian style . There is little
doubt that this is a sentimentalized and idealized portrait
of life in a canadian small town at the turn of the century.
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It is simply not true, as they seem to indicate, that everyone

had the opportunity or the encouragemenL (personal or social)

to vi-qit the local library to pick up a copy of Jane Eyre.

There j-s clearly a tendency on the part of the committee to

universaL|ze its o\^7r1 class experience, and io ignore the

socio-economic and political realities of Canadian society

i-n the first half of the twentieth century.53 Nevertheless,

it would be unfair to characteríze this expression of concern

as the prattling of wild-e)'ed reactionaries pushing back

against the inevitable process of "moderniTslisrrtt-s term

which tends to obscure more than it .*plains.54 Furthermore,

it would be wrong to denigrate the sentiments expressed here

as merely nostalgic, or supercilious and patronizing. As the

British historian E.P. Thompson has pointed out in his major

study, Tire Making of the EnglÍsh Working Class, "The mistake

today, is to assune that paternalistic feeling must be detached

and condescend.ing. It can be passionate and engaged."55 Such

liras certainly the case for the members oT the Massey Commission,

as they witnessed the changes being effected in Canadian society

Regardless of the balanced tone of the report, the

commissioners noted the dissolution of traditional bonds

and the rise of the mass society, not only with nostalgia

but also with consiclerable alarm. The social vision ouIli-ned

throughout the report was one which they believed to be rooted

in- "The canadian Past; " it was therefore imperaLive that its
essence be preserved. They \,üere not disinterested observers

of canadian society but engaged advocates of a social vis:'-on.
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ït was a profoundly conservative view of society, o11e still
strongly rooted in the British traditions of the Canadian past

and a philosophical tradicion which viewed the mind and

spiritual values as fundamental to life as a whole.

This can be seen in the manner in which the commission

defined its task and identified its real concern "with what

might be called in a broad sense spiritual resources, which

are less tangible than physical resources but whose importance

needs no emphasis."56 They maintained that these \^iere

the resources which had sustained and united the canadian

people through difficult times in the past and woulcl guarantee

the nation's survival in the future. The report asserted that
the intangible resources, not the material ones , gave a nalion
". . ilot only its essential character but its vitality as

well. "57 These inteLngibles--the things of the spirit ancl of
the mind-formed the basis of the culr-ural traditions and

conventional wisdcm which bound diverse regional, ethnic or
religious cornmunities together into one natior,.58

The quotation from st. Augustine's The citJ of God,

chosen by the commissioners to introcluce their study and the

nature of their task, defined the nation as "an association
of reasonable beings united in a peaceful sharing of the things
they cherish. "59 rt went on to state that in order to determine

the quality of the nation, one must examine what these things
\^Iere. lnlhile the word "nation" is used here to denote

something entirely different from the lgth and zoth century

meaning of the word, the sentiment expressed in the

epigrarn crearly suited the purposes of the members of the

t..
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Massey Commission. In their opinion, the nation was much

more than the sum of its parts joined together by material

self-interest as ac[ive partners in a social contract. The

roots of unity and the guarantors of national survival \^rere

not solely to be found in material ties or physical borrds.60

UnÍty vras not to be achieved through enlightened self-interest,
nor \^ras it insured by the imposed homogeneíty of a social

"melting pot." True unity, in the words of the commissioners

belonged "to the realn of icleas."6l It was "a matter for
nen's minds and heart"."62 and they stated that "Canadians

lrealized] this and [were] conscious of tire importance of a

tradition in the r^raking. "6J

Unity was therefore establish.ed on the foundations of.

commonly held bel j-ef s , values and shared traditi ons . prov:'_n-

cial, ethnic, or religious diversity was seen by the commission-

ers, not as antithetical to national unity, but in the Acton-

ian sense, as a security for national freedom and as a healthy

resistance to the modern peril of standardizatio.r.64 They

took for granted that whatever the separate economic or

regional interests of individuals or "groups, " a common

cultivation of the things of the mind and spirit ivould produce

a sense of community and a true "Canadiarrism."65

It becones mcre and more apparent as one reads the

report that one of the major preoccupations of the commis-

sioners, like that of many of their intellectual forbears in
canada, T¡/as to preserve the moral foundations of canadian

life. rn a world where social change and technological growth

Ji
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proceeded at a-n unprecedented rate, rrhere science had apparently
been pronounced the absolute ruler if not redeemer of the

industriaLízed worlrl, Lhese iniellectuals affirmed the need

for a broad moral .risior,.66 This is suggested in their
concern with the development of "the spiritual strength of
the nation" and their reaffirmation of those bonds of tradition
and conventional wisdom which in some manner preserved the

individual's relationship to the larger conrnunit y.67 For

the commissioners, and for many intellectuals in canada,

however, this moral visíon was not Lo be fostered at the

expense of the interlectual freedom of the scholar, the

scientist or the artist; nor could a broad ethical perception

of human existence be sacrificed for mere efficiency, material
gain or mechanical. progres".68

By the decade of the fifties the notion of critical
inquiry founded on the idea of intellectual or artistic
freedom had, at least in theory, been accepted. Nevertheless,

the commissioners indicated that while critical inquiry could

no longer be dominated by the dictates of moral authority,
the moral implications of ân act or a scientific investr'-gation

had still to be considered.69 rt was even more evident,
perhaps, in the wake of the tragedies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

that intelrectual inquiry had to be directed by more than

material interests, the needs of the market or "the invisible
hand," otherrvise humanity was in danger of annihilating it".lf.70
In a secLion of the report which in some respects anticipatecl
the concerns expressed in the Snow-Leavis debates on the iclea
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of "Trr¡o Cultures,"71 the report not only explored the

relationship between the humanities, the social sciences

and the natural scj-ences but also the social responsibilities
or duties of each.

Once again the commissioners warned that material
interests and a dangerous preoccupation wirh the practical
application of scientific knowledge for immediate tangible
results had bred a lack of concern for the quality of human

existence. This was clearly demonstrated, they argued, in
the lack of funds available for studies in the humanities,

that field whose task was "the exegesis and the preservation
of all the elements which make of a man a civilLzed. beLng.,'72

This tendency was also demonstrated in the opinions of social
scientists who themselves warned of the impact of limited
funds on the quality of researchT3ur-rd the dangers to society
of men engrossed with "practical experimentalism, " who had no

mearrs of assessing the social implications of their d^t^ .7 4

over and over again the report stressed the need for the

restraining hand of the contemplative and critical traditions
of philosophy on the social and the natural scientist and on

"the man of action," presumably politicians, professionals and

business*urr. 75

Behind the report's sLatements on the social value of
philosophy stood the categorical views of George Grant. His
article on "Philosophy" strongly advocated that belief in
God, and more specifically a betief in the theological and

human virtues promoted within the christian tradition, should
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be the starLing point for philosophy and the basis upon which

the philosopher assumed his social role as arbiter of the mora|
. 76imperative.'" These \,^rere the only elements which, in Grant's

opinion, could save Canada as an independent nation, with a

distinct spiritual tradition, from accept-ing the cultural
values of "mass societies'o of the more porverful hlestern

States.77 l{ithout the aid of philosophy and of rhe greâr

Classical and Christian traditions of the l¡Iest the nation

might well succumb to the nightmare of mass society, made from

the stuff of eighteenth century dreams of unlimited human

growth and progress, guided by omnipotent "Science. " Grant

did not advocate that investigation arbitrarily be limited
by authority or that philosophy se[ up the new Indexes of
modern society. He did, however, stress the value of a

spiritual traditic¡n which might act as a Lempering influence
on " reckless men of action" and as a balance to those who

advocated rapid unchecked material and technological expansior,.78

Finally, the question of freeclom of inquiry and

expression was explored in the issue of state support.

The commissioners repeatedly emphasized that in advocating

state support they v"¡ere not arguing for state censorship

or control of the arts, letters and science ".79 Their main

intention rras to create an environment which would fact litate
and not restrict the freedom of artist, scientist or scholar

anto. investigate and create." They also made it ampry crear

that they lrad no desire to usurp the powers of the provinces

in the field of education in their attempt to formulate a

:
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national policy for cultural af.f.a:rrr.Bl They argued that
if all civilizations strive towards the corninon good-not only
the material but the intellectual and moral good of its
citizens-then the Federal Government of canaða had a roLe

to play in helping to yeaLLze that "Good." Indeed, they

pointed out that, in their opinion,

If the Federal Government is to renounce
its right to associate itself with other
social groups, public and private, in the
general education of the Canadian citizen
it denies its intellectual and moral pur-
pose, the complete conception of the good
is lost, and Canada, as such, becomes a
material j_stic society. "r,

rf nothing el-se, such noble words would have served ûo

silence the accusations being levelled at the Federal Commis-

sion by Premier Maurice Duples"i".83 More importantly, how-

ever, they served to underline the connnissioners' preoccupation

with the development of a moral vision and a sense of com-

munity, which would inform not only the private Lives of
men but the public actions of the government of Canada. Clearly,
the moral imperative ruhich seems to inform the authors of the

Massey Report is representative of that which A.B. l,ÍcKillop

argues has threaded its \day through the fabric of Angro-

Canadian thought from the Conque"t. 84

Just as their intellectual forbears in canada had

felt the need to preserve the moral authority of the church in
the face of massive challenge posed by Darwin's theories and

the empirical sciences, while at the same time promoting

critical inquiry or "the pursuit of knowledge, " so the

Massey commissioners sought to resolve the tension "between
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intellectual inquiry and conventional wisdom, between

individual autonomy and the social good, between the myth

of freedom and the myth of "orr"etrr."85 In a social environ-

ment which presented the same sense of dissolution-in a

world which had witnessed the death camps and the atomic

bomb, where material consumption was becoming the yardstick

by which to measure the quality of life, where absolutes had

given way to relativism and mankind seemed perpetually poised

on the brink of self-annihilation-Canadian intellectuals sought

to restore a moral or spiritual vision to a decidedly secular

society. In many respects this moral vision provided the

cornerstone i-n the foundation of cultural nationalism in
the decade of the fifties.

These, then, were the cultural values and social

vision of the nation which the Commissioners, and many of
those who contributed to the report, sought to preserve and

promote. It should be self -evident that their views Tdere

not limited to a specific spâce and time-that is, to canada

in 1951. As E.P. Thompson has pointed out, similar traditional
values vlere reasserted by numerous I¡Iestern intellectuals as

a result of the profound disillusionment which came in
response to the realities of l,,Iorld llar II and the Cold Inhr.86

rn many instances this had involved an explicit rejection of
revolutionary or even reformist ideologies and marked a

retreat into conservatism and ChrisLLan/ idealist metaphysics.

This reaction, Thompson argues, produced a breed of pessimistic

cynical and passive intellectuals who rationalized, their

t,

!
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inactivity by pointing out that "...if evil is a necessary

part of the human condition, there is not much point in

bursting one's moral boiler about it."87 A" a result, many

intellectuals closed the doors of their study and retired

from the world asserting that they had "rro greater duty to
society than that of restraining themsel.res. "BB

One might argue however, that at its best this
attempt Lore-articulate traditional vaLues for a twentjeth

century world was accompanied by an active sense of duty and

a passionate commitment to society. i^lhiLe the philosophical

and ideological beliefs expressed in the Massey Report are

both conservâ.tive and idealist in the most profound sense,

they carry with them no sense of resignation or abdication

of social responsibility. In fact there is a real notion

that the Good can and should be promoted, and that society

can be changed, or that, at least, what is good can be pre-

served.

The fact is, however, that regardless of the measure

of commitment or feeling of shared responsibil-ity expressed

in the report, the practical applicability of this lament

for canadian culture was severely limited. rt was limited
by an unrealistic assessment of the nature of culture, and

of its role Ín providing a national vision which r,¡ould

preserve the status euo, while altering the less appealing

materialistic side of modern society. This rras accompaniecl

by the equally questionable assertion that a handful of
artists and intellectuals ruho werÊ, by their own definition,
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over, above and separate from the greate.r part of society,

could inform and clirect that society. In addition to this,

their concern over the philistinism of American commercial-

ism and private enterprÍ-se in general and the inability of

the free market system to support the ârts recedes beside

their resigned acceptance of the fundamental validity of j.ts

operation. Finally, their arguments attest to their inability

to see the relationship between economics and cultural

expression and illustrates the real limitations of their

desire for social change. One cannot help but question

the purpose of such a report during a period when the more

pressing problems of the country, given the prediction of a

post-!üar recession, lvere more economic than cultural .

The men and women who worked between L949 and l95l to

produce the Massey Report vrere not, as v¡e will see, alone in

their concerns. The response to the Massey Report in contemp-

orary journals and magazines indicates support not only for

the proposals put forward by the connnission but also for the

philosophical or ideological assumptions upon which these

recoûrmendations \.{ere based. It was painfully obvious that a

nation the size of Canada l-rad embarr assinø112 few facilities
for the cultivation and preservation of its culture. Not

so obvious, and more difficult to determine, were those

things which could and would distinguish the Canadian way of
life, from that of other tr{estern nations, in particular the

United States. A number of Canadian journalists and scholars

addressed this problem, and in their quest to define the
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canadian community*its past failures and future potential-
they themselves came to constitute what might be described

as a community of corTlmon concern.
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CHAPTER II
A Comrnunity of Concern

I
In f951, Hans ZyTa, a UNESCO fellow from Austria, left

Canada after spending four months studying agricultural organ-

Lzat:'on and rural adult education. Before leaving he prepared

an article for canada's adult education magazLne Foocl for
ThouFht in which he discussed the impact of his arrival in
Canada:

I was prepared to meet circumstances different
from those with whicir I was familiar but this
thing was totally unexpected. It rvas more
surprising to me than the life, the land, the
people themselves. IL was the l"fassey Report,
and more important, the discussion iL aroused.
Inlherever I stayed, wherever I went, whomever
I met, always and everywhere, conversations
came around to that subj ect. ,

He went on to describe the Farm Forums where these cliscussions
TlJere otganized and then launched into a more general discourse
on culture and cultural values.

\^lhether or not Mr. zyTa was correcL in ascribing such

enthusiasm for the report to the general public is a point of
debate. Frank underhill argued that the Massey commission

produced an elitist minority report (albeit a valuable one)

r'/hich did not demand the attention of the general public or

even the maj ority of radio listeners "because they were not
interested enough."2 clearly, âoy attempE to assess the inter-
esL of the man on the street, or the impact of the report on

the public would be extremely difficult. we may speculate,

however, that Íf the average canadian had a radio or, more

46
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importantly, subscribed to any one of a number of Canadian

periodicals, he would at least have heard of the Commission

and had some idea of the nature of its task.

The response of the periodical press to the publi-

cation of the Massey Report t/as substantial. In 1951,

articles which discussed the report appeared in a variety
of publications from the Labour Gazette to the Canadian Banker,

from Maclean's_ to Saturday Night and the Canadlgn Forum

There \rüere fifty articles on the Massey Report listed in the
n^-^J-'-- n---i-Ji-^r r-- r- iE ^r r i r J i 1 3Canadian Periodical Index, 35 of which !,ùere printed in 195f .

The reasons for this rüere twofold. On the one hand , magazrne

publishers had a vested ínterest in demonstrating their
support for the report's findings. An official government

document which overtly supported a policy of protection for
the Canadian periodical press, from the power and influx of

American mass publications, \^/as a report which in this
aspect at least was worthy of their ".rpport.4 0n the other

hand, interest expressed in the report \,^Jas not merely

expedient, nor \'ùas it based in self -interest alone . In

numerous editorials, feature ârticles and reviews, the

broader implications of the tone and content of the report
found support, defense and re-articulation.

I^Ihile a weekly journal such as the Financial
Post kept its readers up to date on the Commission's

progres s

NiBht in

various

during L949, magazÍ-nes geared to the arts, Saturday

particular, sought to comment on and sunmarize

aspects of the report for popular consumption once
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it was pubtished.5 In June and July of 1951, ãt leasr a

dozen articles on the I'fassey Report, both editorials and

features, appeared on the pages of Saturday Night alone.

The topics ranged from a discussion of the ramifications of
recoûlmendations made in the field of education, to the potential
dangers of state interference in the arts.6 coÌïrrnents on the

report v/ere generally favorable and often gave writers an

opportunity to pontificate on the important function of
tradition in the modern age of progress and to defend the

cultural values, both intellectuar and spiritual, outlined
in the report.

B.K. Sandwell, then editor of Saturday Nigh!, agreed

in particular with the report's assessment of the rore which

the Federal Government should have in culrural måtters and

in the area of education. rn so doing he also took the

opportunity to chastise the Duplessis government for its
refusal to officially acknowledge the comnis"ior,.7 sandwell,

as much a representative of traditiona.l curture as any of
the consnissioners, endorsed the report's sentiments and

recomnendations, echoing their concern over "the excessive

amount or alien influence" on canadian crrlt,rte.B rhese alien
influences-primarily those of the united states.-were aLL

the more powerfur in their effect on private ventures such

as the fourth estaLe because they were not afforded the same

protection as the CBC, NFB, or Crown Corporations.9 In
sandruellis opinion greater proLection was necessary to
preserve the Canadian cultural identity. Furthermore, he went

t.
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on to state that

The report alone, apart from any resultant
government action will be of immense value
to Canada if it awakens Canadians to the
facts that the existence of Canada as a
separate national entity has little signifi*
cance unless it is âccompanied by a specific
national culture (even though it be a product,
or a blending, of two cultures) , and that the
maintenanc.e of a specifíc national culture
requires the maintenance of certain mechanism
for its development and diffusion.rO

sandwell himself had long been active in "the main-

tenance of a specific national culture. " one of the organ-

tzers of the CAA in L920, he was its first secretary and v¡as

later elected to the Royal society of crr,rdr.ll He was the

editor of saturday Night from L93z to 1951, during which

time it became a periodical notecl for journalistic excellence
and for promoting new canadian rrit"r,. 12 His interest in
Canadian literature and culture in general would account for
the generous space given over to speciar analyses of the

Massey Report.

By way of contrast The Canadian Forum began its

in L949 whichcoverage of the Con¡nission with an editorial
argued that it had been established 50 years too late, and

contended that the Liberals were not committed to cultural
development because they had not yet taken a stand on the
side of Federal planning in cultural affairs. 13 rn 1951 after
the report's publication another editorial appeared, however,

which applauded the cornmission's work. The Massey Report was

not, it contended, "long hair, " pro-British and unrelated to
the marr on the str:eet, as some in Lhe daily press had described
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In their opinion the proposed Canada Council, far from

being a blueprint for a ministry of culture, offered "the

prospect of a democratic solution to the problem of state

assistance. ." In adclition, Allan Sangster in his weekly

feature "0n the Air, " virtually waxed poetic as he described

the report's recommenclations that the national broadcasting

system have greater authority and control over private broad-

casting. It was, he proclaimed,

;s;i" : l'åioåi:nIä; :åiå, 51";l "i;"'3#51"'
good of the many against the self*interest
of the few, for right against ürrong, and
for enlightenment against ignorance. l6

Indeed, throughout June and July of f95l favorable

articles on the Massey Report seemed to dominate the pages of
Canadian periodicals. The report had gained some support,

and a community of cornmon interest in the promotion of

canadian culture, and nationalism of a particular variety,
had clearly .*".g"d.r7 ït was dominated by the sentiments

of a group which might be described as an eastern-canadian,

anglophone intelligentsia, which despite the often marked

differences in approach, advocated the defense of tradition,
the preservation of a community in canada bound together

by more elevated ideals than the pursuit of profit or even

enlightened self-interest, and which exhibited a profound

distrust, if not open hostility to things American.

An analysis of three individual responses to the

report, those of Harold Innis, Arthur Lower, anci Frank

underhill, will highlight those simirariries and differences
and provide an outline of the contemporary arguments for and

I
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against cultural nationalism of the variety proposed in the
report. It is no accident that these three individuals were
Canadian historians. As William Christian and Colin Carnpbell

have pointed out in th.eir study of canadian nationalism, ,,a

sense of national identity is l-argely the result of an appre_

ciation of national history, of the process through ,øhich the
nation became what i t is . ,'lB Underhill , as we will see, tr^ras

the only one who prorred to be an exception to the rule.
II

rn his book The i,triting of canadian Fristory, carr
Berger has argued

.,. .lhat Innis, Underhill and Lower, for aLLtheir j_diosyncracies, responded to the
upheavals of Lhe forties ànd fifties byreturni.ng to the problems of canadian óulture,
and_ by reasserting their common Iiberalism.
Each of them, ho\,vever, perceived the threàtto individual freedom somewhat differentiy.fg

I¡Ihether or not these three historians r,üere "re*asserting
their conmon liberalism" is open to debate. rt is Í_ndisputable
that during the fifties they did return to the problem of
the nation's cultural- development and the particular obstacles
impeding its advance. lrrithin the context of this problem,

however, each \uas forced to exarnine the cultural values of
the naLion, the traclition that formecl the basis f or irs sense
of community, and the duties and privileges of the individuar-
in relation to the rest of socíety. rt is on the basis of
these concerns that each formulated his own particurar
perception of the threat Lo inclividual ireedom. what they
saw developing in North American society, and the picture
of canadian curture as described in the l4assey Report,

a:
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combined to produce the three responses which lvill be

examÍned here.

Two of the three echo to a greater or l-esser degree

the cultural values, philosophical orientation and the

implicit anti-Americanism expressed in the Massey Report.

Ïn many respects they represent what was to become a'rear-
guard action of the intelligentsia to resist what they

perceived to be the Americanisation of canadian culture-the
transformation of a diverse naLion into a mass society.

Only one accepted as inevitable whaL was in fact the process

already underway in Canada. That is, by 195f, Canadians

rdere already living the American dream. They had nibbled on

the fruits of technological expansion ancl unlimited growth.

The "captains of consciousness" (or as rnnis dubbed them "the
jackals of communications systems") were already well on their
\day to creâting Lhe consumer society j-n the branch plant of

20uanada.

In The Strategy of Culture, Harold Inni_s wrote wha[

he called "A Footnote to the Massey Report. " rt was in fact
a severe warning as to the "pernicious influence" of American

mass media and advertising, and the growing dangers of the

constant barrage of the American print culture on the

canadian way of life.2l Throughout the article particular
reference !üas made to the impact of these things on a nascent

national literature; and, while he acknowledged that tire

slow development clf English canadian literature \^/as , in part,
the result of other mitigating circumstances-the serializa-
tion of literature in popula:r magazines and the existence of
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t\^/o cultures in canada.-rnnis placed the largest portion of
Lhe blame on the Canadian governmerrt.22 Government decisions,
like the one which resulted in the maintenance of an open

door policy towards foreign peri odicals, had aLlowed the

prolt-feration of a continental perspective and had created
the conditions for the disappearance of the nation through

cultural assimilation by the United State".23

I,thile rnnis began his article by stressing the obvious

dangers of nationalism, his fear of the culture of cupidíty
and commercialism to the south was great enough that he

adopted a culLural nationalist sLand as an absolute necessity
if canada was to be preserved as a separate entity on the
continent. He argued that "Not to be British or American

but Canadian is not necessarily to be parochial. " Nevertheless,
he also warned that to offset being overwhelmed by the one,

connection to the other might be necessary , particularLy
given the ::apid development of American media technology and

the subsequent spread of "Made in America" propagandn.24

As he pointed out:
The effects of these developments on ca.adianculture have been disastrous. Indeecl theythreaten canadian national life. The culturallife of English-speaking Canadians subjecLedto constant hannnering from American coûtmer_cialism is increasingly separated from ther:ulLural life of Freñch-späaking canadians.
The effects of American technorõgicar changes
on canaclian culrurar rife have bãen finall!
evident in the numerous suggestions that
Canada should join the United States.^__¿)

ïnnis, with his penchant for diarectics, argued as did
Lhe commissioners of the l4assey Report, for the necessary

balance of opposites. continenEalism, coupled with the power
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of Arnerican cofirmercialism, and accompanied by the steacly

erosion of the British connection, left canada open to defeat
on another front-that of the foriy-ninth parallel. There-

fore, vigilance at the border and cultivation of canada's

cultural roots in the British and European traditions was

essentiaL.26 He warned that while canada had had to break her

colonial bonds to Britain by adopting a continental perspective,
complete disassociation from Great Britain and total iclentifi-
cation with the united states, posed an even greater threat
than had coloniaL subserviance. rn the final lines of his
appeal, Innis \¡¡rote that

The tAmericanl j ackals of communicatior,s systems
are constantly on the alert to destroy every
ve_stige of sentiment toward Great Britain,
holding it of n. advantage if it threatens the
omnipotence of American commercialism. This isto strike at the heart of cultural life incanada. The pride taken in improving our statusi' the Brirish cornmonwealth of Natioñs has madeit difficult for us to realize that our statusin the North American continent is on the vergeof disappearing" continentarism assisted in tr,e
achievement of autonomy and has consequently
become more dangerous. I,üe can onry survive- bytaking persistent action at strate[ic points
against American imperialism in all itã
attractive guises. r-,

Balance had to be found or canada would continue to progress,
as he had warned in Lg48, "from colony to nation to colony:, 28

As soon as one Po\ùer (the United States) threatened to overwhelm

the nation's existence, its influence had to be offset by ties
to another po\^7er-in this case, he argued, Great Britain and

- 10
Europe. "

¡i

Tire same considerations of balance were

issues of individual autcnomy as opposecl to the

necessary in

broader social
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good. I,rihi.le freedom, in particular freedom of the press, \,üas

a virtue to be upheld and preserved, it became a mockery, in
rnnis' opinion, when used to mask the existence of monopories

which promoied rapid change at the expense of social stability
and which tended Lo cater to the lowest common social clenomina-

tor rather: than to educate the general publi".30 LII:rat r.\7as

freedom of the press if it meant only the freedom of a few tcr

create monopolies of communication which promoted social
anarchy and "the Llnrestricted opeïation of commercial forces
and an impact of techno.l-ogy on comrnunication tempered only by

cotnmercialism itself?"31 Fr""dom !üas not an absolute good:

nor !üas rapid unchecked technological expansion and develop-

ment the sure route to progress. These considerations had to
be tempered by regard for the wel1.-being of the Larger community.

The concerns evident in the Þlassey Report are also
present in The str:ategy of culture but they âre not cloaked

in the cautious critical tones of the report. Lnnis' antipathy
to the United States is explicit throughout the essay. Nowhere

in the l'Íassey Report is there any reference to American

imperialist aspirations and one is left with the impression

that the pressures being brought to bear on the fabric of
Canadian society and culture by the American media u/ere a1most

accidental-or occurring in spite of America's overwhelmingly

good intentio.,r.32 rnnis was not so generous. He saw the

American media as an arm of American commercial interests,
reaching out to pull canada within its orbit of influence:
a machine for the spread of propaganda and ideological assump-

tions which could only drag canada down the same perilous path
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as the one chosen by CoId lnlar Ameri"".33

Clearly, Innis' preoccupal-ion with the dangers of
rapid social change, with the needs of the collectivity over

the rights or privileges of the individual, and his emphasis,

both as economic historian and sociaL critic, on canacla's

natural socio*economic and cultural tj-es to Europe and

Great Britain, would tend to place him within the bound.s

of canadian Toryism, as christian and carnpbell have suggested.34

This is not to argue that Innis was an unalloyecl conservative,
philosophically or in practical politics. Nevertheless, the
fundamental premises of his brand of cultural nationalism
\,üere both by design and necessity essentially conservative.
For how else could nationalism have been expressed in canada

in the 1950s except in. terms of conserving those traditions
and cultural values which historically distinguished it from

the united states? uhac did the new societies off er-these
"Brave Nev¡ l^Iorlds" of the twentieth cencury? rt appeared to
Innis to be a choice between 'the crude effrontery of. American

rl 
^- ÈL^ ô!^1i -: ^L -,. -1 - 35:-mperialism" or the Stalinist nightmare.-- rn despair it would

seem that he embraced an essentiall-y conservative outlook, one

which Michael Oakshott has characterLzed, as being "acutely
av/are of having something Lo lose.',36 That something \,vas a

nation which by iis very natuïe might provide a balance or
alternative to that of the consumer society of the Uniteci States.

rn order to preserve canada's autonomy, the cultural
and political ties between Anglophones and Francophones, and

those between canada and Europe, had to be strengthenecl and
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conserved. Furthermore, those moral and cultural values

which had been the cornerstone of national growth had tc be

sLrengthened and protecLed from the disintegrating effects of

crass coÍimercialism, materialism and rampant consumerism. The

operation of the "free market," the guidance provided by "the
invisible hand," could not in Inní.s' opinion, always be trusted

to act in the best interests of society. Therefore, the pub-

lic, the government, had a right to control the often disas-

trous effects of the pursuit of the profit margin.

Contrasted to Lhis are the generaLLy optimistic
comments of Arthur Lower. He echoes concerns similar to those

of Innis, but provides a different emphasis because of the

nature of hÍs own brand of cultural nationalism. In a

lengthy article which appeared in The Canadian Banker (Iüinter

L952), A.R"M" I.ower elaborated on his conception of the nation.

Canada, he argued, v/as a country of pl"r,.37 thi, did not i.mply

however, that national projects or public control had inhibited
the initiatives of individuals. Lower asserted that, from the

plan know-n as the BNA Act to the creation of the CBC,

The Canadian people have, in fact, virtuall-y
without knovring it worked out a way of life
uniq.ue in the mociern world; in their o\^/n
practical, unvocal way, they have found a
way of combining collectivism and individuaLism,
the united effort of the community and the
personal efforts of cLtízens. . . to provide a
solution for...this stress between the gen-
eral will as expressed in the sLate, and
the multipliciry of individual wills, rhe
laissez-faire society. r,

In @, Lower had earlier argued that Canada had

had to seek a compromise between the two founding nations.
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He now contended that it had also been compelled to reach a

modus vivendi between tv,ro economic and social systems

because of he:: position on the continent.39

Canadians \^rere willing to pay heavily for the

privilege of remaining themselves. The reason for this,
Lower suggested, \iùas plain: "the one deLermining motive that
rurrs through all Canadian history in both French and Engtish

canada, is simpry never to become part of the united states ."40

As Lower exprained iL, canadians had never succumbed Lo the

temptations of union with the United States because they

refused to surrender "the nation's soul" for mere material

wealth.4l Consequently, for the average Canadian, planning

or socialization was the ansvrer because

...individual enterprise, left to itself, leads
in Canada, to the abyss. If you let things
slide in a country like this there is no doubt
about the direction they will slide-srraighr
into Uncle'Sam's ample arms. 

42

considerations of individual liberty or freedom in canada

were not necessarily of the greatest concern. Like rnnis,
Lower seemed to indicate that freedom-in this case the

individualistJ-c, free market system_*had to be limited by

consideration for the welfare and survival of the total
community.

United

vention

Planning had prevented Canada's absorption into the

States and a national plan would assist in the pre-
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Lower argued, provided the firsL stage in the plan

at the logical time in terms of the nation's
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development "when the spirit of the Canaclian community musE

find its voice."43 This voice \^7as. by implication, different

from that of the United States. Lower intimated that the

materialistic values which guided American society need not

dominate the Canaclian way of life. Canada, because of its
geographical position and its unique historical experience,

had the chance to develop a singular community and culture

on the continent. This culture would never develop, however,

in an environment where things vrere allowed to take their
course. Just as internationalism \^ras , in his opinion, a

polite front for continentalism, so laissez-faire "would

allow as it does allow, Canadians to get their English news

and reports of the Commonwealth conferences. . through American

news agencies, cloaked in American phraseology. "44

Lower was very careful, however, to differentiate
between popular culture and the culture of the few, accepting

thât it was largely the laiter which would do the most to dis-
tinguish Canada as a nation among nations.45 Stating that

"the masses must have their representative figures too, " he

\,,/ent on to point out that "a mature cultur:e gets every type

of expression from bottom to top."46 Nevertheless, while he

accepled the necessity of popular culture, it was seen as

inferior to that represented on the pages of the Massey Report.

Lower's attitude was unapologetically elj.tist, based in the

belief that many may aspire but fer¿ attain true enlightenment

or succ"r".47 In an article written one year later, his
attitude was clarified: "one of the nasty aspects of civil*
ízation is that it involves the chosen few, who lead, and
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Lhe masses, who follow. It involves an elit "...."48
Lower defended the role of the intelligentsia, an

intellectual vanguard which included the scholar. There

v,ras clearly a latent hostility on his part to the growing

emphasis on "practical education" and the development of

specialists, managers and administrators who usurped the

place of these learned rur.49 As he pointed out in his

article on the Massey Report, the Canadian scholar in the

humanities r,ras no longer accorded the social status oï given

adequate monetary rewards for his rabor. The best minds, as

a result, were being drav¡n into business, the government or

the united states: a fact which meant that the educational

apparatus in the country stood in great peril.50
Canada, therefore, had to protect and nurture her

human as well as her material resources. rt rvould appear that
in Lower's opinion, things of the spirit and mind v/ere of
equal or greater importance to mere efficiency or a high

standard of living. A national policy or plan to protect
canadian culture was necessary if canada was to remain

independent of the united states in more significant rrays

than simply maintaining a separate apparatus of goverr,r"r,t.5l
As carl Berger has pointed out, Lower was nothing if

not a Canadian nationalist. Throughout the 1950s, in articles
and in particular in his book canadians in the Making, he

sought to provide what he knew to be diverse individuals,
ethnic groups and regions with a national consciousness-

with a coürmon past, a shared mythorogy. 52 i^lhile he may have

placed less emphasis on maintaíning this national identity
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through the British connection than others like John Far:thing

and vincent Massey (and later, irr the field of hisLory,
Donald creighton and i^I.L" l4orton),53h" ,nu.. not anti-British
nor \¡ras he a continentalist. one would be hard pressed,

however, to label Lower as having been strenuously anti-
American. He usually shiecl a\ùay from that brancl of Canaclian

nationalism which pla)'ej upon Canada's moral sr-rperiorí_ty to
the United States. Lower was one who sought a sense of identity
def ined in and of itself , noL opposed to someÌ;hing 

"lrn " 
54

Furthermore, he looked to French canada as an example of tire
coherence and spiritual strength whj-ch Hnglish canada 1a"ked"55

Lower's cultural nationalism, like that of rnnis,
\^7as based in a profoundly conservative and iclealist conception
of man and society. I'Ihile an advocate of human rights and

defender of the so-called liberal values of indivíclual freedom

and equality, and an outspoken critic of all forms of social
injusLice, Lower was also a man who openly accepted the exis-
tence and utility of social elites, who rejected a blind faith
in material growth as the sure route to social progress, and

who viewed man as primarily a spiritual being. These !üere the
fundamental assumptions upon which his particular brand of
cultural nationalism was constructed.

In sharp con.trast to those replies previously examined,

Frank underhill's response to the }fassey Report fLatly rejected
its anti-American senLiments as isolationist, unrealistic and

paranoid. The commissioners ' use of [he v¡ord "al j-en" wa,s s ingled
out by UnderhÍlI as indicative of
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a fallacy that runs through much of Canadian
nationalist discussion. For we cannot escape
the fact that we live on the same continent
as the Americans, and that the longer we live
here the more are \,üe going to be affected by
the same continental influences which affect
them. tU

It was not the "wicked Americans" v¡ho made Maclean's second-

rate, nor \'rere they to blame for the f act that Canada had no
Ê,'7

daily to compare with The New York Timesl/ According Lo

Underhill "it was mass consumption and the North American

continental environment which produced these phenomena,

not some sinister influence in the United Strt.".58
It is not that Underhill rejected the purpose,

findings or recommendations of the report-many of these he
qO

supported." He did, however, critLcLze the commission for
failing to see the difference between popular culture or

"mass culture" and "the culture of the fernr," and for not

recognizing that "The root problems of our modern mass

democracies is this relationship between mass culture, which

is in danger of being debased with every new invention in
mass communication, and the culture of the f"r.,,60 For

canada to cut itself off from American culture and in parti-
cular "the finest expressions of the American mind" would

have been, in Underhill's estimation, a double sin.ól *o,
only would it have meant losing touch with a group that hacl

already begun to explore the features of mass culture but

also, would simply har¡e resulted in transforming canada into
a nation of ulsterites. rndeed, he urged Canadians to reaLtze
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so that the thought preys on us day and night,
\ùe shall only become a slightly bigger Ulster.
The idea that by taking thought, and wirh rhe
help of some government subventions, \,,Je can
become another England-which, one suspects,
is Mr. Massey's ultimaLe idea-is purely
fantas t:-c . U,

Other than editorials written in Lhe daily press

echoing some of Underhill's sentiments, tti. was the lone

voice which spoke out against the implicit anti-Americanism

of the repott.63 It v¡as not that Underhill disagreed with the

concern expressed by the commissioners over the secondary

place which the humanities \^rere assuming, nor v/as he against

the concept of state support for the Art t.64 He was, hower¡er,

against the promotion of things Canadian if it meant the

exclusion of things American. Like Goldwin Smith who had

preceded him by almost a century, the underhill of the 1950s

saw Canada's national destíny as a continental one.

Moved by the upheavals of the Second trnlorld l,,lar and

di.silrusioned with the socialisL perspective which he had

so ardently defended earlier, Underhill's allegiances through-

out ihe fifties shifted back towards liberalisrn.65 A.R.M.

Lower described that shift in relation to hirnself as "doing

a large detour and, from a firing position on my left, he

began a skirmish on my right. "6ó As Underhill became

an ardent defender of liberalism, so too he came to view the

united states as the great champion of liberal ideals in
the mociern world. 67 cu.,"d", whose world status and po\,{er was

at best limited, coul"d do rio better than to support Amei:ica's
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foreign policy. Indeed, he went so far as to suggest that

Canada's survival-one would assume, like any competing

force in the laissez-faíre system-vüas insured only by the

high quality of irer way of life and her strength as a narion,68

Tf it happened to come about that she was increasingty pulled

within the American sphere of influence, both economic and

cultural, then in underhill's opinion this said more about

canada's intrinsic worth as a nation than it did about the

American thirst for world dominatior-.69

If the purchase of American cars, the preference for
American radio and television, canadian participation in the

Korean Inlar, or the growth in the level of American equity

investment in Canadian industry is any indication of Canada's

determination to resist Americanj-zation, then it would appear

that underhill was more in touch \^¡ith his time than vrere

either rnnis or Lower. His argument that many of the new

generation of Canadians \^/ere identifying with the values and

culture of the united states without experiencing any great

spirituar crisis would seem to be accuratJ9 rr,i, would,

however, constitute a distortion of the facts. rt was not

that rnnis and Lower ignored the infruence of the united
states or contended that all Canadians bTere experiencing a

profound identity crisis or developing a severe case of
schizophrenia from contact with American culture, Both men

could see that canadians vrere rapidly adapting themselves to
the American way of life and because of this felt Lhe need to
expose what wourd be lost in doing so. Both, in varying
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degrees, felt that Canada had the opportunity to develop a

society founded on traditions that lvere different from, and

in some respects more desirable than, those that gave rise
to American mass society. For Innis and others like him the

loss of traditions, and the abandonment of a sense of social

duty or community, trad to be prevented at all cos[s. It
T^ras only on the basis of tradition and through a sense of

duty-and of belonging to a distinct community-that Canada

could be preserved as a truly separate nation.

I^ihat many of them Ì¡7ere unabrle to see (as Underhilt d,id,

perhaps because of his affiliation with the Left, ) v/as the

fact that capítal j-s international. As money flows across

the borders so does a particular form of production and social
relations. These are accompanied by a certain set of assumptions

about how society should operate, and the socíal and cultural
values which insure its smooth operation. rn .spite of this,
some canadian intell-ectuals continued to maintain that an

idea of community arrd a sense of nationality, rvhich was being

rapídly outmoded by the expanding forces of production could

be maintained.

As a result, while it rvas clear that the Canada of
the turn of the century no longer exisied, numerous canadian

intellectuals, journalists, academics and artists believed

that its most important elements-its moral fibre and social
values-courd be preserved or at reast combined with a neïd

vision of the natiorr. How far removed they \,üere from the

realities of the cofiìmon C¿rnadian and his times is question-

able It is important at this point, however, to examine
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the vrays in which other canadian intellectuals attempted to

reach the public to protect and promote a conception of

Canadian society-its history and place-which would inspire
allegiance and nurture a moral society.
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1.

2.

Notes

Chapter TI
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Thought, 13 (Nov. , L952) , p. 27 .

F.H. Underhill, "Notes on the Massey Report,"
Forum, 3l (Aug. , l95l) , p. I0l.

Food for

The Canadian

4. The Royal Commissi.on on National Developmerrt in the Arts,

The Canadian Periodical Index, does not contain an
ffiõI-ãIf-artiãîes written on the Massey
Report from every Canadian periodical. It does, however,
provide a good cross-section of the available material.

In a brief Chapter in Part I entitled "The Press and
Periodical Literature" the commissioners gave their
tacit support to the Canadian period.icals' request for
tariff adjustments on paper import so that American
periodicals in Canada v¡ere placed in a l-ess advantageous
position f or compe.tition.

"lnlhat's Needed f or Canada's Culture? , "
43 (nov. L2, L949).

The Financial Post,

"Magazine Publishers of
Even Break in Their Own
(Nov . 26 , L949) , p.. 25 .

Canada Demand That They Get an
Land," The Financial Post, 43

6. In addition to Sandr.¡ell's articles a series on various
topics related to the report appeared in each bi-weekly
issue of Satrq9"I_Night! from June L9 ro July 31, L95L .

A.l^1. Trueman, presidenr of the Universí_ty of New Brunswick
vrrote on the crisis in the universities.
(Sat. Night. Vol . 66, June 1951, pp. 10, L4) . t^Iilfred
Eggleston novelist and journalist wrote on the dangers
srate assisrance (sa!. Night vol. 66, July 3, 1951, p.
L.A.C. Parton, princr-íþãI o the Ontario College of Art
y/f ote on the plastic arts (Sat . _\igþt, Vol . 66 , July 24 ,f951, pp. 11, 26) while ErtoFe-EãZãõfini crltLcLzed-the
minimal space given in the report to music (Sat. Night,
VoL. 66, July L7 , 195f , pp. L2, 26) . E. S. Rõb-insonl-lead
of the Vancouver Public Library, \,ürote on the potential cf
!þe plgposed National Library (Sat. Night, Vol . 66, Jui.y
31, '51, pp. 62,36) while Nathan eoãêñ, writer and radio
critic echoed the report's concern over the potential
4angerg of a medium such as television. (Sat. Night,
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CHAPTER III
"So Little for the Mind"

I

0n Septeinber 15, 1951, in a Financial post cross-

country poll, notable canadians v¡ere asked rvhether their
schooLs and coLleges -w-ere doing enough to promote "Canadianism."

some of the responses expressed reservations about what was

meant by "canadianism," and rejected the notion that schools

should promote "narro\^r nationaLism" or "barlyhoo patriotism.,,l
I'fost agr:eed, ho\,vever, that a knowLedge of ancl intelligent
affection for the nation shourd be encouraged, and that the

schools r^/ere doing an adequate job in this respect.2 The

i'{assey Report, published in the same year, assessed the situation
somewhat differently. rn a brief examination of the state of
education in Canada, it expressed regret that

. .our'se of American institutions and our Lazy,
even abj ect imitation of them has causecl ouruncritical acceptance of ideas and assumptions
rvhich are alien to our traditions. But fo,
American hospitality, we night in Canada, have
been lecl to develop educatiõnaL practices morein keeping with our own way of tife.,

The commissioners ar:gued that by importing American educatj-onal

theories and by the use of American text-books in canadian

schools, the system of education had become "less canadian,

less suited to our conditions, less appreciative of our twcr
/tcultures. "- rnstead of promoting canadi.an independence by

devising a system of education consisten_t with the nation's
cultural values and traditions , canadian educators \¡/ere, in
fact, speedj-ng up the process of Americanl^zatior,.5
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Given the scope of the Massey Report, the commissioners

did not anaLyze the problem in great detail. Nevertheless, Hilda
itìeatby, one of the commissioners arLd a history professor at the

University of Saskatchewan, spent Lhe next tv/o years examining

the damaging results of canada's uncriticar acceptance of
American authority in the field of education. The final product

\¡/as the book, So Lit'tle for the ï'{ind. It was addressed to other
concerned Canadians who \¡7ere not experts in education, but who

\^Iere rvorried about the quality of education being offered their
child.ren.6 rt was an open attack on the Americanization of
canadian education, and a call for a more traditional, a more

"Canadian" approach to education. I¡Ihether or not Canadians who

read the book \^7ere lnfluenced by its nationalist -intent is open

to debate. That a substantiar number of them \,,üere interested
in education, however,, \^7as confirmed by the fact that the book

entered its second edition in the first year of publication.
Like the Massey Report, Neatby assumecl that canada and

the united states v¡ere essentially different. They differed
because Canadians, unlike Americans, "did not date their national
existence from a great eighteenth century revolution ,,7 Neatby

inrplied that this fact had had f.ar reaching implications. one

of the most important !ùas Canada's continued attachment to many

of the traditions and values that the United States had rejected
by way of revolution. These values , or "virtues" as Neatby callecl
them, \,üere ones that had been developed "during the rvhole period
of western civilLzaLion," long before "the appearance of modern

democracy in the eighteenth century."B l3y prornoting these values,
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Canad'íans had created a substantially different social order
fror.r the one south of the border.

This argument was b)' no means a novel one. It has

been utilLzeð, by numerous canadian nationalists who hoped to
demonstrate the inherent differences between canada and the
united states. As carl Berger demonstrates in his book The

sense of Povrer, it appeared over and over again in the rhetoric
of the imperial federationists.9 ït can also be found in
descriptions of the Canadian character formulated by Northrop
Frye, Hugh Hood and George Gt"nt.l0 rt was one of the central
tenets of a national- mythorogy built around ,'the loyalist tra_
dition" that was passed dov¡n through generations or- Engrish-
speaking Canadians.

According to the mythology, the character of Engrish_
canada was largely cleterminecl by the loyalists. rn ',their
reverence for law and order" and in their "desire to be

peaceably and quietly governed," they brought to canada the
spirit of the British constitutio.r. ll Those in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century who marshalled this as evidence of
canada's unique character as a nation, emphasízed. that this
respect for order and âuthority \¡ras ingrained on the c¿rnadian
consciousness. As a resurt they ar¡5ued that canadians varued
gradual, ordered, evolutionary change over any possible gains
that mighr be derived from a radicar break v¡ith the pas t. "Lz

Berger points out that "behind this insistence upon
authority rested a train of assumptions dear to the tory mind_
the respect for history, the primacy of the conrnunity over
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individual selfishness, society conceived as an organism of
functionally related parts and structured to reflect clifferent
human aptitudes, religion as the mortar of the social order,

and the distrusL of materiali"*."13 An analysis of Neatby's

treatises on education will clearly demc¡nstrate that she was

a latter day representative of this so-called "tory mind. "

Faced by the threat of cultural assimilation into American mass

society, she made her tory preferences as explicit as those

voiced by imperial federationists haunted by the spectre of
political union with the united states. I{hile she never

referred clirectry to the loyalists, her stâtement.s on the

differences between Canada and the United States clemonstrated

her attachment to the values of the "loyalist tradition. "

rn l{eatby's opinion it was no accident that canada had not
produced a theorist like John Dewey because his conception of
society in general, ancl education in particular, !y'as born of a

"revoLutionary tradition" alien to Cnn.d..14 Of immediate

concern to her, therefore, \rras the f¿rct that Canadian eclucators,

trained in the United States, T¡/ere importing these alien theories
into Canada.

According to Neatby, the importation of American icieas

and values had eroded the traditional foundations of Canadian

society. Rather than resisting this trend, educational experts
enthusiastically adopted American theories. They even warned

tlrat teachers and administrators who ignorecl American

authority in matters related to educaLion, did so at their o\^,rr.
'lq

peril.'- Incensed by this "colonial mentality" Neatby applaucied.
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those ruho did resist. She defended them, arguing that "it
\,üas no narrovJ chauvinism which led Canadian teachers to resent
this bland assumption on the païL of the experls that canada

{\,üas I and must remain a satellite staie. "l6 Their rlesentinent

did not coilstitute an ethnocentr:ic nationalism, but rather
represented a desire to promote an approach to education

consistent with canadi.an traclitions ancl valu"r.l7 I'for"over,

she implied that their stand represented a concerled effort to
resist the spread of the social values inherent in American

educational theory ancl practise.

iiJeatby seemed to agree with Flarold rnnis that canada

needed to develop a strategy for cultural survival. This

strategy would include cultivating the roots of those values

and traditions that had been transplanted to canada frr:m

Britain and Europ..l8 liku rnnis, ì{eatby believed that such

action would offset the "pernicious influence" of American

social values. But whereas his critique was d.irected, at the

negative influence of social values imported through the use

of American mass-media, Neatby's \,ùas aimecl at the clamaging

effects of values imported along with American ideas on educatj-on.

rn more guarded language than rnnis utiL:-zed, she argued that
in order to preserve a unique (and, one woulcl suspect, superior)
culture, Canadians had to develop their o\,üt:r approach Lo education.
They "had to respond by making a clear and precise statement of
a canacian philosophy of education based, not on an awkward

synthesis of three or four mutually exclusive American schools

of thougirt; but rather on a consideration of the essentiaL values

of western civil Lzation. "19

a

..
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To establish such a philosophy of eclucation Canadians

had to be made aware of the specific problems created. by the

use of American theories; and the colcomitant spread of social
values i,mplicit in them. rt was a case of "know thine enemy.',

The chief culprits Neatby singled out \^/ere Americal
progressive theories of education and their chief exponents
in canada, the self-proclaimed. "experts in education." pro-
gressive educators, especially the American pragmatisï:
philosopher John Dewey and his modern day disciples, had

disregarded the original goal of education which was ,,to exercise,
train and discipline the mind..',20 she argueci that because

Dewey and his followers had stressed the values of technique
over content, incloctrination over freedom of inquiry, and

self-realization over the traditional virtues of intellectual
mastery and discipline, their doctrine was essentially anti_
intellectual.2l She cbnceded that progressivistshacl <Jone much

to improve the physical comfort and general well-being of the
student, but maintained that they had failed. clismally in the
training of his ^Lnd.22 By following the American lead,
Canadian educators had therefore drastically reduced the standards
of excellence in schools across the nat:.-on"

Accor:ding to Neatby, hor,n/ever, progressivism \,vas not
only anti-intellectual., but al-so anti-cultural and amoral.
Progressive educators ignored "the cultural inheritance of
T/üestern civilization" in their preoccupation with the pres"r-rr23

and failed to acknowledge the valuable guidance offered b¡, the
clrristian church beca*se of their distrust of religious dog*o.24



Therefore, instead of providing chirdren with the historical
facts that would lead children "to cherish appropriate
democratic values by themselves, " they chose to teach the
democrat i. ,o^y.25 rnstead of demonstrating the valiclity of
moral absolutes, they chose to inculcate the young with a

vague, relativistic morality constructed on "pragmatic"
consideratior".26 As a resurt, Neatby warned that ,,ïn their
desire to teach democracy and morality ... Ithe progressivists
hadl forgotLen that both must be founded on a true liberation
of the mind ""27 This liberation of the mind could not be

achieved through indoctrination, but only through ri_gorous

intellectual training within the secure framework of established
values " Although the progressivists T,vere not entirely responsible
for the "flabby morality" and confused thinking of the modern

world, they had conLributed to the general problems. rn
Neatby's opinion, they had also placed the canadian social
order in very grave d"rrgu,. 28

\nlhere had the well-intentioned progr:essivists EIone

\¡rrong? rn an aLtempt to ansr¡/er this question for canadians,
Neatby analyzed progressivism in more detail. The result was

a complex argument developecl in three major publications:
so Little for rhe lfincl(1953), rire DçÞt of our Re4son(Lg54),
and A Temperate Dispute(r954). This arguïnent vras also presented
in condensecl form for â larger audience in popuiar .iour:nals
such as }{acI.ean's and saturday Night. rt was Neatby,s intention
to demonstrate that in rejecting the traditional or ,,aristocratic,,
approach to education, the progïessivists had placed the very
democracy they so ardently wanted to protect in grave danger. They ,
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in fact, promot ed values that would give rise to the mass

society in canada. I,Jj-thin her critique she al-so outlined
the basis of an alternate approach to education. Noi

surprisingly, it was one that she believecl to be rootecl in
Canada's history and cultural traclitions.

II
In The Debt of Our Reason, a speech prepared for

the Armstrong Lecture at Victoria University, Neatby emphasLzeð. ,t
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that American progressivists had made a fundamental error in
judgement when they set out to champion the cause of "the
common man. " They failed to recognize that the original
advocates of universal education had not intended "that a

new kind c¡f education be devised for the colnmon man, but that
the essential values of the old aristocratic education be made

availabre tto aLLl."29 Traditionalists like herself, who

defended the virtues of an aristocratic education, did not
presume to deny anyone the right to an education; they merely

wished to promote the best system of learning for everyone.

As she pointed out in So Little for the }4ind, the progressivists,
in their zeaT to make education accessible to children from aLl
backgrounds, betrayed a greater lack of faith in the abilities
of the coûlmon man than their supposed enemies, the traditionalirtr.30
They themselves had watered dor,;'n the curriculum because they did
not believe that the coilìmon people had the ability to learn.

. A further result of this "dark suspicion" on the
aristocratic order-that is, one based on a notion of a

hierarchical social structure-v¿as the unbalanced emphasis

i:

â



placed upon the "ideal" of equal:lty.3l

B(:)

Rather than stressing

equalíty of. opportunity as a reaListic goal for a democratic

system of education, Dewey's f ollowers insi stecl on the nee<l

to maintain the illusion tha.t all chil.d::en $/ere eclual. They

urged that all- children experience success because failure
d.ivided less-gifted children from tireir more successful peer: 

".32
This notion of equality which ignored individual clifferences-
or adherence to the doctrine of "equalitarianism"--{,nras dangerous

in Neatby's opinion. rt encouraged mediocrity and caterecl Eo

the needs of the lowest coilìmon denominator. As a result,
bright children were often ignored or given insufficient praise

for superior effort.33 Therefore, in the-ir attempts to
eliminate differences for the sake of "group integration,
progressive educators were, in fact, fostering uniformity,
aimlessness and alienation"

Yet it was not just standards and behaviour in the

classroom that concerned Neatby. The social implications of
equalitarianism lüere even more objectionabLe. rn a broader

context she warned that no society wouLd be satisfied with the

bland porridge of equalitarÍanism for long. The faceless crowd

of the "equalitarian" or "mass" democracy lvould not renain

docile fot..r.r.34 Recalling the recent experiences of Germany,

she cautioned that des:'-re for "more, please" might well leaci to
a reaction "seen clearly in dictatorships with their countless

ranks and grades, their innumerable badges and uniforrnr."35
couched in the educational jargon of progressive educators

Neauby found "the tlùentieth century vices of equalitarianism

d
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and toLalitarianism masquerading under the cloak

Because lhe progressivists bowed only

of the sccÍal sciences and ignored the teachings

philosophy, they \vere blind to ihe ramifications

they preached. She \^rÍote that as a result

Q1UL

of democracy."36

to the authority

of history and

of the doctrines

. . . tlrey have come to regard with patronizing
contempt the little creatures with their
varying I.Q.'s and their personality profiles,
whom they type so neatly, treat so kindly and
condition so complacently. Th.e unconscious
scorn engendered by Dewey for the Chiistian
church and the aristocratic way of life, both
of which nurtured a liberal humanist tradition,'
has cut them oif from the living roots of
democracy.Zl

In this respect, she concluded, progressive educators \,ùere

doing untold damage to Canadian society.

Neatby did not intend her crit-icism of modernity-

specifically modern education-to be interpreted as merely an

outburst of archaism, .or as a desire t-o turn the clock back or

"brood over a vanished and no doubt over-romantic Lzed past. "3B

She rvas, howevel:, adament in her belief ihat modern man should

not forget the lessons of the past or ignore valuable intellectual
and ethical traclitions that had been developed over centuries.

Like the Massey Report, hers was a profoundly conservative

critique which argued that great civilLzations had emerged

"from faith expressed in creeds, translated into customs and

enshrined. in traditions."39 These things could not be :l-gnored

or forgotten when considering the best form of education for the

young.

In words which harkened back to those of that most

celebrated conservative, Edmund Burke, she wrote of the need
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to see

but to

man not only in relation to his present and hi.s future
his past. Moreover, she asserted that

Our trnlestern society, it is often said, is the
product of Judaic morality, of Christian love,
of Greek philosophy, of Rôman law, of modern
humanism. But \,,üe are increasingly an unconscious
product of these things " In the excitement of
the modern age and the pursuit af rationalism,
democracy and materialism we have forgotten
where rve came from and what vre believãd in.
Ours has become a rootless and a faithless
society. 

OO

The great danger was that a. rootress and faithless society
would creaLe a false God and a synthetic faith, as she believed.

the Russians had don".4l She maintaine,l that this was beconing

an ever increasing possibility as a result of the impact of
theories such as progressivism.

This \.üas true, in her opinion, because progressivists
ignored "Lhe fervour of religious faith" and the "absolutism of
moral principle" synonomous with the christian religion. rn

this respect progressivism was representative of the ongoing

Process of secularization. At an earlier stage secularizatton
had enLailed an evolutionary transformation whereby

. . . certain aLtitudes in a somewhat different
form r^iere transferred from ¿¡ consciously
religious 

. age, to an increasingly secular age. . . .
These' attitudes of worship (or-rãverence),
of contemplation (or complete and devotedabsorption), of fear (or the recognition of
povrer to be respected and evil to be shunned)
\^rere central elements in the advance of
\,rlestern society to knowledge and power, which
have given us wealth and fieedom.O,

. In the United States, and increasingly in Cana-da,

these central elements of progress were nct given the prominence

Neatby deemed they deserved. rn fact, she argueci th¿lt in the
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secular, modern \,/orld, the tendencies to materialism and moral

relativism had gone to a dangerous extrem u.44 rn his pursuit
of happiness and material success, modern man had for:gotten

the true foundations and essential rneaning of what \^/ere cnce

cor.tsiderecl important attitudes, and so Lacked appreciation
of their intrinsic worth. The progressivists \,,7ere no exception.
By burying these attitudes in the philosophical quagmire of
moral relativism and materialism, they had diluted the strength
of those values essential to human progress-progress in the

spiritual and moral sense arrd, not just in the material sens 
".45

consequentLy, because of the expert's slavish imitation of
American trends, the moral f ibre of the nation \¡/as becoming

lax and the moral vision which had guid,ed past generations of
Canadians had been misplaced.

This loss of moral vision was exemplified in the
attempls made by Canadian eclucators to accomn'ociate moral and

religious traditions to the teachings of the social sciences
(and contempo rary attitudes in general ) .46 l,Jhat resulted was

not a consistent reconciLiation but a combina.tion of attitudes
and appi:oaches that $rere of ten antithetical. "rnciividual
satisfaction," regarded as an end in itself , Tras promoted as

an important goaL.47 pleas for "social adjustment,,, and ,,the

fear of frustration and the mania for sLrccess" continued to
be voiced by Canaclian educators from British Columbia to Ontario.48
Such attitudes, which Neatby argued ,'¡ranJ directly counter to
christj.an teaching of a firm ancì fixecl moral law...,,, hacl not
been eliminated. Consequently, no real reconciliation had been

achieved.49 rt then often became a question as to whether these
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educators had ever made a conscious choice to accon-n'rocr.ate the

views of the secuJ-ar modern world to a i:eligious rùorld view,

because they ciid not appear t-o have a precise definition of
the aLtitudes of .ith.t.50 The resulL r,^¡as total confusion

over the teaching of values and the real victims of this
confusion were CanarJian children.

It was not that Neatby favored the reinstitution of
denominational education. The "transcendentalism,, of a T.s.
Eliot \^ras not as appealing to her as \,^7ere the views of those

who advocated the restoration "not so much of a religion but
religion...."51 ïn this context "religion" denoted an idea

"of the final seriousness of .life," and "an awareness that
there Iwere] more important things than merely material onu,. "52

It was an element that would enhance intellectual inquiry not
inhibit it, for Ne.atby maintained that "it¡was1 a question

whether one achieves complete development of the intellect
unless the pov¡ers were directed to something beyond the
intellect."53 rt would seem that those things beyond the
intellect included the greater good of the community and the
spiritual or moral dimension of human existence. As was the
case with the Massey Report, Neatby's critique of modern

education was animated by the need to reassert a moral vision
of society-one th¿r.t would counteïâct the materialistic
preoccupations of life in modern \Iorth American society.

rn many respects, Neatby's notion of religion has

much in common with Northrop Frye's concept of religio. For

Frye, the function of religio (which goes beyonci the dictates
of religious doctrine and orthodoxy) is linked to that of social
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54concern.' ' Both provide a sense of community or social
identity because they bind "together a socieüy rvith acLs

and beliefs of a cornmon "or-r"urr,."55 Frye arglles that,
in the broadest sense, ::eligion is the mortar that binds

a community together; it is the foundation of a "society
of neighbors. "

Neatby was equally concerned rvith this function of
religion and with the promotion of a "society of neighbors."
Therefore, rvhile she stressed the importance of freedom of
inquiry, she emphas:.'zed that the free play of intellect had

to be tempered by moral ancl ethical considerations and by

concern for the well-being of society as a whole. rn her

opinion, the system of educating promoted by progressive

educators advocated the importance of "self-reaLLzation,"
but did not provide the individual with the attitudes through
which this might be achieved. she argued that i-n the
progressivistrs worlil the individual was under "no absolute
obligation to anyone or any belief outside himself."56 He

\,{as invited to no act of worship and found himself in tire
world, "sated with wonders but never called upon to woncler.,,5J

without faith and a sense of wonder, and without the
interest sustained by these attitudes, man's intellectual pursuits
appeared meaningless because they lacked the spiritual base

or sense of social concern that might have inspired. them.

Appreciation of knor'¡ledge for its own sake rvas lost. Emphasis

on the purely practical and useful increased, and the pursuit
of all other knoi+ledge Í^7as reduced to mere d,iversions or

entertain*unt.58 rt rvas clear to Neatby that the continued
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proliferation of such attitudeswoulci only compound, the

problems of existence in the world of television and Lhe

atomic bomb.

More dangerous still, however, lras the loss of a sense

of humÍlity and selfless dedícation that emerged from rhe

contemplation of the vast store of human knowledge and from

reverence for a power greater than *un.59 In Neatby,s

opinion the loss of such attitudes led man to assume that
progress \^7as inevitable" that with money and know-how everything

could be achieved by short-cuts and acceLerated progra*u.,,60

Like George Grant, she warned that this naive belief in
progress (guaranteed by science and technoiogical development),

comJ¡ined with the increasing emphasis "on material comfort as

the highest expression of well-being" \n¡as breeding a race of
amoral, conplacent, hedonistic indj-vidurl..6l such attitudes
caused the individual to lose sight of the spirituat alci moral

dimension of existence. As a result, many abandoned their
duty to the larger community and concentrated on the solitary
pursuit of personal happiness, security and weal tn.62 The

final result was the rise of the mass society and the decline
of the society of neighbors.

Yet what solutions did the progressivists, and their
'lnento::s" the social scientists offer: to solve the problems

rvhich they themselves had l'relped to create? They offered
only the universal panacea of "group integration" in an

attempt to reinforce the idea of man as a social being r,rrho

could only be fulf illed by "group j-nteraction.',63 Accorcling

to Neatby, ân important distinction was bl.urred in this use
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of jargon. In her essay I'The Group and the Herd" she argued

that their concept of group integration tended to overlook

the fact that "human beings like animals may drift or be

driven into herds, " while groups or communities were formed

only by individu ^l-".64 This distinction was vitally important

because the difference between the group and the herd rvas

"the measure of our h.,*a.rity. "65

That this essential yardstick uright be lost was made

possible because the progressivists did not provide the

intellectual training or spiritual and moral instruction
necessary for the cultivation of an educated well-informed

individual. In her opinion, their idea.l of group integration

was nothing more than a safety precautíon designed to insure

that the egocentric beings they educated \{ere submerged in a

faceless mass of humanity, " hutd.66 Their notion of com-

munity had very little if anything in conrnon with the

Christian or humanist conceptions of community, based on such

antiquated notions as "freeclom" coupled with a "sense of duty."67

consequently, the real foundations of individual freedom and

a sense of cornrnunity, "of a conception of one's place in the

physical world and ihe world of men," \n/ere rapid,ly being l.o"t.68

Neatby conceded that the western world could never have

remained "permanently (tazzred by the individual emphasis of
the American and French revolutions or of nj-neteenth century

liberalisnr."69 Moreover, she went ori to observe that the

atomization of society which resulted fron adherence to extreme

individualism was no more desirable than the "ideal" of

community promoted by the progressivists. T0 y"a it was still
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evident to her that the cultivation of the disciplined mind

and spirit and the preservation of individual freedom \,üere

essential if democra.cy \^/as to be maintain "d.71 f t would

seem that freedom, for Neatby, was meaningless without
conscious individual choice and was artificial if the larger
comrnunity \,vas sacl:if iced at its altar. Her social vision was

one which embracecl an ethic of individual and social freeclom.

such a community could only be realized through the preserva-

tion of its most precious component-the educated individual.
Neatby implied that because Canada had not been a

product of an eighteenth century revolution, it had preserved

the cultural traditions and social vision of an older notion
of community.T2 As a result canadians had been given the

opportunity to develop a system of educatíon consistent with
the very social varues and traditions she defended. rn her

opinion, however, this opportunity had been lost because of
the influence of Ame::ican progressivism and the social values

implicit in that philosophy.

Nevertheless, Neatby did not give in to total
despondency. Her criticism of modern education in canada

did not form a lament for a culture already lost. she

maintained that the pr:ocess could be reversed. canadian

educators still had the opportunity to develop a system of
education representative of the traciitions upon which the

nation had been built. I^Ihat rvas needed in order to do so

;i ifl: ?"i::'i31,:Í"filån*f;i3n",ffiï::iîi'3å",""
the power of faith for good or evill in human
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the habitual and deliberate contemplation ofgreatness. i{hat is needed is a just appreciation
at once of the uses and abuses of mateiial comfort
and rr¡ell being, a constant a!íareness ihat although
scarcity may ruin health and happiness, al¡undancã
Ís no guarantee of either. r,

she urged that canadian educators play their part by establish-
ing a philosophy of education that embraced these principres.

Like the Massey Report, Hilda Neatby noted the dis-
solution of traditional bonds and therise of mass society, not
only with nostalgia but also with considerable alarm. llers
rüas a profoundly conservative view of society, one stil1
rooted in the British traditions of a canadian past and a
philosophical tradition which viewed intellectual and spiritual
values as fundamental to l:Lfe as a r¿hole. charles Taylor, in
his book gl¡ ¡""r'""yr' a c"" lsrn describes the

intellectuals he examines as conservative "not in the narrow
political sense, but in the deeper sense of trying to enact

traditions which are rooted in faith, and which rebuke the
corroding c).nicism of recent decade "."74 certainly, Neatby,s
critique of modern education was conservative in the sense

that Taylor denotes. Moreover, her work was representåtive
of a much broader intellectual response to a modern world
that seemed devoid of any sense of certainty in the personal,
social or political realm.

That tradition, the bridge between past and futur:e,
had groi,{n thin, indeed had almost disappeared, was as evident
to her as it was to other intel-lectuals such as Hannah Arendt.
In examining the world af ter the second tr\7år, Arencit founcj that
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the dissolution of tradiLion and authority was evident in
every area of life, including educat Lor-.7 5 Bn, whereas

Arendt argued that the ross of tradition and authority \^/as

inevitable, the result of broader social and intellectual
1A

upheavals, '- Neatby appeared to believe that it was the

influence of the united states which was causing the gradual

erosion of canadian traditions . she impried that canada,

a country which had never experienced tl-re upheaval- of a

revolution, still preserved elements of tradition and respect

for authority in many areas of the public realm. rn education

it was therefore a matter of retrieving what had been lost by

ridding canadian education of American ideas and theories.
This would not invol.ve a return to a "vanished past"; she

impliecl that such action would simply bring education back

into line with the f.iving tradítions of canadian society.
Finally, the questions implicit in Neatby's analysis

of progressivism mirrored those that had preoccupied many

who had contributed to and cortrnented on Lhe Massey Report.

How could modern techrrological society in canada find the

correct solutions to social and political problems without
the aid of nren and women trained in the humanities or without
a secure framework of social values within. ivhich to formulate
those solutions? How could canadians preserve a moral com-

munity without faith, serious reflection, respect for authority,
and a consciousness of the "good" to be realized and ',evil" to
be shunned? How could these problems be solved without the
selfless cledication of individuals who desired more than

personal happiness , security and wealth? l,trore important, perhaps,
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how could canadians nurture a moral vision of their socieEy

Lf they persisted in repeating the mistakes of the increasingly
materialistic culture south of the border? rt was clear to
Neatby that canadian progressive eclucators would not sclve

these problems because they \,\7ere as much a cause as a result
of the existing social trends in the canacla of the 1950s.

III
It is possible to argue that Neatby's analysis of

education merely constituted Lhe testimony of one who hacl

dedicated her life to study of the humanj_ties, resisting the

growing dominance of science and Lhe social sciences. Her

constant reference to the central importance of history and

philosophy, over the relative merits of sociology and psychology,

could be interpreted as a defense based in self-interest and

personal insecurity, The implicit message of this clefense

vras a demand for more money for studies in the humanities and

the utLLi-zatj-on of the expertise of scholars trained in the
humanities in all areas of public life, including education.
This interpretation does not, however, fully explain the

variety of her concerns. similarly, her studies might be

perceived as representative of a cold rnrar mentality-as
handbooks for the protection of the traditions of western

civilization from the "red hordes. " This too would be a

drastic oversimplification. rn fact what we find throughout
her work is an assumption that Lhe social varues gaining
ground in American mass society r,üere no more admirable than
those upheld by "the controllers of the Russian state."
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Like many other intellectuals in Canad¿ during the

1950s, Neatby's concerns rrere primarily those of a represent-

ative of "irigh culture" seeking Lo defend the traditions and

ideals of that culture. Her cal-l for the development of a

Canadían philosophy of education was not simply born of a

"canada First" menLality. she appeared to be arguing that it:

\,,ùas not only a unique Canadian culture that was ât stake, but

also the best traditions of western culture and civilízatLon
as found on the North American continent. she perceived

culture to be, in the traditional sense, the traj_ning and

refining of intellectual, moral and aesthetic sensibilities.
rn order to preserve canadian culture, thereforef education

had to concern itself with the cultivation of those sensibil-
ities-ones which, she argued, a large number of American

educators since Dewey had ignorecl.

In this respecL, Neatby was perhaps more concerned

with the preservation of culture in the broadest sense, than

she was with the development of a canadian culture as such"

canadian culture, if it was to be worthy of respect, had to be

rooted in the correct values. Her attack on progressive edu-

cation, âr implicit attack on the social values of mass

culture in America, did not advocate the development of an

indigenous "popular culture" as the base for resistance. she

argued instead for the preservation and promotion of the ideals
and traditions of "high culture" at all levels of society.
fn order to defencl this cultural tradition, she maintajned

that canadians had to resist importing American social and

cultural values i-n whatever form they arrived, whether as
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movies, television, radio programs or1 educational theories.

In addition to this they had to be educatecl in such a \tãy

that they knerv what it was they defended.

It rvas Neatby's bel-ief , given the historical develop-

inent of the Canadiarr nation, that this v¡a.s not as ahTesome a

task as it first appeared. Culture in Canada, from an

anthropological vier¿ (the historical preferences, predisposi-

tions, attitudes and goals of the Canadian people) , providecl

a foundation for the preservation of culture as she defined it
This was hinted at in her tracts on education. Unfortunately

she did not describe at eny great length the distinguishing

features of this Canadian experience j.n those studies. It j-s

possible, hor,'rever, to get at the assumptions that informed

her conception of Canada through a brief perusal of other

articles on relatecl topics . Predictably, this concepti-on

did not differ greatLy. from the viewpoint put forward in the

Massey Report.

Neatby argued that Canada's characi;er as a nation had

been largely determined by its founding people. Each of rhe

nation's founding groups whether French-canadian, Loyalist or

Highland Scots, formed a community which by circumsLance or

by choice, had been cut off from some former loyaIry.7 7 In
an article on Canada's cultural evolution prepared for the

I,rlestinghouse Conference called "Canada's Tonorrow " (L954> .

Neatby elaborated on this therne, stating that these groups,

..without having much in common beyond their
rejection and their joint habitation of a vast,
lone11' Iand, have together created a rrational
community v,rith autonomous political institutions
and an integratecl economy. The different
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communities may be geographically isolated or
culturally distinct or both. I¡lith al_l rheir
dj-visions, ho',nzever, they have been thror¿n
together by a common determination to survive. 

rU
She íntimated that just as individuals maintained a

sense of their individuality in order to contribute in a

meaningful way to the co-operative life of the group, so too

the various ethnic and regional communities of canada had

preserved their separate identiiies while appreciating their
relationship to the greater whole;the nation.79 rnitially,
the determination to survive had held tirese groups together.

As time went ofl, however, it was their conmon history and

shared traditions that insured their continued co*existencu.80

Here again we hear echoes of the sentiments expressed in the

Massey Report. unity in canada r/¡as not synonymous with
homogeneity. rt was to be found in the preservation of

diversity, through co-operation. For Neatby, the existence

of a common history or shared traditions dr'-d not entail the

elimination of cultural differences, but an honoring of those

differences within a common framework.81

. In Neatby's opinion, it was therefore necessary to
begin any explanation of the national character by defining
it in terms of two cultures-the French and the English. rn
an address delivered to the Canadian HisLorical Association in
L956, she argued that these two cultures, which inspired one

another and added variety to canadian life, preserveci a

fundamentally cofiìmon h.ritage,82 Distinct andseparateci by a

language barrier they !/ere, in fact, inext:: j-cably connected.

rn her view canada was "the product of French survivance,of
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its English by-product n and of their intimate and complex

relationships. "B3

rn canada it was therefore absurd Lo talk of "bi-
culturalism as cultural co-operation. "81* ülhat the nation
needed, Neatby contended, vüas "better cultural circulation
in what is and has for two centuries been one body. "85 For

English-canada this involved a recognition of its separaLe

cultural roots as formed first in relation to French-canada

and second in relation to the whole of western civiLLzaLior,.86
Only in this way could nationar uníty be preserved. rn order
to do this, however, it was necessary for the state to take
an active role in the education and cultural development of
its citizens.

Neatby's conception of the state demonstrates the
essential conservatism at the center of her nationalist
outlook. rn her opinion, the liberal view of the state,
as defined by Adam smith, \^/as insufficient for a country like
Ctrr"du'87 she argued for the rejuvenation of an orcÌer tradition,
"perhaps more French than English, which sees the state not
merely as an organ of prohibition and police, but as a great
social institution representing life in its wholenes,.,,88
ït was not enough for the state to simply levy taxes for the
military or to build railways or pipelines. canadians hacl to
present themselves to the world and to each other as a people
with more than material progress on their minds. she might
just as easily included that they hact to cultivate an image

substantially different from the one their neighbors to the
south presented to the world.



In keeping with the sentiments expressed in Lhe

Massey Report, Neatby argued that national unity depended

uPon more than material grcrvth and the florv of cash and goocls.

ri: depended upon the promotion of conunonly heLd attitudes anc

values-those things of the spirit anrJ mind that united
canadians. Therefore, the governnent tracj a larger role to
play in preserving these things " --r-t r.r¡as her contention chat

the government could not separate the "political from tire
cultural and moral communtiy" for any attempt to do so consti-
tuted a denial of "the moral character of the state.,,89
Consequently, Neatby agreed with Innis and Lornrer that the

Canadian government had to protect the natic¡nal culture. she

too believed that a "lai ssez-faire" approach to culture would

eventually mean cultural assimilation into the United States.90
The fact that Canadians \^7ere alreacly a\Â7are of- the danger vrers

demonstrated in the existence of an organization like the
canadian Broadcasting corporatio.r. 9l N..r".theless, she warned

that further action was necessary and to this end arguecl that
it would be aclmirable if Canada

...as a nation, would justify its existence by
showing a little more ãirect- concern for mattersof the mindi by acknowledging some responsibilityfor preserving in canada Èhe'-great traãitions of"the arts, letters and sciences r,vhich belong neitherto Canadians or Canadiens, but to human civiLLzatLon.r,

one would suspect that, if pressed, Neatby viould have argued

that such a stance was not only admirable but necessary if
English-Canada was to continue to exist as a sepaïate cultural
entity in the Nor[h American continent-
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At Lhis juncture Neatby returns to the central
arguments on the role of education put forward in So_Little
for the Mind. Application of the conclusions she reached in
her study of canadian education, and the philosophical ancl

ideological assumptj.ons that led her to those conclusions,
were not limited to this one instj_tution. She systematically
applied the same principles and outlook to every aspect of
life in canada. Her conceptions of democracy, of the indivi-
dual's relation to society, of the nature of freedom and

equality were consistentry applied in other äspects of social
criticism and in her v,rritings on canadian hisLory. Neatby's

social vision held together like ã. series of interlocking
circles which expanded from Lhe individual to the community,

from the institution of education to the state as a whole.
Moreover, she clearly believed that the conservative social-
visÍon that she promoted was rooter] in the canadian past-
in the traditions and social values upon which the nation had

been built.

There is no doubt that Neatby's attack on progressivism
\.{as hard hitting and to the point. she was ::uthless in her
âssessment of modern education and demonstrated a remarkable
facility for pinpointing the contradictions evident in her
opponents reasoning. she was not, horvever, as adept at
reconciling the contradictions evident in her or¡irì arguments.

As an idealist, Neatby concentrated on an analysis of
those ideas (in this case progressivism) that shaped society
in one form or another. As a result of this approach.

progressivism was frequenlly characterized as an accidental
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manifestation in the history of ideas. Neatby rareLy examined

this theory as a product of the social reality in which it
took form and as one that served Lhe needs of society once

adopted to the practice of education. She was therefore unal¡le

to explain why progressivisrn had become the dominanr theory

of education across all of North America. She viewed pro-

gressivism as an aberration or accidental "vffong turn"
in the deveJ-opment of educational theory in Canada, an

assumption which was not only clubious but in the most

extreme sense ahistor:l-cal .

Admittedly, Neatby di.d argue that progressivism was, in
one respect, a product of the "revolutionary" traditions of the

United States.93 Moreover, she maintained that progressivisrn

\^7AS aS much a symptom as a cause of a widespread social
94malaíse. - rn her opinion, the genesis of this sickness \^ras

to be found in man's loss of faith in God and in the gradual

rejection of Christian rr"lrr"".95 She dicl not, however,

attempt to link the demise of the religious world view and

the rise of secularism, materialism and moral relativism to
the continuing advance of liberal capitalist society. she

did not fully explore rvhether or not the values of commerce

r,üere antithetical to christian ethics and morality, \^lirile

she attackecl the modern preoccupation r¿ith material comforts,

success*seeking, and social adjustment, she did not attack
the ope-r:ation of an economic system that pr:omoted these

attitudes. üonsequently, ,she was unable to exprain why

progressivism had gained the currency it had not only in
the united states, but also in canada- a nation which was
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rapidly assurning its place anìongst the advanced capitalist
states of the world,

It r,¡ould be urrfair to argue thal Neatby completely

ignored the social p::oblems created by the liberal sLaLe

and economic system. She attacked what she characterized as

the outdated "laissez-faire liberalism of the nineteenth

century" particularly as it had been applied to cultural
exchange between the United States and Curr^d.^.96 She ciefended

the necessity of public onnership in certain areas of the

economy and the importance of social welfare progrm".97 she

attacked the liberal conception of the state and sought to
redefine its jurisdiction in terms of the v¡hole community

of which ít was an expression. yet she did not challenge the

central place of the markei economy; she merely wished to
alter its ress attractive culturai. social and polítical by-

products. rn this respect, her social vision for canada was

not substantively different from the one she attacked.

Moreover, Neatby's views \^rere as class-bound as those

of the Massey commissioners who maintained that, in the

strictest sense, learning and intellectual cultivation were

avail-able to everyone. This \^ras clearly demonstrated in her

assessment of the factors that determined individuat intel-ligence
and in her distorted faith in the social justice guaranteed

by equality of opportunity. rn rrer attack on the progressi-
vist's emphasis on equality she repeateclly stressed "the cbvious
irremediable fact that some children are brighter than ot¡err,,98
and maintained that "men are not equal and do not really
desire eq,-,ality. "99 There was little doubt that individual
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differences did exist. Nevertheless, Neatby remained blinct

to the social factors that denied equaliLy, and v¡hich macle

equality of opportunity a hollow promise.

Her f lip clismissal of a passage taken from a British
columbian study guicle on read.ing pinpoinrs rhis brind spor.l00
The guide emphasized that teachers corlsider the influence of
personal background, physical condition, emotional drives

and language ability on a child's ability to read. Neatby

believed this to be a \,vaste of time and defended the approach

of "the old days when you could read. or you couldn'a.,,101 She

refused to recognize that equality of opportunity rneant nothing
rvhen children from impoverished families had the same opportunity
for schooling but began that schooling on an unequal footing
when compared with children from wealthier background. The

absence of need, a stable home environment, English-speaking

parents and the avai.lability of books and other resources all
influenced a chilcl's ability to learn. rt was not, as she

argued, simply a matter of some children being "incurably
stupid and razy" and others being bright and ambitious.102

At least progressive educators attempted to face these pr:oblems,

even if they used inappropriate methods to solve them, Allowing
all children to sink or swim in her "traditional school" would

have meant that the privileged woul-d swim whire the under-

privileged sank. Giving the coÍtrnon man in canada nore than a

common education \^ras, therefore, a more complex process than

she was will-ing to admit.

Finally, although Neatby despised the industrial and
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technological metaphors uLilized by the progressivists which

reduced teachers to "social engineers, " schools to t'plants, "
and the process of teaching to mere "techniqüê," she was not

above util- Lztng similar metaphors .103 She describecl education

as a "k.y industry" and argued that if "the industrial chal-
lenge today is to tool up and increase production by a1l means, "

then education v/as not doi.ng an adequate jou.l04 Evidently,
her concerns r^7ere noL so far removed from those of the eclucation-

al experts she attacked. Their means certainly differed, but

their goals v/ere often the ""*u.105
Neatby's attack on the methods of indoctrination

utilLzed by progressive eciucaLors, and the totalitarian
tendencies evident in progressivism was, perhaps, justified.
Nevertheless, her o\^rn insistence on the need for cieference

to authority, her defense of a "naturâlt' hierarchical social
structure and her preoccupation with the preservation of
social order betrayed an authoritarian tendency in her o\^rrr

work. There was a fine line between what she called a "loyal
worker" and the "servile worker" she believed progressir¡ism

cultivat"¿.106

Her distress over the operation of prevailing systems

that resulted j-n "The unhappy effects of the theoretical
exclusion of dogmatic morarity; of neglect and scorn for the
intellect which results from pseudo-democratic equalitarianism;
of the success-happiness fallacy; of the blind fairh in

nJrni nrroc rná ¡ ^ ,,1 07 --^..scientif ic techniques and mass operationo. . . , wd.,>

genuine and in some respects well-founded. yet her att¿Lck on

progressivism as an "alien" American theory led her to imply
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that these prevailing systems were somehow uniquely American

and not canadian. By fostering the development of a cana<lian

culture, rooled in Canadian traditions and values she hoped to

offset the influence of what she believed to be American social
values. By promoting the traditj-ons and ideals of high culture
she believed that the ::ise of mass consumer society might be

harted. By instituti-ng a canadian phirosophy of education

that preserved an essentially corrservative social vision she

hoped to nurture the growth of a more moral and humane social
order in canada. Nevertheless, given the contradictions
evident in her o\drì system of thought, Í-t is doubtful that,
even if it had been apptied, it would have achieved the desired
results.

Despite these shortcomings anc] in some cases because

of them, Neatby's nationalist critique of education in canada

solicited a widespreacl response. The articles on education and

reviews of her vrork that appeared arter the publication of so

Little for the Miry! bear examination. An analysis of these

will demonstrate that Neatby was not enÏ_irely alone in her

concerns. 0ther: Canaclian intellectual_s were equally alarmed

by current trends in education and the way in which these

reflected the ongoirrg changes in canadian society. A number

of bhese agreed that canadians hacl to devise their own system

of education (one that was consistant with the traditions of
the nation) if they wanted to protect and promote the

national culture. Ner¡ertheless, there were those whose opinions
differed, and as a result the debate over canadian education
became something of "a temperate dispute.,'
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cannot hope to make any popular appeal " rf they are soconrnitted they cannot_hope to be conservatives.í' Neatbydid not, howeíer, fall victim to the most extreme pitfatlsof conservatives who, according to Grant, had lost a con-ception of the "eternal order" and wl-rose vier¿s rvere basedon nothing more than "a defense of property rights andchauvinism, attractively packaged aã rn apþeal"to the past. "Present day neo-conservatives would seem tõ fit into tñiscategory more comfortably. Nevertheless, as is the casewith so much in conservative tl-rought, the clesire for socialorder and for maí.ntenance of trre õtrt.t" quo, helped to pre-serve _the political, sociaL and economic ^institutions thatreproduce the very sociar values that both Neatby and Grantabhored. This is rhe fault of moderniry (as crãár wãurdhave us believe) and more the fault of äor,rervatism itselfas a system of thought.

Neatby, So Little for the Mind, p. fB

rbid., pp. 3L9-320.
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CHAPTER IV

"A Temperate Dispute"

I
Hilda Neatby's critique of modern education hras

intended to be much more than an attack on progressive

educational theories. rt was a call to canadians to wake

up and act to preserve what Neatby believed to be the

nation's cultural heritage. rt was a demand f.or the develop-

ment of a Canadian philosophy of education which would express,
in both theory and practise, the traditions and social values
of all Canadians. Nevertheless, when the storm of controversy
broke after the pubtication of so Littre for the Mind, it
\,vas not the issue of a national education per se, but the

relative merits of traditionalism and progressivism that \,t7ere

most frequently discussed.

commenting on the book's reception, Frank underhill
noted that it had been "received with rapture by most teachers

and by most parents of middle brow intellectual status or
1better."- Amongst the educational experts, those whom

Underhill referred to depreç¿¡ing1y as "the pompous pundits
of education, " the reception had been less than enthusiast i..2
He noted that these progressive "swivel-chair educators" had

"quickly I come ] to regard Neatby as pious catholic churchmen

had once regarded voltaire. "3 A brief perusal of articles
written in Manitoba journals geared towards this group

demonstrates that underhill's âssessment was fairly accurate.
rn articles with titles such as "so Little from one Mind"'

I
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the eciucational experts that Neatby attacked struck back with
4a ver-geance.

These counter-attacks \,vere generally forrnulated around

a defense of the theory and practise of progressivism. Very

few educators addressed the nationalist content of Neatby's

study, and those who did generally failed to appreciate the

relationshí-p between Neatby's traditionalism and her particular

brand of cultural nationalirrn.5 Some provided an adequate

defense of progressivism,6whj-le others stood as embarrassing

testimony to Neatby's rnost ardent criticisms of professional

educato.s. T These became easy targets for her penetrating

wit. B.K. Sandwell, in a revi-ew of her book, A Temperate

Dispute, describecl the fate of one such critic who had been

"so neartly spittecl on the point of her essay that he would

probably never know what rvent through him. "B

As one observer noted, the debate between Neatby and

her detractors continued to be "waged violently and in strong

language" throughout the winter of 1953-54.9 It reached a

fever pitch on February 25 , L954, when Dr. Neatby and a Dr. E, C.

Philtips (Professor at OCB) battled it out on the C,B.C. radio

program "Citizen's Forum."10 Nevertheless, it was not only

Neatby and the educational experts who took part in the debate,

nor \üere educational journals and radio the only forums

utilized. Articles and letters by members of the universities,
the press and the "inLerested public" appeared in a large

number of Canadian periodicals which included, amongst others,

Saturday Night, Maclean's, Food for Thought and The Uliversity
of Toronto Quarterly.ll The Royal Society of Canada sponsored
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a special s)rinposium in L954 entitled "So Little f o:: the ìulind," and

the 23rd annual Couchíching Conference (Conferences sponsored

by the Canadian Institute of Public Affairs and the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation) pitted traditionalists against

progressivists in a discussion of Canadian education.

It should be noted, horvever, that a substantial number

of those who took part in the debate refrained from taking

sides. some of these "moderate" spokespeople depLored the

violent tone of the debate-the polemics and the name-calling.

l'{any advocated what they believed to be a more reasonable

approach. Kenneth Patrick l{atson, in an artj-cle that appeared

in The Canadian Forum (L954), \,,/as not the f irst or last to

suggest that once t-he emotionalism had subsided "controlled
thinking and discussion" would reveal that the chasm between

the two camps v¡as not as wide as either side believed.12 He

and others such as N.v. scarfe (Dean of Education at The

university of l"lanitoba), Andrew Moore (a. r'ranitoba schoor

rnspector), N.A.M. MacKenzie (President of the university of
British columbia) and Georges J.G. Lavere (Editoríal writer
for the canadian periodical culture) argued or impliecl that
a compromise between the trvo camps could be reach"d. 13

In an article written for a series on education printed
in The university of Toronto Quarterly (1956), bl.v. scarfe
suggested that the traditionalist and progressivist approaches

vrere not "mutually exclusive.t'14 Another moderate even \^rent so

far as to claim that an application of the best principles of
"the progressíve system of traditional education" wou1d provide
many of the ans!üers to the problems of modern educatior,.15
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Finally, l{atson maintained that good teachers had always

combined the best of both traditi.onalism and progressivism

in school rooms across the natior:. l6 Fot these individuals ,

therefore, the two approaches Vrere not, as Neatby claimed

them to be, antithetical, but \^/ere in many respects

comple mentary .

0stensibly, the cent::al task for many of those who

participated j-n the debate was to find \¡/ays to improve the

quality of education, and to solve the financial problems

created by the increasing numbers of school age children.lT
Neatby's brand of cultural nationalism, bound as j_t was to the

preservation of traditions that she believed were under:mined

by the application of "alien" American theories like progres-

sivísm, did not generally demand much attention, For many,

the development of a Canadian philosophy of education was not
as important as the more pressing problems of overcrowded

classrooms and the general quality of education. Nevertheless,
there r^rere those who believed that the nationalist content
and anti-American slant of Neatby's treatises on education

\À7ere important. Most of these crj-tics and supporters came

from the universities and what might be labelled the "high-
brow" press; and, while their numbers may appear small, their
appeal and influence were not insignificant.

praised

England

II
Predictably, B.K. Sandwell was one of those who

Neatby's work most enthusiastically. Born in
and educated at the university of Toronto, he became
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a journalist in LB97 and ended his career as editor of

Saturday \Tight.l8 He strongl.y supported Canada's continued

connection to Great Britain and the Commonwealth. Moreover,

he was deeply concerned about the impact of continental

influences on that relationship and on the canadian rvay of
life. rn a special study prepared for the llassey commission

he Lraced the impact of these present day influences, ancl

warned that if Canada wished to maintain a separate cultural
identity she must be â\^rare of the ever:-increasing-inf luence

and power of American mass cultrrt".19
Arguing that the "mechanical devices" of the new

forms of mass media were reducing personal contact bet!üeen

family members ancl others, he pointed out that the school

Tdas "no\n7 almost the only person-to-person cultural contact

which is left in full operatiorr."20 yet even this was reduced

by the influence of radio and cinema, whose impact was "of a

far more alluring quality [han anything even the most

Deweyite school curriculum could offer."2l Nevertheless, he

was not advocating that the schools should even try to

compete on the basis of groundrules laid down by advanced

communication technology. It would seem that in his opinion,
the so-called Deweyite schools \,{ere doing more harm than good

in their attempts to accommodate the education of the young

to the presentation, style and content of mass culture and

thg social values of mass soc iety.22 on the basis of this
special study it was clear that when Neatbyts first critique
of "Deweyite" progressive education appeared sandrvell would

give it his full supporr.
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rn a review of so LitLle for the Mind, sandv¡ell began

by describing himself âs a nineteenth century man*a fact which
he noted disqualified him as a credible critic in the eyes of
most progressive educators. Nevertheless, he went on to
explairr that his agreement with Neatby lvas based "on â long
standing conviction that the current conception of democratic

education I was ] radically false and unso,rnd.,,23 In acldition
Lo this, however, one of the book's greatest values r.üâs the
fact ttrat it was a canadian stud.y that dealt with canadian

needs and condj-tions. rt was significant because it macle

. ,one of its chief charges against Canadianeducationar_progressivism on Ëhe ground thatit[was]not canadian, that it was Ëased Llpon analien philosophy, invented in and chiefry heldby a_nation which early i.n its history "útitself off not only frôm rhe poliricai bur alsofrom the sociar and curturar traditions of
Europg in a way which canada had never dreamedof following.Z+

The value of tradition and the preservation of Canadian

cultural autonomy preoccupied sandwell as much as it had the
members of the Massey Coimnission and Neatby irerself . Moreover,
it was clear to him that the most obvious place for the
maintenance of thc¡se tradítions was the school room, where

person-to-person contact \,,/as still possible. Nevertheless,
with the infiltration of progressive theories into canadian
education this hacl become a much more difficult task. Therefore,
in order to counteract the apparent uni_formity, aimlessness
and alienation that seemed to characteri.zs modern American

society, canada had to resist adopting American theories,
and preserve the cultural traditions upon rvhich the na[ion had
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been built.25 Thus sandwellrs tacit anti-Ameri-canism and

explicit nationalj.sm in regards to education \Âras an integral
part of a world vj.ew that placed the greatest emphasis on

the preservation of "tradition" as a means by which to offset
the influence of Lhe cultural values of the mass society to
th.e south.

Another product of a nineteenth century inheritance
T,{as George Grant, head of the Department of philosophy at
Dalhousie University. The grandson of t\^io of Canada's leading
rmperialist's, George Parkin and G.M. Grant, his orvn brand of
conservatism had much in common with their ideas and attitude r.26
As carl Berger noted, Grant's book, Lament for a Nation (Lg65)
\^7as something of "a depressing footnote" to the imperialist
thought of an earlier generation,2T Liku hi, forbears,
however, Grant was committed to the task of promoting

canadian independence during the 1950s. perhaps partly
because of family connections (he was vincent Massey's

nephew) bu.t mainly because of his growing reputation as a

scholar in his own right, Grant was invited to prepare a

special report on philosophy for the Massey commission.

rn this study, he addressed some of the same concerns

that later pl:eoccupied Neatby in her expose of modern education.
rn his essay simpry entitled "phirosophy," Grant

expressed his own misgivings about the development of mass

society in canada. rt v¡as iris opinion that the only way to
arrest its growth and resist its final triumph was through
the promotion and preservation of "the traditional faith of
the wes¡. "28 Grouncled in the structure c¡f the classical and
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Christian traditions, this faith was based upon two conceptions

of reality*the contemplative and the actrve.29 It was

Grant's berief that any society that emphasízed. action over

contemplation risked ill health, because the contemplative

tradition, (the rational form of which was philosophy) acted

as a balance to the life of action. rt provided a forum

wherein it was possible to assess the possible ramifications
of any given act in its social context. Moreover, it helped

men "to relate their particular functions to the general

ends which society, Idesired] , "30"rld acted as a brake on

their often wreckless actions. rn his opinion, canadian

society risked very poor health índeed, because so little
time and money were being spent on the development of the

contemplatÍve rttr.31
According to Grant there T^zere two reasons for this

state of affairs. rn Canada, a country which had long been

preoccupied with material survival. "the active rather than

the contemplative life" continued to be viewed as the ideal
long after it was necessary for surviv"l.32 consequenLly,

the bonds of tradition \,ùere weaker here than in other
countries. Moreover , canada had come of age in a world that
had experienced an a.lmost 'L-ncalculabre spiritual change,"

the result of the g:rowing dominance of ideas associated. with
"mass industriaLízation."33 rn the west, this spiritual
change had led man avùay from contemplation and away from

the rational pursuit of the Good. rn "the amazíng light
of science" man had come to believe that society could be

perfected and that "knowleclge for poi^rer" Ì,/as the only

. *.q:-a__-_
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knowledge of worth.34 As a result, in the field of education
"there arose Lhe egalJ-tarian slogans with their contempt for
the impractical and the academic.',35 That this had further
weakened the bonds of tradition \,^ras evident to Grant. rt was

evident in the purely "materialist preoccupations of many

Canadian universities, " the excessive degree of specialization
in higher education, and in the attempts to reduce philosophy
to a mere "technique" by which students might hope to ',earn a
living. "36

Yet Grant seemed to imply that the damage done was

not irreparable because a contemplative tradition continued to
exist in Canada. Not atl Canadian universities had followed
the modern trend. For French and Hnglish*speaking catholics
a religious faith and contemplative tradition that stressed
the unity of human knowredge and the centrar rore of
philosophy irad been lcept alive in Roman catholic colleges
and universities.3T The situation for protestant canadians
v¡as somewhat different, however, partly because within the
Protestant tradition the relationship between theology and

philosophy had always been somewhat ambiguou".3B rndeed,
the study of philosophy in Protestant universities had often
helped to destroy faith, instead of creating a,,rationar
groundwork" for ia.39 t¿iahi., the last century, therefore,
many of the universities founded on the Protestant tradition
had broken f ormal ties with the church and become ,,securar ized.,,40
Nevertheless, Grant maintained that even in protestant canada
there was a tradition to build upon. The í_nfluence of men

such as John llatson of Queen's university, who had been bred
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in Scotland and "trained in European philosophy with its
faith in human ::eason's pursuit of the Good," had helped

to preserve a conception of the contemplative arts that
future generations could build ,pon.4l

Grant r,¡as cautious to point out, however , that this
would not be done unless those teaching recognized that the

vital issues of philosophy had to be Lranslated into
"sufficiently Canadian terms to make them of burning interest
to young Canadian "."42 Such an attitude he argued, was not

"to stand upon the dogmas of a narro!'7 canadian nationalism,
or to imply that canaclians lhadl not important things to
learn from men trained in Great Britain. "43 rt merely meant

that the rvork of phitosophy in canada should "be carried on

within the context of canadian teaching impregnated with our

history and the form of our institutions and ideal".,,44
He implied, therefore, that in order for philosophy to rre

relevant and meaningful to those studying it, it had to have

its roots in the particular culture it served.

rn 1951, Grant was still optimistic about the future
of Canadian culture. He maintained the belief I'that Canadians

\,'7ere no longer willing to accept from the more important

nations of the I{estern world tin particular, the llnited States l

their assumptions about human life. "lt5 Moreover, he noted

that canadian scholars like c.N. cochrane, Northrop Frye and

Harold Innis recognized that our traditions v¡ould not remain

alive automatically. They understood that Canadian intellectuals
had a vital role to play in preserving and enlivening the

\,n/estern traclition, as he def ined tt .46 This recognition,

':.--::
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combined with an a\^/areness of how much of the wisdom of those

traditions "had been trodden underfoot in our concentration

in developing the mass society, " \^ras the f irst step tor¡rards

reaL cultural growth in Canad 
^.47

Nevertheless, Grant stressed that "utty great flowering

of our culture in general and our philosophy in particular"
depended on a prior condition, "namely the intensity and

concentration of our faith in God. "4B The sceptic lacked

the courage that alone buttressed "the tiring ciiscipline of
being rational" necessary for the study of philosophy.

Moreover, he agreed with A.N. Whitehead that "it is in ages

of faith that men pursue truth and beau ty .r'4i Therefore, he

implied that only in a renewed ""g. of faith" wourd a valid
and vital Canadian culture flourish.

That Grant and Neatby shared the same mistrust of

"modernity" should be self-evident. For both, the possibility
of canada and a canadian culture was contingent upon the

preservation of a way of life that they associated with the

best traditÍons of \,,lestern civilization. It was also

contingent upon a rejection of modernity, in so far as

modernity was synonymous with materialism. a rejection of the

contemplative tradition, loss of faith in a transcendent

order and a naive belief in the power of science ancl technology

to guarantee human progress. That education and, in parti-
cular, a liberal arts education had a central role to play
in helping to determine the future choice for canada was as

obvious to Grant âs it had been to Neatby.
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In an address delivered to the National Conference on

Adult Education, on May 27 , L954, Grant explored the nature

and purpose of education in the "expanding economy. " He

began hÍs speech with the assertion that one could not speak

of education without first taking into account the reality
of the expancling economy, "the inescapable situation within
which we work and have our being.,,50 Essentially, this
economic order had produced "a society ivhich theldl that the

control of nature by technology [was] the chief purpose of
human existence and from that belief a community [\^/as] formed

where all else was suborcli'ateci to that goal. "5l while
control of nature had always been "a crucial end of man's

existence," Grant maintained that it had not, until very
recently, been set up as the primary goal of existenc".52
As a result of this new emphasis, social institutions,
particularly education; were being unified around a new

religion, "the religion of the manipulation of nature for
short term economic gains. "53

In the prcrcess, modern man had lost sight of the

"infinite goal" of human existence. rn his preoccupation

with the achievement of "limited finite goals" man had lost
sight of the very tradition that preserved human fruedo*.54
rn Grant's view ttris was as true in Itlashi,ngton as it was in
Leningrad, for both of these competing modern empires had

embraced the religion of materiarism, and the ideal "of a

vast adjusted suburban world."55 rndeed, Grant argued

that "in our concentration on finite ends, the knovrledge of
the infinite-that is the world of freedom- [ had] rjisappeared
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in North America Lo a degree most of us I could not ] even gues".,,56

This loss of the "idea of spirit or freeciom" \,,7as expressed in
the predominant theory of educaLion in North America. Modern

education, in its preoccupation with "real Lz:rng a multitude
of practical purposes" and "the achievement of immediate

finite goals," reflected the very soul of the expanding 
""orrory.57

l{hereas historically education was defined as the

process by which men became free-freed from the myths and

shadows of everyday life into the realm of light and truth-
the encl of education in the moderrr \.vorld was social adjustment.58

I^Ihereas the process of learning had once been synon)rmous with
struggle and rebellion, it was now associated with making

people comfortabre and adjusted.59 rnstead of life serving
education, progressive educators like E.c, phillips declared

that eclucation should serve life.60 As a resurt, it rvas

Grantts opinion that education rras now viewed primarily as

the means by which a variety of desirabre ends might be

achieved, includirrg "good citizenship," "a proper sexual life"
and "economic prosperity. "6l rn light of this, Grant vrïote

with devastating sarcasm that the primary goaL of modern

education appeared to be "to make men the most successful

of up"". "62

The results were disastrous. rn his opinion this
view of education not only perverted the true puïpose of
learning, bul kilted the possibility of real art. More

dangerous still, it helped to destroy manrs relation to God

Art in the "adjusted society" became a sugar coating for
worldly existence, a corunrodity added on the "the basic
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business of tire expanding e"ono*y."63 Similarly, religion
became a useful tool- in the preservation of social order and

the infinite was macle "a tame confederate in our petty
adventurLr,g."64 Eternity, according to "the religion of the

American senate," Tn/as merely the reward for socially acljusted

and materially productive behavj-or. "65

Grant therefore admonished canadian educaIors to

get back to the busj.ness of "making men free." For Grant,

however:, freedom \,,/as not merely the capacity to act without
inhibit-ion-to do what one liked-but the capacity to focus

our attention on the infinite so that we might do what !,/as

right.66 The idea of "attenlion" was borrowed from the work

of Lhe French philosopher and mysti.c, simone l^treil, a r^roman

whom Grant would later ref er Lo as a ,,modern saint, ,'67 By

her definition the faculty of attention was uLilLzed. j_n any

process of learning. rt was generally cultivated in one of
two ways: by harcl physical labor or through the rigorous
discipi-ine of study.68 ro rearn to perform any task or
master any operation correctly, attention to the work at
hand was necessary; and the curtivation of the faculty of
attention was crucialty important because it eventually
led the individual to pay attention to others and to the
infinite.69 rt developed man's capacity for concern and aided
him in the pursuit of truth and the "Good, " rt was, therefore,
th." single most powerful of man's abilities for it guaranteed

human freedom-the capacity to do what is right. rn the
modern world where technology reduced the instance of hard
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physical labor, discÍplined thought and a system of edr:cation

that insisted upon disciplinecl study was therefore of vital
importan"..7o

Yet when a book such as the one written by Hilda

Neatby appeared, whictr attacked the anti-intel1ectua1 and

oppressive system of modern education, the Canadian public

failed to understand its purpose. Through discussions with
wealthy míddle class parents in Halifax, Grant discovered

that their support for Neatby vras not based upon a recognition

that the training of the intellect "\nras necessary for the

liberation of their children's souls."7l Th"ir support

\^ras grounded in a fear I'that if the anti-intellectual
tendency in the schools continued their children would not

be smart enough to be prosperous technicLans,,,JZ In light
of this discovery Grant asserted that he probably had more

in common with the "good-hearted enthusiasts" of progressive

education. "because however vacuous and foolish progressive

education Iwas] , the motive of egalitarian kindness behind

it Igavei it at least more of the spirit than tdicli middle

class success-seekin g."73

Nevertheless, throughout the essay Grant appeared to
imply that a system of education that preserved "the tradition-
al fai-th" of the west could be conserved in canada. The

country still paid "a small half-hearted token to the tradition
of freedom-that is the tradition of the inf init ".,,74 He

maintainecl, however, that if canadians embraced the religion
of the American senate and followed the already established
pattern of the American "expanding economy" these remnants
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of a traditional education would be destroyed. He warned

that if the nation continued to concentrate on the develop_
ment of mass society, following the dictates of the ideal
of social adjustment , and if iL persisteil io feed canadian
children myths rhat turned reality into ,'a rosy dream" r^¡here

"the horror of. Dien Bien Phu and Senator l.{cCarthy" could not
touch them, it was los t.7 5

Grant's explicit anti-Americanism, and his belief in
the possibility of a canadian culture that preserved its
historicar association with the "traditional faith of the
trüest," formulated a brand of cultural nationarism that had

much in common with that expressed in the Massey Report and
in Neatby's treatises on education. Grant appeared to believe
Lhat if canadians nurtured the development of the spirit and
mind within the framework of this "traditional faith,, then a

truly worthy canadian culture might emerge. Like Neatby, he
\^/as concerned over the diminishing influence of the humanities
He therefore sought to promote their social value in a modern
world that appeared infatuated with the po'ver of science and
of the social sciences. He too embraced ân elitist conception
of culture. For Grant, culture \.{as something that af f ecteci
the lives of all men, but its formulation and dissemination
was the responsibirity of an elite, the intelligenrsia,
Moreover, he believed that while culture was grounded in the
particular, it had to devel0p out of universal traditions.
canadian culture, while it wourd develop its own unique form
and content, \Â7as sLill a part of the universal world of western
culture.
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Nevertheless, there r.,¿ere contradictions evident in
Grant's views similar to those in Neatby's work. on the on-e

hand he appeared to support a system of education Lhat prouroted

intellectual struggle and even rebellion. on the other hand

he lavishecl praise uPon a Catholic system of education lvhich,

historically, had been associated with the repïession of. this
type of behavior. His oversimplified view of industrial
capitalist society as "an expanding economy" dedicated only
to "short term econornic gain" tended to obscure what was in
fact an enormously complex set of economic and social relation-
ships, the growth of which would not l¡e halted merely by

alteri-ng man' s consciousness alone.

A pro.qrarrne of action that sought to preserve

tradition and man's relation to the infinite -the rearm of
freedom as he defined it-was not a powerful enough rreapon

to arrest the growth of Lhe consumer society. lihile he

\,üas extremely sensitive to the social changes occurring
around him, his "Tory mind," his attachment to order and

authority, prevented him from suggesting more strenuous

political action" Moreover, his conception of canada as

a nation that was in some respects fundamentally different
from the united states, provided him with the hope that
canadian society might escape the excesses of modernity.

By L965, horr/ever, he recognízed, that the roots of this social
order had been torn up in canada's advance as a liberal
capitalist society.
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There v/ere others who shared Grant's hope for the

future of Canadian society and the Canadian systen of education

Two of these were scholars who had already commented at

length upon the implications of the Massey Report. Boti-r

A.R.M. Lower and Frank underhill examined the problems

facing modern educators in canada. underhill's comments

developed from a direcL response to Neatby's work, while
Lower, who had already written a number of articles on

education himself, examined the issue without directly
commenting on Neatby's books and articles. Needless to say,

however, the optimism of each v¡as based upon very different
poiirts of view. rn fact, th.e opinions which they expressed

on the question of a canadian approach to education did not

differ substantially from the ones they had voiced on the

general issue of the national culture.
As early as L949 Arthur Lower began writing articles

on education. After the publication of So Little for the Mind

three more appeared. These were not the only ones he wrot 
",7 

6

but they r¡rere representative of his central concerns and

overalr approach. rt was per:haps no coincidence that the

f irst of these essays entitled, "The survival Val-ue of a soft
Nation, " appeared in the same issue of saturday Night as

Neatbyrs article, "Progressive Education: A challenge lfissed."
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The second, written as the Presj.dential Address to the Royal

society of canada, €xplored the function of "The canadian

university," while the third, "Education in a Growing canada,"

provided the introduction to a L956 collection of essays on

canadian Education Today. Although these essays did not

refer to Neatby o'r to her studies on education, all three
provide evidence of Lower's support and demonstrate areas

where his opinion differed from Neatby,s .

Lower began his essay, "The survival value of a soft
Nation," by examini-ng the product of the secondary school

system-those students who walked through the doors of the

universities in which he taught. rt was the immaturity of
these students which concerned him and he attacked the

system of education which functioned to prolong ado1"""".,"".77
People in canada ancl in North America in general, he argued ,

existed in "a dream world of comfort and easy living.', This

\^ras clearly ref lectecl in the school system where children
were not challenged or forced to face the problems of modern

existence. I^rhile Canadian educators r,üere fond of talking
about "education for life," they r^rere actually promoting

doctrines which \,üere "in large part a mis-educatíon for life."78
Like Neatby, he maintained that these experts were intent upon

the promotion of
.-..a nicey-nice version of existence, wherethere are no nasty people and no nasty problems;it is one wherein wã aie all "sociarry äa¡.r"ted"
to- each other, where everybody fits ii, flo one. makes hi.mself objectionabie. . . . It is a pro_longation of childhoo d.lg

rn Lower's estimation, however, the root of the problem

was the pervasive sentimentalism of North American society and
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"particularly that of our American cousins, "80 canadian

"educationists, " as much representatives of "ordinary men,

with their "mediocre abilities" and inadequate education,

took over "American practices v¡ithouL fundamental examination,

so that American sentimentality gets into our schools, just
as into American schools. "Sl A" a result of this all pervading

sentimentalism-which began r¿ith the assumption that man was

basically good and which accepted the urtimate varue of
creature comforts and easy success for alt-.intellectual and

moral discipline v¡ere suffering.S2 rn Lower,s opinion this
boded ill for the young people who \,vere rhe victims of such a
system. He argued Lhat "progressivism" as it was practiced in
canadian schools provided inadequate preparation for "the rough
rude world. "83 He cautioned canadians ,,to remember that there
is a limit ro the free play of individual impulse, that men

are just as likely to be naturally bad, as naturally good, and

that they therefore may neecl the firm hand, both to restrain
their anti-social tencencies and to teach them to spell.,,84

Throughout the essay, echoes of Neatby's and Grant's
warnings are heard and amplified. Here again we find the belief
that Canada could no longer afford to imitate American trencis

and that a traditional and rigorous approach to learning could
not be abandoned or the nation that abandoned it rvould not long

"rrt.ri.r..85 hlhile the call for a national approach to education
r": not directly addressed in this essay, it seemed to be

implied. Three year:s later, in an essay entitled ,,The canadian
university, " it was given furr voice l¡ut within a somer,rrhat

different framework from that of Neatby,
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rn his presidential address to the Royal society of
Canada,Lower focussedon the role and function of the university,
not secondary education. He argued that the university was

first and foremost a nalional institution that should have

the national culture as its primary fo"r-rr.86 Those in
Canada who tried to convince themselves that it was or shoulcl

be international and cosmopolitan were usually seeing

through colonial spectacles, their eyes fixed on London,

Lalashington or New York as the true centers of culture. rn

his opinion, such attl'-tudes represented the most distasteful
form of provincialism and parochialism; and he argued that for
canada, "the best escape from parochialism in culture" could
only come "from a more complete understanding of the local
scene, a more complete, more syrnpathetic identification with
it."8B As f ar as Lowe-r was concerned, it was only through
the study and definitj.on of the immedj-ate and particular
environment of canada that Canadians could begin to partici-
pate in a meaningful way within the Larger community of nations.

The university, therefore, had to provide the

foundation f.or the consolidation of this national culture
in a world which was "increasingly chaotic Iand] nomadic.,,B9

To do this it had to help in the creation of a new culture,
or, as he put it,

. . . a native culture, built upon the remains ofthe old, and f"! us_ hope incorporating a gooddeal of it. . . . A valid, vital ðulrure-wilí haveto come out of the current scene, despite itscrudities. In its formation, the acaãemic mustplay- a lead, not titter nervously as he hearsthe harsh strains coming out of irf," rough and
tumble dance hall. . . .90
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I^ihile one coulcl hardly describe Neatby as tittering nervously

on the sidelines of "real life, " it is possible to argue

that she would have questioned Lower's emphasis on the value

of the "current scene." Neverbheless, she would probably have

wholeheartedly agreed v¡ith his nationalist viely of the role
of the University.

Lower was not advocating chauvinism or a "tribalist"
nationalism. Nevertheless, in "Educatíon in a Growing canada"

he did argue that, even in the modern world, education was

not unlike initiation into the tribe. It continued to involve
instruction in the thr:ee areas basic to human existence: belief,
behavior and self preservation. rn the modern world these

were translated respectively into religion, morals and
9Loccupation.-- Focusing on the area of religion, and in

particular the relationship between the church and the school,

he came to the conclusion that training in christian values

had so f.ar prevailed, even in canadian public school",92 Brr,

whereas in Roman catholic Quebec the relationship between

church ancl school \,üas intimate and the tïdo remained closely
tied, the situation in English-canada was substantialty
different. For the protestant or public school there was

"no snug doctrinal harbour" and the variety of views stimu-
lated an experimental approach to education which often
gave the appearance of instabitity.93

rn spite of this, he argued that "Lhe protestant

world twas I saved from chaos by such doctrine as remains. "
Neverthel-ess, he c¡bserved that ". . the rnzeaker the hold of
traditj-on on a Protestant society...the greater its tendency
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to anarchy."'- According to Lor¿er, salvation for the English-
speaking world "has lain in its traditional institutions, rvhich

so far have proved strong enough for every crisis: representative
governrnent, the common lartr, faLr trial and open debate.,,95

rn the modern rvorld of technology, rapid change and high
mobility, however, the tenclency Lowards anarchy was greater
than it had ever been and, in his opinion, this \,,/as clearly
reflected in trend.s within the school 

"yrt"nr.96
According to Lower, the United States, with its

revolutionary history, its emphasis on extreme individualism
and the general absence of a sense of "social freedom" or social
restraint, found itself in an even more precarious position
than did the rest of the English-speaking orotld.97 Engrish-
speaking Canadians were not to be confused rvj-th their American
neighbors because they, "had never cut IthemseLves] off from

tradition to the same degree as Itheir] Amerj_can friends",,98
canada had always been marked in contrast to the united
States by its "conservatism" and by an ethic of social free_
.1om99which Lower asserted uras derived from the colonial
experience, whose merit was the provision of a "fairly stable
frarnework of social attituder."l00 canadians had never been

as willing as Americans to experiment, to tinker with that
frameutork as it was expressed in an institution such as

education. Furthermore, while they confronted modern dilemmas
simi-lar to rhose of a highly industriali-zeð. nation like rhe
united states, they had never completely atlowed "the com-

mercial wav of life . to overpov/er trad itional codes . 
,,10I
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They had not yet come to equate-as
Charles Beard argued of the United S

"that which is successful ",,L02

the American historian
tates-rr¡þs good" with

The pressure to conform to this attitude was

enormous , hornrever, and Lower believecl that the debates

over education in canada attested to this. These debates
were not simply arguments between traditionalists and

experimentalists, but signalled a struggle for control
between tlvo opposing structures of value..l03 His greatest
concern arose from a recognition that those who advocaLecl

the values of coTnmerce were gaining control, and might well
effect the final demise of those attitudes which had

traditionally guided Ehe nation in the education of its
children.

rn this struggre for control he maintained that
it was the representatives of what he labelled ,,the thircl
estate" or working class who would probably promote the
preservation of a traditional framework of social values.
I^Ihile others argued that the working class would. use its
influence to promcte "practical" education rather than
traditional or intellectuar education, Lower maintained the
opposite to be true. ÏIe expressed his belief that

The workile_*an is likely to prove just as respectfulof the old-fashioned eduóatioä as is the crass arpresent in control: he is not as likely to feel that. the traditional material should be ""párråa"a as isthe self-rnade man who is creating his ot,l., ,r.,o worlcland i_s impatient v¡ith varues thal do nor "o'for* toit.. He-may not be quite as anxious to have his sonstudy plumbing _as are some of the vocationãr reflectorsof rhe worrd of business ro be found in ;;; schoolstoday.l05
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From this point of view democracy in the schools was

certainly not to be feared merely because of the increased

influence of the working class. On the other hand, a

democratic vision based upon the presupposition that all could

achieve the same level of success \,vas, in Lower's opinion, not

only far-fetched but undesirable. In an argument that harkened

back to that of Neatby he stated that the greatest goal of

education was "to contrive systems ttrat in a ne\iü sense would

give equal opportunj-ties for all-large opportunities for those

who could make the best of them and lesser ones for those who

noL so well-endowed by natur.."106 He went on to assert that

"if something of this sort can be worked out lvithout generating

the arrogance and condescension which have usually accompaniecl

a hierarchical organj-zation of society, something very great

will have been done. "l07

To achieve such a system of education compromise \^7as

necessary and, as Lower pointed out, hope lay in the fact that

Canadians had never been blind to the virtues of compromise.

One had only to look aL the political and economic compromise

which had been reached between what he described as "a hybrid

socialism" and "clipped-wings capitalism" in Canada to know

that a similar comprornise could be reached in the field of
. 108education.-"" To this end, experimentation wouLd be necessary;

but he maintained that "whatever modern or quasi-modern

experimentalism tcouldl do, it tcouldl never substitute itself
for the accumulated experience of the racu. "l09 th" preservation

and conveyance of this accumulated experience or "corpus of

knowledge" from one generation to the next was ín his view the
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most important task of education.

There is rro doubt that Neatby and T.ower cliffereci
in their approaches. rt is unlikely rhat she would l-rave

ivholly agreed with his views on the nature of the struggle
r,Tithin the institutiorL of education. The increasing political
strength of what Lornrer called the "third estate" and its growing

inf luence on matters relatecl to education was never aclciressed

by Neatby. llers was largely a conservative and paternalistic
attitude Lo the lower class. Her judgements appeared to rest
upon the assumption that these \^/ere the people who hacl to be

provided for and proLected by their intellectual superiors.
l"foreover, she perceived mass culture in much the same \,/ay as

did the I'lassey Report-with concern and suspicion. rt \ô/as the
rower classes for whom the glos sy magazines, Hollyrvood movies

and sub-standard radio programs were produced. lience, her

faith in their ability to judge what constituted. the besr

system of education would not necessarily have matched Lower's
optimism. Nor would Neatby have given her vote of conficlence

to the commercial class; their grasping, materialistic
outlook could not be trusted. Rather, she appeared to place
her entire trust in the intelligentsia as the group that would
provide the guidance necessary in the struggle to establish
a traditional, intellectual and truly Canadian system of education.

Nevertheless, Lower's assumptions about the cultural
differences between canada and the united states, his emphasis

on the central role of tradition, his suspicion of extreme

individualism and egalitarianism, as well as the importance he
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placed on the community as a whole and the notion of social
freedom, all paralleled Neatby's views. Finally, his belief
that the best approach to education at the secondary and the
post-secondary level was a national approach certainly
corresponded to Neatby's demand for a canadian philosophy of
education. Both agreed that those involved in education should
gear their prograns and design their reforms to suit the
specific needs of the national community they served.

Frank underhill's attitude, on the other hand, differed
substantialty. At a Royal Society symposium entitled "So Little
for the Mind," four scholars and educators contrnented on Neatby,s
critique of progressive eclucation. In addition to such noted
speakers as N.A.I{. MacKenzie and F.E.L. Priestly, Frank Underhill
presented his viernrs on Neatby's analysis. After f irsL expressing
his pleasure at having read the work of so witty and vivacious
a debunker of progressivism, and after aduritting a¿sreenlent with
certain of her views, he went on to outline where his differed
from those of Neatby.lr0

rn â.n approach not unlike the one he util Lzed, in
his critique of the Massey Report he argued that the problems
of education in canada were not the outcome of a conspiracy
to Americartíze canaclian culture, but had arisen as a

result of the "anti-intellectual atmosphere of our twentieth
centurlr."lll Thu real enemy hras not John Dewey or educational
progressivism but the "philistine spirit of our bustling,
materially successful, middle class society.,'ll2 thir, he

argued, was characteristic of the -I^lestern world and the North
American continent âs a whole. As a resulL, he went on to assert

i

i
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that "Miss Neatby hars found. Dewey too attractive as a personal
devil. she is still too much taken up with the task of saving

Canadian culture from those baneful Ame::ican influences wi-iich

were discovered by the Massey Commission.,,l13

Moreover, he pointed out that Americans themseLves had

alread¡r begun to do battle against the midclle class philistinism
of certain progressive educationists ancl Miss Neatby "only
thelpedl to reproduce in Canada the pattern which hacl already
been traced out ín the united. stat"r. "1l4 canada was part of
the continent, and, like the united states , v,/as a riberal ,

democratic and capit"alist society confronting virtually the
same social problems as did the society to the souLh. FIe dicl

not accept the view that canada was somehow fundamental_ly

different from the United States. In "Canada and the Canadian

Question , L954," he admitted that its historical development

\^/as somewhat different from the American, but he naintained
the view that the procluct was essentLaLLy the ,r*".115 rn
opposition to Neatby tre argued that the fundamental problem

plaguing the canadian school system "...\üas not its donination
by imported American ideas but its domination by a native inter-
locking directorate of orthodox bureaucrats in the provincial
departments of education, and expounders of ortl-iodox doctrine
in the colleges of education.,,ll6

As far as he was concerned, the variety of orthodox

doctrine did not matter as much as the fact "that it [was] laid
down from above as the authoritarian party line."1l7 The

central focus for the attack against progressivism r,/as not
the philosophy as surch, but the power of the men and women who

pïomoted it. tl8 The real solution to the probrem was the
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decentralization of po\der. I{e argued that teachers, who were

closest to the inrmecliate problems of education and so best

equipped to solve them, "had to achieve the same mature

responsibility of educalional policy which twasl enjoyed by the

university professors . "l19

Clearly, Neatby's conservatism and her anti-Americanism

most rankled Underhi ll, The promotion of Canaclian cultural
nationalism in the area of education, built as it r,¡as upon

anti*American sentiment, \.vas repugnant to him. Furthermore,

in the case of Neatby's study it was also misplaced ancl

unrealistic in that it took the focus array from the real problem

grounded in the structure of bureaucratic po*"r.120 According

to underhill the problem was not created by the importation of
American theories an.d American cultural varues as expressed

in those theories; the problem lay within the operation of a

purely Canadian system which allowed a handful of br.lreaucrats

the power to dictate an orthodox, doctrinaire approach to the

real experts who taught children on a ð.ay to day basi". l2l

In his opinion Neatby's covert nationalism and her anti-American
approach was unrealistic because they maintained that problems

of modern education would be solved by "purging" canadian

schools of alien American ideas and by replacing them rvith an

equally doctrinaire, orthodox but "purely canadian" philosophy
of education.

Once again, Underhill was orie of the fev,¡ who consistently
argued that the anti-American cultural nationalism of individuals
like Neatby and Lower \¡/as unrealistic. From his vantage point
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Canadians could not have their cake ancl eat it too. promoting

canada's cultural icientity by excluding American culturaL
influence 'nras as impossible a task as maintaining canacla's

standard of living ro'hile shouting "no tructrr nor trade wirh
the Yank """."L22 As long as canada continued in her chosen

historj-cal path as a liberal, democratic and capitalist society,
she could not hope to alter her direction or escape from

American influence.

rt ruas not that underhill refused to acknowledge

certain political differences between canada and the united
states. Tn his essay "canada and the canadian Question, Lg54,,'

he stated those differences and acknowledged that "the oldest
and most tenacious tradition in our conmunal menory centers
around our determination not to become Americans.,,L23 yet for
al1 these apparent clifferences and anti-A.merican sentiments
canada \^/as not, in his opinion, fundamentally different from

the united staLes .L24 As far as he was concerned existing
anti-American feelings lrere generated more from what l.{errill
Denison termed Canada's "malevolently informed" and America's

"benevolently ignorant" attitudes toi¿ards one another than

they rüere based upon any real cultural, social or political
1. .1 L25drïrerences.^--' Furthermore, he argued that cultural
nationalists 'n¡ho believed that Canada was fundamentalty different
and rvho argued that the nation should shun the valuabre
contributions which the best of American culture rnight offer
\,ùere deluding themsul.r", . 

126

In this resPect he seemed to iurply that indi.¡iduals
like Neatby and Lower \,vere advocating the complete disaLlorvance
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of any American cultural trends in canada. lr-t roras clear,
however, that neither promoted such an approach. They did
argue however, that canada's h j-stor j-ca1 experience hacl

created the foundation for substantially different political.
and social attitudes which might foster the creation of a

unique, and in some respects more ordered, if not more moral,
culture in the country north of the forty-nineth parallel.
Neatby argued, as had the l'fassey Report, that such a culture
would not be promoted if canadians relied exclusively on

imported American theories and institutions.
underhill rejected this point of vier¿ entirely,

arguing that "\,ve have no native inherent sense of higher
standards which might preserve our canadian purity if we

could shut out the American Icultural] invas Lon.,,LZJ rn
his opinion, canada *er, by virtue of its politicar
institution.s and economic structures a "mass democrâcy,,,

basically the same as the united states. \^Ihat was good in
one nation was the potential or realized good of the other,
and the problems of one \ùere shared by both. underhirl seemed

to be arguing that unless canada was prepared to take a

radically different approach to the organl.zation of society
this would continue to be the case.

These v¡ere realities which would eventually confront
the Diefenbaker administration as it attempted, through a

variety of policies, to diminish the power of American influence
Nevertheless, they \¡/êrê observations that would not begin to
alter the political approach and content of Canadian nationalism
until the next decade. In actual fact Underhill's arguments did
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little Lo diminish the spirit and the enthusiasm of the cultural
nationalists of the 1950s. yer it is equally true char the
arguments of inclividuaLs such as B.K. sandwell, George Grant,
Arthur Lot¿er and Hilda Neatby reached a limited aurlience and

that their advice ,v/as not generally heeded by the peopLe to
r,¡hom it rvas directed. During the r950s and the follovring
decades, Canada did not produce a noted theorist whose central
intention was to develop a canadian philosophy of education.
Furthermore, it would appear that the work of American theorists
continued to dominate the field of education in Canada throughout
the 1960s and 1970s. Finally, a perusal of Lhe evidence compiled
by the Report of the Royal gommission on canqd.ian studies (1975)
(also known as @)and A.B" I{odgett's analysis
of the state of civic education in Canada, I.lhat Culture? 'llhat

Heritage? (r968) substantiates the view that in terms of content,
canaclian education did. not concentrate on proví-c1ing children
with a knowledge of canada, its history and traditions.

Nevertheless , Neatbyts rvork v¡as not insignif icant
or devoid of influe'ce. rt was partially due to the pressures
brought to bear on the government by inclividuals such as

Neatby that the canada council was established in Lg57. rn
more general terms, her work was significant in that it was

representative of considerations that engaged the interest of
many intelleciuals and artists during the post-war period, when

they sought to define the canadian experience and give form to
the elusive identity of the nation. The concern expressed by
Neatby about Canada's status as a subordinate and subservient
satellite of the united states mirrored the concern of other
canadian intellectuals " Ir{oreover, Neatby's critique of
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modernity and her fear of mass society and the values spread

through mass curture, r^zere shared by many intellectuals who

had been trained in the humanities. Nevertheless, it was not
only scholars and academics who feared the social transformation
underway in Canadian society. some of the nation's writers
also viewed the rise of the mass soci ety with a critical
eye and expressed their belief that the development of culture,
in the traditional sense, would facir-itace the growth of a

unique canaclian culture and halt the process of cultural
assimilation into the united states. The following chapter

will examine the work of one such author, Robertson Davies.

rt \,üill demonstrate the extent to which the assumptions,

ideas and beliefs of cultural natíonalists such as Neatby,

Grant and Lower r.,Jere reflected in his work.
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Chapter V

"The Well of the Past"

I
The arts, and in particular literature, have

produced some of canada's most vocal cultural nationalists
and certainly some of the nation's most perspicacious social
critics. since the nineLeenth century mâny novelists, poets

and critics aLike, have viewed themselves as self-conscious
invenLors of the national identity, and as guardians of high
standards of cultural excellen"u.l In the f950s this trad,ition
continued and for some writers it took on a heightened sense

of importance and immediacy given the forces conspiring against
the growth of Canadian culture and the development of a Canaciian

idiom in literature. The trend towards the stanclarclLzation of
culture, and the debasement of culture and social values and

standards of taste, which had alarmed both the Massey Commis-

sioners and the critics of modern education, also preoccupied

canadian authors.2 Robertson Davies was one of Ehese.

It would be difficult to describe Davies as an artist
who lived for the cause of Canadian nationalism. As a novelist,
dramatist and critic his nationalism was of a more covert variety
than that of Hugh l'faclennan. rn much that Davies has written
and said, ho\^rever, one gains the impression of an artist who has

always been motivated, in part, by the desire tr: fcrmulate and

to express the national character and experience and Lo prcmote

the nation's cultural grourth. Given his background, educaticn,

work and general experience, his interest in the development of

T49
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Canadian culture was not unusual.

The son of a successful ne\,üspaper entrepreneur who

\.ras later appointed to the Canadian senate, Davies lvas educated

at upper canada college, Queen's university and Balliol college,
Oxford.3 His connections with the cultural elite in ontario
vTere firmly esEablished by birLh and education and strengthened

by his activities as book editor for Saturday Night, as editorial
writer f or the Peterbor:ough Examingr, and as Governor of tire

Board of Directors for the new stratford Festival Theatre.4

During the late 1940s and throughout the next decacle, Davies was

nothing short of prolif ic . He !,rrote numerous plays, pubLished

the first two of his samuel Marchbanks books, produced book

reviews and editorials on a weekly basis, co-authored three
books on the st-ratford Festivars and rnrrote three novelr.5
Nevertheless, a great deal of his time during this period v,ias

spent on activities reLated to the theatre: r+riting, directing
and producing plays. LIis social standing and established

reputation as a writer of no small talent, and his commitment to
the development of the dramatic arts in canada meant that he

was the logical choice to prepare a special study on the

theatre for the Ma.ssey Commission.

True to his reputation as a humorist, Davies

approached his task with an irreverence uncommon to those

given the weighty task of producing a brief for a Royal

Commission" Arguing that "the language of official documents"

v¡as alien to an a.rtist and a form that he did not dare touch

"for fear tl-rat some of it would sticlt, like pitch, and ruin him,"
Davies chose to write about the condition of the canadian
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theatre in a fortn more compatible v¡ith h:'-s role as a pl-ayrurj+lht.6

The subtitle of his study was "A Dialogue on the state of the

Theatre in Canada" and he resurrected t\^Jo characters that had

been ut-iljzed in Grea-t Britain b1' a seventeenth century drama
-1

critic. ' Through the characters of Lovervj-L and Trueman, tvro

"experts" on canadian theatre, Davies set out to discuss the

state of the art with Lhe proper degree of sobriety, but not
to the exclusion of wit and humour.

He began his study with the assumption that the

Èheatre did indeed exist in canada, and that there was a

willing audience for first-rate productions. \¡lhat was neecled,

in his judgement, if the theaLre was to flourish in canad,a, \ras

better financial sltPport for professional actors ancl playwrights
the establishment of a Theatre Center for study in the dramatic
arts and an informed criticism. S Davies was adamant in his
belief that a National Theatre could not be force-fed by

government grants; nor could it be created by building an

impressive playhouse. rt could only be nurtured by encouraging

"experience, craftsmanship, and a noble ídea of what the

theatre should be""9 Thuru \^/ere steps that the governmeni

could take to encourage the theatre-patronage of che sort
which ivas negative and unobtrusive such as a tax system that
vierved royalties as capital gains or a more direct form of
financial support from a council that operated at arm's length
from the government.l0 N".ruttheless, any form of direct
sr-lpport had its dangers and Davies argued that excessive grants
could reduce a growing theatre into "a pension scheme for the
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arListically \^lorn out, the incompetent and the fadclists. "Ll
It was the ::eferences r¿hich Davies made to the

role of education and the function of a living theatrical tra-
dition, horvever, which vJere mosL revealing. rn commenting on

Canadian audiences and the condítion of the theatre in Canada

he examined the function of education and tradition in nurturing
the development of the dramatic arts. He noted that while
canadians appreciated good productions, their appreciation c¡f

the theatre was timited by a system of education that was "so
poor in quality that virtually no canadian who [\^ras ] not a

university graduate in English" was famil-iar with the great body

of classic plays avaiLable to the theatre-gourJ':Lz canadians

were drav¡n only to plays with which they were famiLiar, ancl this
he blamed upon "a fear of the unkno\,n;ïr" characteristic of "an

illiterate, ignorant and inteLlectually Lazy people.,,13

He implied, therefore, that it was the duty of the authorjties
and of the intellectual elite to see that this situation was

changed-that the cornmon man in Canada received an education

designed to ref ine his tastes in clramatic fare. Iforeover, he

went on to argue that this "slighting of the classics,' \n/as

not only due to e poor system of education, but also the

result of the absence of a theatrical tradition in canada. 14

Lrlhile admitting that the "weight of tradition may be

as great a handicap as none at all," Davies maintained that "a
living tradition" that \^/as constanlly "renewing itself" was as

vital a feature of the theatre as any of the other arts. He

contended that "the theatre's past ¡rvas J a living ancl potent
force" that helped to nurture "a noble ideat of what the theatre
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should be."15 rt gave to performing artists "a sense cf wonder

and nearness of the great past" that encouraged them to give

their best in honour of a continuing tradition of theatrical
excellur,"..16 Davies pointed out that while the tradition of
the theatre spanned national boundaries, the establishment of a

"native" tradirion was of crucial importance" He implied that it
\^Ias through the clevelopnent of and participation in a nationaL
tradition, one that incorporated the best of the universal
and translated it into Canadian terms, that Canadian aucliences

and professionals in the dramatic arts would create a truly
worthy national theatre. 17

Nevertheless, Davies pointed out that there vrere

strong forces working against the establishment of a national
theatre in Canada, foremost amongst these l{ere the Limitecl
opportunities available to professional actors. still, he

remained confident that the cultivation of "a living traclition,,
\iras possible because there was a group of Canadian professionals
good enough "to give us a theatre if they could live by it.,,lB
Regardless of the fact that a few of these might be lost to
greener pastures in the united states, Davies maintained that
most would remain in canada given sufficient encouragement,

because "patriotism in the arts I was ] no less coûtrnon than it
[\,ìras ] in other spheres. "l9 The desire Lo create a national
theatre and a living dramatic trad.ition existed in canada;

wha-t was needed beyond arti-stic cominitment \,üas sound financial
management ancl ,r,rpport. 20
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D¿rviest ideas on the value of I'Lr:aclition" in the arts
.; t' !:.

\Àras connected to a notion of the value of the past ancl a vision
of human society ttrat can only be described as conservative in
the most profound sense. rn A voice from the Artig (1960),

a book which Davies described as "a connnentary on the world. of
books today ,"2L he explored the value of a sense of kinship
with the past in a chapter appropriately entitled "The l^lelr of
the Past." rt was his opinion that in read.ing the best and the
T,qorst of the literature of an earlier generation (in this case

Victorian literatu::e) the reader \¡ras proviclecl with something

more than a pleasant escape from the prison of "contemporane iry.,,22
such reading encouraged the reader "to feel in the mode of that

t')
age"'dnd had the potential to bring "a change of vision that was

deeply revealing ."24 To illustrate his point, he told the story
of an old friend who had been held on the knee of a godmother

"rn¡ho had been, in her infancy, held on the knee of yet another
godmother who had been held on the l<.nee of Queen Anne, who died

1qin L7L4."" He wrote that

Viewed unsympathetically, this was nothing,
a chance association by knees; yet if we
cherish life, and are not mere creatures of
death and sepulcher, delude<l by the notion
that our experl'-ence is real anã our demise
the end of the world, \^/e see in it a
reminder that we are all beads on a string-
separate yet part of a unity. The past isonly partly irrecoverabLe. 

rU
rmplicit in his comments rrere certain revearing

assumptions about the nature of human existence and the
individual's place within hisrory. It would appeaï that for
Davies, in Life as in art, âñ awareness of tradition and a
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feeling of kinship vrith the past prorrided a sense of belonging
and purpose for those of the present and future. He imptied
that a knowledge of oneself as part of the "great chain of
being" instilled a sense of communiLy that might begin with
the particular and immediate past, but which expanded to embrace

the universal in space and time. rt also instilled, as he

implied in his discussion on the function of ',a living
tradition" of the theatre, the desire to honour the past by
offering the best to the present and future. The recovery
of the past, the existence of a tradition that was constantly
renewing itself was therefore of vital importance in the
Lar.ger scheme of life. rt helped man to preserve his reration_
ship to others and his commitment to the prourise of future
generaLions.

The fact that Davies felt it necessary to reassert
the value of the past and of tradition-the link betr¿een

the future and past-indicates the extent to which he believed
its value was being undermined in mod.ern society. rndeed,
in various sections of Davi_es explored
the manner in which it was being undermined and suggested a
number of ways in which the process might be reversed. To

this extent Davies was as committed to the task of maintaining
some sense of order and certainty in a period of upheaval,
uncertainty and change as \.{ere the authors of the l,fassey

Report and individuals such as Hitda Neatby and George Grant.
tr{hile A voice from the Attic concentrated primarily on

international as opposed Lo national riterary trends, and was
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less concerned with the promotion of a national literature
than it was with the r,¡orld of books as a whole, âo anal¡rsis

of this book will provide some insight into those cultural
values and social attitudes which Davies believed had to

be promoted in canada if a vital national culture was to

develop. Moreover, a later examination of Davies plays and

novels set in canada will demonstrate that the views which

he expressed in L960 v¡ere ones that he had formulated and

promoted throughout the previous decade.

A voice from the Attic contai-ns a variety of essays

on subj ects rangi-ng from current trends in self -help boohs

to the nature and function of Pornography. In the introduction
Davies âsserted that his views might possess some novelty for
American readers, written as they were by a canadian. The

book \^/as, as he put it, a voice from whab patrí-ck Ancierson

called "America's Att'.c."27 A" such, it was neither British
nor American, but written from the vantage point of orie who

could observe both without prejudice. The views of a canadian,
Davies assured his readers, r^rere rarely committed to either
side and were for this reason somewhat ,r.riqrru.28 The

implication was, of course, thaL the attic was not empty;

indeed, that it might even contain treasures from some remote

past that the family downstairs might do well to examine.

The book began significanrly wirh a call to the

"Clerisy, " a label utilized in the nineteenth century to denote

the informed reading public; one that read for both pleasure
and edificat.'on.29 Hu.rrirrg abdicated their function to
promote good books and leaven popular taste to the reviewer
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and acâdemic critic (the professional intell-igentsia), the
clerisy, Davies argued, had to reclaim their rightful place
in the world of the arts and letter,.30 The intelligentsia
had once again to be expanded beyond a small group of profes-
sionals to include the nonprofessionals, the intelligent
reading pubtic.3l Liau..ru taste, he maintained, coulcl not
continue to be directed, as it was, solely by a handful of
"experts; " it had to be curtivated by the influence of a

relatively large group of sensitive and informed readers
capable of asserting their individual taste. The professional
intellígentsia had once again to become sensitive to the
clerisy; and the clerisy, which by its very nature was capable
of rendering judgements on the quality of liter:ature, had to
make their views knourn, not to impose their taste on others
but to provide balance and vari 

"ty^32
According to the views put forwarcl in the book, Davies

\^ras an unapologetic elitist. He maintained that it was only
when a democracy \^ias "in the grip of reversed peristalsis
that it feared that an elite wourd rob the common Man

of his presumably God ordained r:'-ght in matters relating to
art and literatur".,,33 According to Davies there was no

"democracy of taste" in art and there was no such thing as

"democracy in the world of intellect.',34 A riterary eiite
existed and would continue to exist regardress of how many

people were taught to read, because an ability to read was

no guarantee that people would. read what was best, if they
read at all.35 N".r"rtheress, he implied, that the greater
the numbers included in that elite-one that encompassed both
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professional critics and the nonprofessionai_ clerisy-the
greater their influence on [he general public who could be

taught to read, but who courd not be "taught" to love books

or what might be learned from them.36 Moreover, Davies

maintained that the "Common Man," ,"¡âs no fool and generally
recognized that the spread of intellect was not a bad thing,
and that it " lcould not] do a country anything but good.,,37
unfortunately, it was clear to Davies that contemporayy i{orth
American values and attitudes \,üere breeding an unbal_anced

distrust of elites ancl were, therefore, i.nterfering in the
spread of intellect.

Davies bramed this state of affairs on the poor
quaiity of education, the anti-intellectualism and the perva_
sive sentimentality of modern North American society.
rncreasingly over the years, in modern society success had

come to be identified with happiness and mental health
(or social adjustment), and the great traditions of philosophy,
psychology and religion had been reduced to ,,a \,üatery draught,,
doled out in self-herp books to those who ,, [clamoured ] for
reassurance and wisdom" but who were unable to realize that
these things r¡rere not easiry achie.red.38 rt was a society in
which the very wo::d "intellectual." had taken on,,both a sinister
and comic connotation;" one in which millions T¡¡ere being robbed
"of the simplicity of ignorance" but had as yet failed to be
lifted to "the simpricity of wisdom.,,39 tt Ìvas a society
ol:sessed with "end-gaining," roith immed.iate gratification and
quickly achÍeved success and this, in Davies opinion, \vas the
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final curse of a "nervously tense and intelrectually flabby
society."40 l4odern man, preoccupied with ends over means,

ultimately failed to recognj-ze that there was no short-cut
to wisdom and maturity. Nevertheless, Davies refused to give
in to "the lu><ury of despair" and arguecl that these trencls
might be reversed if the Clerisy

Acting simply as individuals. . . chose to assertitself in the rebelrion arready werl begun by a
number of serious American thiikers, agãinsr
tþu -lr*pishness, rhe dowdy rrivialiúy, "the
shoddy expertise, and Lhe lack of foúádation
which bedevils so much of North Americaneducation. 

4L
clearly, his call Lo the clerisy to wake up and take note of
the problems evident in modern society, and in particular
modern education, r¡ras not at all unlike i,treatby's attack on

progressivism and her campaign for the reinstirution of a

traditional education.

Moreover, Davies, like Arthur Lower, attacked the
"Romantic" attitude which on the North American continent
had been debased to mere sentimentalism. RomanLicism, as he

defined it, " asserted the supremacy of individual feering
over discipline, learning and thought."42 As an attitude,
or mode of thought it was no more inherentry evir than
classi"i"r.43 yet in the form in which iL had enveloped
the North American continent, it had distorted "all ideas
rvhich v/ere uncongenial to it, with the result that discipline
is confused rvith harshness, learning is confused wj-th personality
development, and thought, if it inclines towards scepticism,
is confused with cynici"m."44 As a result of this d.ebased

romantic attitude, this preoccupation with feering, North
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American society, in Davies opinion, had isolated itself in
"a \n/arm, caressing bath of iJ-l-exami-ned sensati-on.,,45

Ifodern American literature, like the society in which

it took form, \,üas plagued by the same disease. preoccupied

with "the hot pulsings of emotion and unreason" many modern

writers r^7ere unrvilling or unal¡le "to make a synthesis of this
material or to relate it to a background of reason or

intelligence."46 To do so, he argued, "wourd be to make their
work, not moralistic, but moraL."47 crearly, the disLinction
\,ùas an important one f or Davies. l{hat he referred to \.vas not
a narro\,^r, pÍous moraljzj'ng, but a clear notion of Good ancl

Evil and a knowledge of the presence and operation of both
in human society, as ascertained by an author through the

application of intellect and emotion. This v¡as all too

frequently absent in the work of modern writers, particularly
American writers, who tended to have "an Llnexaminecl, tr:ivial
and lopsided concept of the moral order. "4B As a result, they
had a base conception of rife. Davies argued that while
". . . they bring enormous gusto to their portrayals of what

is perverse, shabby and sordid...they have no very clear
notion of what is Evit; the idea of Good is unattractive to
them, and when they have to dear with it, they do so mereLy

in terms of the sentimental, or the merely pathetic.,,49
unfortunatery, Davies argued, their work was just the

sort that appealed to "the products of our modern universal
li-teracy," to people whose values and thoughts had been confused

and muddied by poor educa.tior,.50 Both they and the authors
whom they read had "intellectual and spiritual rickets.,,5l
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Regardless of the fact that many of these mo<lern wri_ters had

potentially powerfuL intellecLs, he argued that these intellects
had been given nothing to feecl on in the scciety in v¡hich they
had been ,rurtr.rrecl.52 As artists, they thought ancl r,¡rote

sentimentally, representing demonstrably evil characters as

somehow ruorthy of aclmiration or exaltat j-on.53 Both they and

their readers had been desperately badly educated and this was

reflected ín literature as much as it was demonstrated in
modern life in general.

Yet accordi'g to Davies, utter doom and gloom or
complete despair in the face of these problems would have been

a reaction born of the sentimental attitude he most abhorred
There was no doubt to him Lhat political, social and moral
chaos vras everyhrþsïs evident, and that this was and should
be reflected in modern riteratut".54 Ìrlevertheless those
artists who merely represented. or celebrrated the present
uncertainties lvere merely being self -indulgent. They asserted
"the despair and disintegration of man as dogmatically as the
doctríne of Pollyanna vras ever asserted by the Glad Girl. "55
clear-eyed disillusion on the par:t of the modern artisr v/as

not irrelevant; but Davies argued that there hacl to be some

r'ray of discerning "ignorant romanticism" from real disillusion,
and some way of distinguishing between those who merely feared
the chaos and those who faced. it and found within it ,,some

ne\^/ aspect of order" or some hope for the frrtrrt".56
1 D"rries r,üas clearly not in favor of a pollyanna optimism

but neither was he in favor of a r,rorld view expressed in
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literature which denigrated the human spirir and which sought

to promoLe despair without promising some hope for redemptior,.5T

The writers of greâtest talent \¡Jere ones who attempted to see

in the present the forni and direction of the future. There

\^7as no guarantee that their prophecies v¡ould be either welcome

or familiar. Nevertheless, he argued thaL it was the duty of
the clerisy to be alert and courageous in their judgement of
literature "so that when the first shafts of davrn i rppu"t"df
in our present night, they v¡ou1d know them for what they f*"r.j.',58

Davies therefore ended his book as he began it, with a

call to che Clerisy to make their views knornm. He noted that
this was particularly diff icult in iilortir America because it
did not have as strong a "tradítion of a clerisy" as the one

which still existed in Great Britain.59 Nevertheless, jndividuals

who advocated "curiosity, the free mind, belief in good ûaste

and belief in the human race" did exist across the contirr".rt.60
IL was their duty to spread their beliefs and their knowledge.

Yet Davies \^/as adamant that this wouid not be achieved through
concerted group action; the banding together of the clerisy to
change society was not the ansT¡/er, for "their strength Lay in
their disunion" and the influence which they might have as

- 6lindivÍduals. "- rn a world in which the individual had all
but lost significance "an informed , Tational and intellectually
adventurous individuality" had to take precedence over all .1r".62
The Clerisy could not go out in the world as zeaLots or leaders
to'spread the knowledge they had gained through hours of
literary solitude; they had to leaven the groups to which they
belonged in the spirit of sharing, âs an act of communion.
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DespÍte úrre v¡iL and humour rvhich Davies brought to
his st-udy of the world of books, ancl despite Ehe fact that
the greater part of A voice from the Attlq rvas concernecl vrith
a study of 1-iterature, Davies v'as clearly motivated by the
desire to expose what \,üas r^rrone with modern riterature by
examining what T¡¡as \.dïong with modern society, and to thi-s
extent he was as committed to social criticism as ire r¿as to
literary criticism. rndeecl, he arg'ecl that it was absurd
"to divorce literature from the v¡orlci in rvhich it was produced,,,63
and in coûments on modern literature he demonstrated his owrl

dissatisfaction with the society in which it had been writlen.
rt was the success-oriented, "end-gaining" society rnhich came

under fire-the commercial and materialist ethics and the
pervasive sentimentality of mass society which disregarcled
the important function of the intellectual and the humanist_
and against which he formulated his own views. These viev¡s
r/üere both conservative and idealist in the most profound sense.
Like Neatby, he vlas a conserr/ative ,,not in the narrour political
sense but in the deeper sense of trying to enact traditions
which r¡¡ere rooted i. faith, and i¿hich Irebuked] the corroding
cynicism of recent clecades .,,64 Ële was an idealist in that he
viewed ideas and spiritual values as fundamental to life as a

whore. For Davies it was the world of ideas that had the
greatest influence over the lives of men and the quality of
th-eir existence. He was crearly committed to the notion of the
moraL cominuni[y ancl to the spreacl of humanist values anci he
p1-acecl his faith in the power of trre f ew, an erite, to ¿rlter
the consciousness, the attitudes and values of the many.
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By implication, these v/ere the values and a-ttitudes
which Davies believed had to ire spread in canada if a vital
national culture was to emerge. For him, as for other
conservative cultural nationalists of the 1950s, the promotion

of a unique canadian culture vüas not ân end in itself, but
the means by which to develop in canada universal standards

of culture and to translate into Canadi¿r,n terms the best that
Ltiestern civil ízation had to of f er . Nevertheless , Davies

acknowledged that in a country like canada the development

of the spirit and mind ancl a sense of kinship r+ith the past
or the creation of a living tradition would be difficurt
things to achieve. Nevertheless, throughout the 1950s and

beyond them, Davies r,\ias committed to these tasks, Through

his work as a playwright and novelist he set out to recover
the canaciian past and to promote cultural traclitions which

would nurture the growth of a national culüure.

II
rn a statement about stephen Leacock, Lí-ster sinclair

once T,ùrote that his genius "\,,7as the incarnation of insularity.',65
Leacock, he argued,\,üas "dreadfully unarmed and defenseless
unless protected by the canadian shield" and was therefore
"so honestly and cand.idly parochial that the idea of there
being such a thing as a non-Ontario outlook never even occurred
to him ."66 A superficiar reading of Robertson Davies, earLy
fiction might yield a simirar appraisal. lvlost of his early
plays and his first three novels \^7ere set in southern ontario,
and his view of canada and canadians \,vas fo::med in relation
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to that environment, rn this respect Davies might be

categorized as a regional novelist. yet the problems

impeding cultural development in ca.nada and the cultural
traditj-ons that he explored in his work applied to areas

beyond the Laurentian shield. They were conmon to many

areas of English-speaking canada, and the struggle to create
a vital culture in canada affected them as much as it did
the inhabitants of Kingston, Ontario.

Inlritten Ln L949 and set in Kingston, the play Fortune
My Foe explored some of the problems confronted by the artist
and scholar in post-war canada. The play centered on the
dilemmas of Nicholas Hayward, a young professor of literature
who, because of his love for a woman and his desire for
recognition and success, has decÍded to seek his fortune in
the united srares. Through the challenge d,elivered by his
older colleague, rdris Rowrands, ttrrough his contact with
the olcl world artist szabo, a man clisplaced by war and through
the insight of Lris lover Vânessa, Nicholas eventually realizes
that hj-s place is in canada. This is where his duty lies
and this is the country that requires what he has to offer,
even if its people do not recognize Lhat fact.

It{any of the contemporary probrems af f ecting canada's
cultural development âre explored in the play. The most

astute and the most bitter observers of canada's cultural
environment are the derelict, Buckety Murphey, and the
trrlelsh-born literary scholar, rdris Rowlands. Botir feel that
they have been betrayed by canada and each one rüarns the
newly-arrived puppeteer/artist Franz szabo that canada is
"no country for clreamer ".,,67 It is, in their opinion, a
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cultural !üasteland populated with
have no appreciation for art. In
Rowland's exclaims to Sza-i¡o:

pioneer "blockheads" who

an impassioned speech

God how r tried to love this country r How rtried to f orget the paradise of l^Ialäs , and thequick wits of oxford-. r have given aír i h".,,."to Canada _TI love, then.my hate, and now mybitter indifference. This raw fiost-¡iil."country has worn me out, and its raw frost_bítten people have numbed ml heart. f,
Yet as szabo observes, Rowland's indifference is not

AA
complete . "' rdris ' appeals to Nicholas to stay in canacia

are rooted in the belief that things might change. I^Ihere

he has faited he believes Nicholas might succeecl. rn an

exchange with Hayward, he tries to demonstrate that going
to the united states or yearning after a romanticized version
of Engrand will not ultÍ.mately satisfy hi*.70 The Ameri-can

tendency to commerciaLize or trivialize curtureapparls RowLands

and he condemns Hayvrard for believing that commercial success
and public acclaim can be equatecl with happiness, contentment,
or real artistic achier¡ement.7l n" implies that if Canada

is a cultural wasteland it is such because of the failure
of its artists. Drarn¡n to the united states by the lure of
money and success, oï to Great Britaín by an "id.eal 0f
civilt-za|_='n" which tJoes not, in the finar- sense, exist
anywhere except in the hearL of the artist ancl scholar, they
take with thern those things that uright enrich their country.

The contradi.ctions evid.ent in i'Jicholas' intention to
leave and his suggestion that szabo stay in canada is pointed
out to him by both ldris and Vane..".72 Ln u discussion with
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vanessa, Nicholas ar€lues tha.t it is not merely for her sake

that he wants Lo leave canada. He wants the money anci

recognition avairable in the united states. As far as he

is concerned scholarship and the arts in canada "still exist
in the nineteenth century," and by going to the unitecl states
he intends to make the leap into the twentieth. T3 htren

Vanessa challenges him, a.rguing that he wourd rather stay in
canada and change the situation because of his love for his
country, Nicholas responds vehemently,condemning those
who say they love canada as t'neurotics" or "rascals.,' He

maintains that "This is not yet a country that a man loves;
it is a country that he respects and worries about. The

mainspring of a canadian's patriotism is not love but duty.,,74
rn the end, it is precisely Nicholas' sense of duty

that wins. He decides to stay and do battle with the
canadian philistines iepresented in the play by ursula
simonds, the cLoset socialist who believes that art shourd

serve the crrrr"Js ancl }{attie philpott and orville Topscort,
the progressive recreational experts who believe that in
canada "art is proud and happy to consicler itself Lhe hand-
maiden of educatio rr."7 6 For him, there is no escaping

canada and the things of the spirit and mind that bin<l him
to his country. yet his clecision to stay is not nacle rashry,
without awareness of the possible cor-rsequences of his sacrifice
In the final scene he turns to Szabo ancl says

Yes. If you can stay in Canada, I can too.
Everybody says Canada is a hard country togovern, but nobody says tirat for some it isalso a hard country to live in. So l_et thegeniuses of easy virtue go southward; I knor^¡
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lvhat they feel too well to blame them.
But for some of us there is no choice;
lel Canada do what she v¡ill r¡itir us, v/e
mLisr st ay . 

77

Davies has written that one of the major threats to
cultural development "is, anci has alrvays been, the bleak

indifference of the great pârt of the canaclian people towards

any culLure whatever."78 rn lqrlung-My-rge he blames the

nation's sl-ow cultural development on the "rarv frost bÍtten
people" whom rdris Rowlands condemns. Nevertheless, he implies
that nothing wilr change if potential artists and scholars

continue to escape to the greener pastures of Great Britain
and the United States, leaving the future of Canaclian culture
in the hands of badly educatecl enthusiasts such as Mattie
Phillpot and orville Topscott. The responsibility for change

rests heavily, it would seem, oo the shoulders of the

intelLectual and artistic elite. In their work lies the

hope for the future of Canadian culture.
Yet this was not a simple task, as Davies well knew.

Many of the other intellectuals of the 1950s, would have

agreed with Nicholas Hayward that Canada was indeecl a difficult
country to live in. Throughout the play many of the concerns

later expressed in the l"lassey Report ancl by inclividuals such

as Hilda Neatby, Harold rnnis and A::thur Lower were given

voice. Lower's lament for the plight of the humanities and

the scholar in cana-da,7gNeatby's tirades against the cultural
philistines in controt of education, ancl rnnis' warnings

about the influence of Anerican comnercialism ancl materialism
I^7ere all incorporated into Davies ' play. rndeed, many
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of the contemporary issues represerrted in the drama such as

the "brain drain" to the united states conLinued to be noted

with al-arm chroughou.t the 1950s.80 Er¡en Davies'pottrayal
of Franz szabo as a slmibot of hope for the future of canadian

art reflects the belief held by some that immigrants arriving
in Canada after hlorld I¡lar II would bring with them cultural

values and standards of taste that would revitalize Canadian
8lculEure.

But it was in his major project of the 1950s, tire

writing of the three satirical romances known as the

Salterton novels, Tempest Tost, Leaven of Malice ancl

A Mixture of Frail-Lies, that Davies attempted his most

'bomprehensive ov'ervi.ew"of the contemporary scene in canada.

Each of the three novel-s explores aspects of life in a small

torvn insouthern onta.rio. From architecture to rel,igion,
household menus to reerding habits, Davies details the environ-
ment and the community of pecple who constitute sal_terton,

ontario. Each book expands the reader's perception of the

community, shading i.n areas of the tou¡n and its inhabitants
until it comes al:l-ve as ä. social unit. yet it is the thematic

structure of the three novels that binds them togethe:: as a

trilogy. Each, in varying degrees, examines the relationship
between art and society, between the individual artist and

his or her communj-ty in a canadian context. rn the particular
locale of a small canadian town, curtural traditions and

standards of taste which Davies implies are universal,
struggle against pettiness, ignorance and parochiaLism to
create a vital cul-ture within the community itself -a culture
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moulded by the particular but partahing of the universal.
rn some \.üa.ys it is almost possible to envisage Davies

sitting dov¡n with a copy of the r,lassey Report, opening ii: at
page nineteen, and deciding it was time that someone satir tzecl.

the romantici-zed version of rural and small toln lif e for-rnd

there. rt r¡ras not that Davies was hostile to the point of
view expressed in the report, nor \,vas he at odds with what

the commissioners deemed to be essential cultural ,rrlrr"r.82
Rather, it would seem that he believed it was time for Canadians

to see things as they !üere and not simply as they irnagined" or
wished them to be. He was determined to show the too cozy ,

too parochial and too falsely genteel side of canadian

culture, while demonstrating the value of traclition, developed

over centuries, that endured in new forms. yet, as Northrop
Frye found in stephen Leacock's sunshine Sketches of a Little
Town, there is "a spirit of criticism, even of satire that is
the complementary half of a strong attachment to the mores

that provoke satire."B3 Srrch ,"s the case in Davies, and we

find that in salterton, as in r{ariposa, "a good d.eal of what
goes on may look ridiculous, but the norms against wl-rich it
looks ridiculous are provided by [trre torr-,] itself .,,84

The second novel, Leave4 of Malice (1954), offers a

wealth of information on canada's cultural aspirations and

the people who expressed them. These aspirations and the
cultural values that supported them are ones which cuc across
the class lines drawn by Davies, and he demonstrates that good

values and standards of taste are not the exclusive preserve
of salterton's rvealthy class. More important, however, he
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explores the remnants of colonia,l-ism j-n canaclian culture,
and the predicaments of those dedicated Lo creatÍ_ng a unique
national culture. He exposes the ludicrous aspects of boLh

to ridicule, demonstrating that while the foss LLLzeð. r::ulture
of the Saltertonian establishment is rife rvirh pretense and a
false sense of propriety, the "neTr/" is often characterized by
naive enthusiasms, misplaced priorities and a questionable
sense of what i.s and i-s not of enduring cultur.al value.

on the one hand we have the world of Mrs. soloman

Bridgeto'h/er's Thu::sday afternoon "At Homes. " This is i_he seat
of the congregation of "those forces in Salter:ton which soughr
to resist social change. "B5 rnto this world struts Bei.¡il1
Higgin, teacher of singing and elocution, who is anxious to
impart his knowl-ecige to the "colonials.'o Higgin is not only
second rate, but malicious as well. After bei.ng snubbed by a

librarian ancl rej ected. by both soloman Bridgetor¡/er, a prof essor
of English. literature at hlaverly univer:sity, and by Gtoster
Ridley, the editor of the local ne\ÀTspaper, he plays a pract¡:cal
joke on all three that spreads to embrace the lives of å

substantial part of the communiiy.

Prior to being exposed as a prankster, i{iggin is
welcomed into l{rs . Bridgetornrer's circle with enthusiasm. ?o

them he represents propriety anrl gentility. He is immecliately
accepted, first because he is British and second because he

affirms their values of truth and beauty against what they
believe to be the nastiness and vulgarity of rhe modern \^,,ori,l.86
The Bridgetoruer's, shillitos and pottingers of salterton live
in a "nice" world, graced with "nice" things and they judge
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art and cultu.re within this framework. As a result they are
easily duped by a second-rate flim flam man who is in rhe

business of selling flowery language and drawing-room ditties. B7

rn many respects Mrs. Bridgetower and her friencls ernbody the
parochialism and intellectual comfort againsü lvhich so many

Canadian literary critics of the 1950s raged.

At Lhe other extreme we have Henry Rumball, an enthusiast
of contemporary American literature who dreams of writr-_ng

"the Great canadian Nover, " and. the dons of literature at
I'rlaverly university, the proselytes of "Amc.n." Rumbari is a

man rooking for an angle. To him the writing of a great novel
involves finding a new gimmick, for contemporary riterature is,
in his opinion, a constant search for novelty.BB rh,r, he

tells his boss, Groster Ridley, about his new concept for a

novel set in western canada. He describes the central theme

as "the prairies conquest of man. see? A big concept. A huge
QOpanorama.""' I^Iith a twist of what he believes to be subtle

irony, he has chosen the til-le "The Plain that Broke the plough,

an inversion of an American firm title "The plough that Broke
the P1ai., . " 

90 trrririle Henry' s enthus iasm is engaging, Davies
indicates that it is l¡oth misplaced and misdirected. rn many

respects Henry Rumbarl represents everything that is worst
abou.L contemporary North American literature, things that

tt

Davies would later r,;,rite about in A voice f rom the Attic.

. The "culturar vurtures', at l,rlaverly university are not
much better. one such vurture accosts solly Bridgetower in
the halls of ï¡Iaverly university and advises him to jump right
into "Amcan"-the anagram used co clenote the study of American
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Canad.ian literatur. . 
9l' Ile suggests to Soll y that in the

pubrish or perish world of the scholar, canadi_an literature
provides a virtually untapped source of material. rn a

magnanimous mood he offers to "give" solly the canaclian

dramatist*poet charres Heavysege.92 ,n solly's opinion and,

he suspects, in the opinion of most literate men (with the
notable exceptíon of Henry ltladswortir Longfellow) Heavysege

is not a great dramatist.93 But he is canadian. rn the realm
of the students of Arncan irris fact alone is enough to \,,rarrant

at least one pithy article on his work.

cultural nationalists who sei zed upon anything
canadian as an object \^/orthy of study v/ere ludicrous in
Davies opinion. rn discussing his reasons for writing
about such individuals Davies has stated that he did so

because cultural nationarism "rvas in the minds of so many

people at the time that r prepared the salte::ton novels, j:ut
r wrote about it because r Lhought tl-lat it was funny rather
than because r had violent opi'i-ons about i-t.',94 yet even
though cultu::al nationalism is satirized. in Leaven of Malicg
and even though Davies claimecl that he did not irave violent
opinions abouL it, he was clearly sympathetic with the
cultural aspirations of canadians. Moreover, he did h¿rve

violent opinions about the enemies of canada's culturaL
development, and these came under ruthless examination in his
novels.

Amongst these r.rere the progressive social_ scientists
and educators; the stuff of which Hirrla Neatby's nighrmares
ïvere made. Norm and Dutchy yarrow, social engineers, defenders

ii

il

ii

v
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of "nofinality" and in the vanguard of the recreaLion field,
are portrayed as the r'm Q.K., you're o.K. set of the r950s?5
crude ::eductionist Freudianism is Norman's st::ong point. I{is
method of psychoanalysis is based upon "jollying,, a person into
a normal attitude anci a belief in the Nor¡nan vincent peale

version of a "sincere but modern and scientific faith ",,96
rn an exchange in which he attempts to tell a classics
professor that he is suffering fr:om an oeclipal complex, the
poverty of his intellect and his overwhelming ignorance are

Put on displ^y.97 Also included in this segment of Salterton,s
population are the champions of "pedagogical methocl. " These
are generally school teachers eag;er to explain to novices
like sr:lly Bridgetorver that the conLent of the classics of
English literature is nothing compared to the method by which
they are tatrght. 98

There are, however, those i-n sarterton who recognize
that all is not well in the vrorld of sarteronian curture.
Amongst these are Gloster Ridley, sorty Bridgetower anci

Humphrey col¡bler . solly rej ects the "nicey-nice,, r,ers ion
of culture peculi.ar to his mother's circre, yet f inds that
his role as scholarly "werernrolf" of Amcan is no more

acceptable to hirn.99 Bemoaning hj-s fate, he finds himself
wondering why a country like Canada feels that it must have

"the cultural trappings of older countries-music of its or,,il1,

pí,ctures of its or,^rn, books of its o\^Jïr. *"100 yet he real Lzes
that he, like so many others, is "caught up in the strong,
close mesh of his c.untry's cultural ambicion.,, However silly
Henry Rumball might appear, Solly admires him, for here at last
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is a man trying to create something.l0l Scll¡r, on the other
hand, ar1 oxford-educated l"fama's boy hijached into critical
work on a second-rate dramatist and the victim of a practical
joke that has hÍm engaged to a r{oman he hardJ_y knows, is as yet
unable to deterurine how he intends to r eaL]rze his or^,n and his
country's cultural a.mbitions .

He seeks advice from his friend and conf idanie Humphrey

cobbler, Davies' archetypical artist.L02 Living in surroundings

that are far from impressive, cobbler has dedicated his life
to art, to his work as a musician. He is a complete eccentric,
who flouts social convention by playing Dean Knapp's organ in
the local church in the dead of night with complete abandon

for Lhe pleasure of his music sEucients.l03 In purviewing

solly's predicaurent cobbler's advice is succinct and to the
point. He advises the young English professor to get rid of
his mother and charles Heavysege, to marrry anci to begin work

on a novel .r04 Even though Sorry immediately re-jects his
advice, the f inal resolution of the novel comes \^rith his
acceptan"".105 Not only does he decide to maïry and to stay
and work in the community of his birth, but in deciding to
pursue a writing career he has also made the first step

towards realrzLng his own and his country's cultural ambitions.
Both decisions â.re tenpered by uncertainty, but they are not
made without hope for the future.

Like other: characters in the novel, solty is a prisoner
of' the past-a personal and a social or historical past.
on a personal lever, solly's relationship with his mother

is a larger than life portrait of the unhealthy bonds that
can tie the sibling to the parent. on anoLher level, iris
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mother symboLLzes the bonds of social and. cultural attitucles
from which soi-ly seeks to escape. Helcr to both by royalcy,
guilt and a sense of duty he is urrable to completei;v <iestroy

their hold because he is a part or product of them. solly is
his mother's son in every sense of the word, and frorn this
there can be no final or ultimate escape. Nevertheless,

Davies intimates that solly is able to reject the strangling
hold of relationships and cultural values and attitudes that
impede his progress as a writer, while cleaving to those

things of enduring value from his past. rt is a long-process,
and as !üe find in A Mixture of Frailties, it is not complete-
the dead hand of the past continues to weigh heavily on lives
in the pr:esent. But both personal and cultural progïess are

made for solly and for his country; it mj-ght be slow an.d uneven,

but it is pr:ogress nonetheless.

rn A Mixture of Fra.ilties, (l_95g) this theme is explored
in more explicit terms. rn the novel a young secretary from

a working class disLrict of Salterton is offered the opportunity
to pursue a singing career on money bequeathed to her through
the "Bridgeto\,rer Trust." rn her death and in her desire to
avenge her:self on her son's betrayal, Mrs. soloman Bridgeto\¿errs
legacy launches tl're career and personal quest of Monica Gall.
synbolically, the death of the fossilized culture of colonial
canada inadvertently gives birth to the new. Monica's
odyssey takes her to Great Britain where she is tutored bv

three men' three mentors who guide her development as an artist.
This development j-ncludes rj-clding herself of those influences
from her pasL which threaten to repress her arti.stic growth.
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Throughout the novel, her sense of duty and aL1-egiance to tl-re

community of her birth is therefore tempered by a greater

understanding.

Monica is able to throv¡ off the narror¡¡ religi-ous
and moral beliefs of tire "Thirteerìers," the eriangelical

group in which her family were member".l06 Nevertheless,

she does not reject the value of religiori in the broadest

sense. she cleaves to a notion of rerigion v¡hich affirms
her sense of belonging within the community of man. rt is
one Lhat stresses a sense of wonder: in response to the unknown,

and she celebrates through her music the mystery and a!/esome

pov/er of tife.l07 Ltrhile she is eventually able to escape Lhe

petty, smail-minded vjsion of. her mother's world, she is also
able to acknowledge her debt to the woman. r\lthough she rejects
her mother's ideas of right and wrong, she recognizes in her

mother's coarse humor and exul¡erance a similarity in temperament.

rn the end, she sings a tribute to r{a Gall that expresses

"the spirit which might have been her mother's if cii:cumstances

had been otherrviru. "l0S

Monica is therefore a.ble to separate duty and. loyalty
to her community from her personal and artistic development.

The blind loyalty to family and values which she expressed a.t

the beginning of Ehe novel have been ternperecl by insight, but
not eliminat"d.l09 she knons that Humphrey cobbler is right
when he argues that salterton cannot be the measure of her

success. As he says, the cultural standards of salterton
"are just the standard.s of childhood and provinciali"*.,,110
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Yet Monica recognizes that she remains to some extent tieci to
this community; she acknowredges her cluty and loyalty to those
things of value which it has offered her. The voice from the
past that speaks tc her is not just that of Giies Revelstoke,
the British composer, but the voice of her canadian *oth"r.lll

rn many respec.ts Davies seems to paint a very harsh
picture of the small tor,¡n Canada whose cultural values ancl

traditions the Massey Commissioners celebrated in their report.
Yet when one takes a closer look at salterton, rvhen one

peers through the pretense and the naive enthusiasms, hope

for the nation's cultural developmenL is found. rt is a hope

made possible by the presence of inclividuars litr<e Flumphrey

cobbrer, Gloster R.idley, Dean Kaapp and by the new generation
of solly Bridgetower and Monica Ga1l. rr is a hope which finds
its genesis in the preservation of cultural values and

standards of taste l¡hich ri.se beyond the perty pr:ovincialism
and false gentility everywhere evident in salterton. Even in
small tovm canada ar:tists and members of the crerisy are Lo be

found cioing their rvork and "leavening" the groups to which
they belong' \^Ihile the environment is less than icleal , culture
still manages Lo frourish. rn spite of poorly educated people
and in spite of individuals like Norm yarrow, the values of
high culture and standards of taste are maintained.

Nevertheles;s, it is important to note that in Davies'
fiction these cultural values are often associated rvith the
trad'itions of Great Britain. Atthough Da'vies maintained rhat
to be canadian was Lo be neither Brítish nor American but an

o}:jective observer c'f both, it is evident that he believed
British curtural influence to be of some importance.
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whíle he took aim and fired upon the canadian colonial
mentality that indiscriminantly embraced alL things British
as superior, he ciearly valued tl're cultural connectior. l12

rt is in the culi-ural environment of London that many of the

artists and scholars of Davies' books are nurtured. rt is
through contact with the long-lived cultural traditions of
Britain, or through association with their representatives

in canada (Humphrey cobbler and rtiris Rowlands being t\.ro of
these), that Nicholas Hayward, sol-ly Bridgetower and Monica

Gall find their creative voices.

Canada's relationship with the United States is
portrayed in much more ambiguous terms. rn Fortune My Foe,

the united states is seen alternately as enemy, crass

conmercializer of culture or as a para.dise for canadians

seeking fame, recognition or money. rn the salterton novels,
however, the united states has little or no presence. rt is
true that one of the cent::al characters from Tempest Tost has

been trained and found fame in the united states, but for the

most part Americans are either non-existent or appear only
briefly as shrewd buyers and serlers of ",rltrrr".ll3 The

valuable association for Canada and Canadians is clearly the
one with Great Britain.

It is not that Davies wished to see Canada transformed

into a little bit of England on the }l.orth American continent.
Rather, it rvould appear that he believed that curtural.
trãditions which had been developed over centur:'-es in the

trrlestern ruorld courd not be ignored or forgotten in canada's

struggle to f ind Í.ls o\^rrì cultural voice. The coarseness

and vulgarity of the n.ew rvorld (which is a parc of its
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vitality, as Monica Gal-1 discovers when reflecting on her
mother's life) had to be tempered anrl strengthened by the
rich and varied traditions of estabtished cultures. l,foreover,

Davies intimated that without these influences, canadian

culture might werl be overwhelmed by the materialistic and

connnercial values that appeared to have dominated life in
pioneer canada, and which seemed to continue to gain strength
across the North American continent. l14 For Davies, the
development of cuiture in canada did not merely involve the
promotion of what was different or novel; nor did it entair
celebrating canadian art or scholarship simply because it
\'47as canadian. Like Hilda Neatby, George Grant, vincent
Massey and others, Davies v/as interested in the preservation
of culture in the universal and traditional sense, the training
of the artistic, intellectual and aesthetic sensibitities
of canadians. The pronotion of a living tradition of
culture that began rvith the particular but which finally
spanned national boundaries \^ras necessary if canada was to
f ind its o\.^in cultural voice.

III
Alurost ten years after he wrote his article on the

theatre Davies became involved in another proj ect launched
by vincent Massey, one thatr.Ìls more than a symbolic attempt to
preserve a tradi-tional concepti_on of culture in canada. At
ttu end of the Lgs()s vincent Massey announced his i'tention
to build a graduate college for studer-lts studying in both
the Humanities and the sciences, and chose Robertson Davies
as Lhe first principel òf what v¡as ûo be called Massey college.
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rn an article written after the building's completion Davies

explained why it was that the college housed scholars from

boLh the Art.s and the Sciences. He wrote that in choos:'-ng

a 'rheterogeneous group \^/e fhopeci] to stress the unity rather
than the diversity of knowledge, and to shorrr that the things

uniting educated people were more numerous and important

than the dif f erences of prof essional interest rnrhich d ivided
them."1l5 The college was designed to counteract the mo<lern

tendency towards the specialization and compartmentalization

of knowledge and learning. rt rvas to be a bulwar:k against

the destruction of a traditional and universal conception of
culture and of the ".rlt.rr"i man, a haven. for the protection of
humanist ideals.

Rejecting the "elegant cubes of steel, aluminum and

glqss" common to modern architecture in the technological
society, the building was constructed of brick, wooci, cast
stone and "orr"r"t".ll6 The final structure, described with
stylistic labels ranging from oriental to Gothic ,LL7,".ulled
an earlier era, one wh.ich, Davies maintained, stressed. permanence,

comfort and beaury.llS rn choosing a quotation to adorn the
central hall of the college, he capturecl the essence of the

ideal upon which it had been founded. The quote, from the

work of George Santayana, reads that

Happiness is impossible, and even inconceivable,
to a mind. without scope and without pause, a
mind driven by craving, pleasure or iear. To
be happy, you must be-reäsonable or yoi-r *rr.t betamed. You must have taken the measure of yor.tr
porvers, tasted ühe fruit of your passion, and
learned yggr place in the world and what thingsin it really serve you. To be happy you nÌust be\úrse.lIg
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The quest for a disciplined inteliÍ-gence, vrrrich
preoccupísd so rnany nineteenth century canadian intellectuals,
continr:ed in the hall_s of Massey Col_t ng..L20 In a modern
world, which Davies described as preoccupied ivith end_gaining
and success-seeking, the cultivation of a disciplined mind

'vas 
clearly of utmost importance. r'fassey college was

designed to combat the excesses of modernity and to preserve
in English canacia a conception of culture and of the cultured
man that would inspi-re future generations . rt rì/as , perhaps,
the mosL graphic illustration of the struggre being waged
by a group of canadian j-nterlectuals intent upon preserving
a social and culturar order in canada that wourd be the
nation's best defense against thevices of commercialism,
materialism and the mass society.
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Chapter VI

The Search for a Canadian Idiom

I
Numerous canadian literary critics, like the authors

whose work they assessed, üzere vocal cultural nåtionalists.
Many of them viewed the evaluation, defense ancl promotion of
the national literature as important aspects of their work as

Canadian critics. They too viewecl themselves as inventors of
the national identity and as guardians of high stancjards of
literary excellence. This \.^ras particur arLy true in the
1950s, a decade in v¡hich the trend towarcls cultural standard.-
i'zation and coülmercialization seemed to threaten the emergence

on a canaclian idiom in riterature. As a result, critics such
as Desmond Pacey, George trrloodcock and Northrop !'rye r¡¡ere

intent upon describing the unique features of canadian I iter_
ature and the historical, political anil sor:ial factors which
helped to shape them. rn so doing they too \^/el:e invorved in
promoting a social- vision for modern canada-one irased on

canadian traditions arid reflected in the national literature.
Nevertheless, in a world which stressed interdependence

and the international community of interests (particurarly in
cultural matters) this search for a canadian icliom was a

difficult one. rt embodied a series of seemingly contradictory

-indeed, at times apparently antithetical-notions: universal-
ism and particularism, nationalism and internationalism, unity
and diversity. Few critics vrere willÍ-ng to choose one side
at the expense of totally excluding the others. concerned
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that canadian li.terature woul<í never find its mature voice
in the modern world, they defended the importaïrce of the
particular and che 'ational . Afraid, that unclue emphasis on

the particul-ar vrould l-ead to cultural isolationism or ctrarges
of parochialism, tirey stressed the importance of universal
t::ad j-tions and the inbernatÍonal world of li terature. Anxious
that the emerging literature not be wholly domi-nated by

international and, in particular, American t::ends they sought
to elucidate the traditions of the extant national literature.
Conscious of the cultural and regional variations v¿ithÍn the
nation itself, they sought unity in diversity.

At the beginnj-ng of the decade, hov¿ever , one of the
most pressing problems examined was the relatively slow
growth of the national- literature. Many of the individuals
and associations that contributed briefs to the Massey

commission lamented the rack of a substantial body of novels,
plays and poetry that formulated and expressed. the Canadian
character and experien.". I Needless to say these were not
the first lamentations of Lheir kind. since the nineteenth
century canaclian authors and critics had expressed concern
over the low stanclards and slow development of canadian
literatutu.2 As Roy Daniells noted. as late as Lg57, it had

become a national pastime for critics to preface any sllrvey
of canadian literature "by " i<ind of ceremonial lament,, over
the "culLural misfortunes'n that had limited its growth.3

i At the top of the rist of these cultural misfortunes
\^Ias canada's status as a pioneer society. According to ttre
early critics, literature and the arts in pioneer canada had
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generally been ignor:ed in the struggle for material survival.4
"canadian philistinism" and "literal.y apathy" \,vere frequentry
noted, and the critics mourned the fact that in canada,

materÍalist and utilitarian values had la.rgely triumphed
over aesthetic orr", " 

5 The5, maintained, moreover, that these
problems r,rere compoundecl by a small and scâttered population9
As a result of these demographic and geographic realities,
canada lacked a cultural ceritre, a substantial readership and

the sheer numbers from which literary genius might "rurg".7
others maintained that canada's role as a culturar

colony of Great Britain had also inhibited the growth of a

national literatur".8 Too often, canadian r,\iriters had

accepted the styles and forms of the mother country as

superior to any possibre indigenous trencls . 
9 lrinall.y, the

country's close proximity to the united states r,t¡as also
identified as having a negative influence on the emerging

literature of cu.,u,d".l0 on the wrrole, these earLy criLics
agreecl thau attempts to climinish the cultural influence of
these two countries had not been very successfur.

By 1950, hotru'ever, many argued that while these
expranations might have excused the failures of the past,
they could not all. be used Lo apologize for the present and

future development of canaclian literature. rn a presentation
to the Massey commission, The canadian irlriters committee
stated that

As an agricultural and inclustrial nation canaciaranks high in the world. But as a cultured
nation_ exploring the human nlind and soul sheranks low. She has excused herself beàãuse of
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the size of her ¡ropuiatio', her youth and thebattle sh.e has.had to vzage r4irestír,g the åountryf::om nature. Tr-rese rast truo excuses are varid,no l_orrger, the first one never wr".l-l
According tÒ the Cornmittee, ancl tire l"lasse)¡ l{eirort itself , the
time had arrived Lor the devei.opmei-rt of a matur. riterature
that expressed what Lister Sj-nclair referred, to as ,,the

Canadian idiom. "12

critics of canadian literature did not, however, stop
trying to find reasons for what they perceived to be the slow
growth of canadian literature since trnlorld l^Iar rr. The old
excuses simply took new forms and the emphasis shifted to
other cultural misfortunes. The special reports prepared
f.or the commission by E.A. Mccourt and Rená Garneau both
included the usual list of factors that had influenced the
past development of literature in canad".13 rn regard to its
present and future development, however, these two authors
and the commissioners stressed the irnportance of three
major issues: the presence in canada of two r_anguages, ihe
influence of American culture, and the attitude of the
Canadian publ t".L4

Mccourt and Garneau agreecl that the presence of two
languages in canada continued to have a retarding effect on

the growth of a national literatur". l5 Both maintained,
however, that this did not constitute an insurmountable
barrier to future development. rn special reference to the
briefs and reports presented to them by authors anci by writers
associations, the commissioners demt¡nstrated that rTJany had
already expressed a desire for curtural exchange. writers
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from both backgror-rnds were eâgeï to drav,r from "the sources of
intellecLua.l and ariistic wealth" in two language,. l6

Nevertheless, they noted that Lhese same authors had

less eontrol over the influence exerted by the flow of American

books into canada than they had over the possibiliLy of
cultural u*"h"rrg".l7 These books, the report argued, filled
the gap left by the absence of canadian ones, but did not
provide the nation's readers with an accurate reflection of
their o\.^irr life and experience. Garneau even rvent so f ar as

to say that this had led to a "crisis of orientation" in
Canadian letters that coulci only be resol-ved by strengthening
ties with the literary trad,itions of Great B::ita-in and Fran"".l8
Nevertheless the commissioners hastened tc add that Garneau's

solution was not universally accepted, especialLy by those who

viewed it as evidence of the "survivals of the spirit of
colonialism. "19

There was no suggesiion that the flow of American

literature should be completely stopped, but there was

general agreement that it should be balanced wiLh a comparable

volume of canadian l-¡ooks. rt was arso suggested that the

"deluge of less rvorthy Arnerican publications" be seriously
.20curtailed.-" One would assume that these unworthy publications

included certain magazines and mass-produced paperbacks. rt
\.^/as the opinion of the commissioners that limiting the influx
of- this printed maLter, which "[threatenecl¡ our national
values, lcorrupted] our literary taste ancl lendangerecr¡ the
livelihood of Canadrian writers" would. create an environment

more conducive to the development of the national l-iteratu t".2L
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The attitudes of the canadian public vrere also noted
as a factor that continued to ínfluence the growth of a nation-
aL literature. Canadians were described as uninterested in
literature and as lacking in sympathy for the plight of the
native ,ti_tnt.22 As a resurt, the commissioners argued,

canadian authors experienced a profound loneliness in their
o'dn land. According to one source quoted in the report,
the oniy writers able to gain a large audience in canacla
'hrere those who did not compel their readers to think too
seriously about "contemporary values, " or those who did not
dist-urb the "intellectual comfort" of their ,."dur".23 r^Ihile
no longer a pioneer peopre, canadians (in the opini-on of
the comrnissione's) still adhered to "pioneer" attitudes to
literature and culture in general.

The commissio.ers pointed out that a lack of public
interest meant that canadian writers also lacked financial

)1.support.-' The general absence of artisbic patronage,

couplecl with a limited publishing market at home, left the
r¡rriter in a desperate financial position. The commissioners
maintained that if the country wanted a literature coïnmen_

surate with its status as a nation, it wourd have to pay for
') c'it ' -- They therefore recommended that the central government

encourage and proLect the publishing industry in canad a by
establishing a national council to provid.e financial support
for the artis t.26

unclerlying these concerns \úas the belief expressed by
the canadian Authors' Associati-on that "The ínarticr,ilate
nature of the average canaciian patriotism results from the
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lack of a native literature coTltrnensurate r^¡ith canada's

physical, scientific and academic stâture, and with the
proved character of its peopLe."27 l.lhile this sLatement

included a rather dubior:s proposition about the correlation
between an establishecl literature and the growih of patriotic
sentiment, the concern expressed over the lack of a national
literature v/as shared by many. For the Massey commission,
preoccupied with those things of the spirit and mind which
w ould unite Canadians, a national literature that mirrorecl
the canadian rvay of lif e was of vital importance. rt v,zould

promote a sense of national identity that transcended regional
and linguistic bounciar:ies, and would cultivate those values,
traditions and stanclar:ds of taste essential to the nation's
development. Tt rvoulcl also provide an. impor:tant defense

against cultural domination by the united states.
si>c years af ter the publication of the l,Iassey Report,

its demands were at least partially met rrhen prime lvfinister
st. Laurent announced the inauguration of the canada council
on March 28, L957. During L956 and Lg5i numerous articles
appeared in the periodical press pr:aising the establishment
of the councir. Earlier there had been some misgivings
expressed over "state control" of culture,2Sbrra once the
autonomy of the council had been established in Bill No. 47 ,

it was generally conceded that direct control by government

would be inpossible. criticism, when it was voiced, centered
on the government's appointments to the counc i_L.29 Araicles
in }4aclean'e and The Canadian Fqrum questioned the ornissions
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evident in its make-up. Editorials in both magazines lamented

the absence of artists on the governing body. They maintained
that such appointrnents v¡ould ha-ve cione much to bala.nce the

"conservative" ancl "establishment" ch.aracter of the existing
Council.

Inspite of specif ic criticisms, hor,rever, i.t was

generally agreed that while the council might promote

cultural development, its existence could not by itself
guarantee that art woulcl flourísh.30 As R.obertson Davies

observed: "if a v¡riter ha-s littre or nothing in hirn, the
voluptuous patronage of the rnost self-indulgenL prince of
the most book eager state could not add a cubit to his
stature."3l rn the opinion of most, the best that the
council could do with its money üias provide a "hothouse
atmosphere for all the arts" and promote the growth of an

indigenous culture by supporting the nation,s artirtu.32
Nevertheless, the council began to operate only in Lg57,
and its influence would not become evid,ent for at leasc
a decade.

II
The presence of the Canada Council could not guarantee

the growth of canadian literature; neither could it guarantee
that this lirerature wourd be intelligently assessed by a body

of canadian critics. rt had been noted by canad:_an v¡riters
that the national literature had often been eirher uncritically
received or generally ignored by the native criti".33 Incieed,
in his submission to the Massey commission, E.A. Mccourt

bitterJ,y acknowledged that literary criticism in canada was
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"beneath contempc. " By mí-d*decade, ho\,n/ever, accusations
that the critics gave only immoderate or uncritical praise
to canadian books was being strenuously denied by the critics
themselves.

ïn a response to comments made on this subject in
on Nov. 5, Lg54, Robertson

Davies argued that, although few in number, canadian critics
\,^/ere actively engaged in promoting the national literatur..35
He and others maintained that individuals such as E.K. Brown,
A . J . I'l. smith and Desmond pacey, and period.ical s I ike The

, with its yearly review,
"Letters in Canada, " had clone much to make Canadian writers
k'o*.36 Davies went on to argue that while these reviewers
did not lend themselves to "chauvinistic enthusiasm,, they did
enthusiastically promote canadian literatur". 37 l,for"over,
it was his opinion that canadian critics "understood some

things in canadian books better than did foreign critics.,,
As a result "their praise or blame took a direction of its o,orr.,,3B
claude Bissell agreed and maintained that it was not just a

"mark of chauvinistic prejudi-ce" that compellecl canadian
critics to be chiefly concerned with novels that nere set in
canada,39u'd written by native authors. Bissell implied that
the cri-tic, like trre novelist, 

'v's not necessarily indulging
in literary nationalism if he chose to cultivate his or\rïì

garden or "illumínate that area that he must, by the very
nature of things, knolv most intimat"ly.,,40

The notion that a canadian criticism was an important

. 1.,::,,tù,:.1 11 :..;:ia,'.\-;,",.
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compliment to the national literaturê \^/âs therefore becoming
increasi'gly popula::. Perhaps the most definitive statenent
on the funcrion of criticism was written in 1955 by George
woodcock. In "vj.ews on canadian criticism" Ioloodcock explored
the intimate relationship betv¡een literature and criticism
in the canadian context. Ouoting D.s" savage, the British
critic, he argued that- the function of criticism was ,,to

interpret, elucidate and evaluate our literature, anci in so
doing to define, defend and expouncl the tradition.,'41 savage
had used the *ord "Lradition" cautiously and hacl noted that
the reference r^ras not simply to "the litera::y tradition solely,
but the whole curtural complex Írom which riterature is one
specific outgrov¡th, and which includes the tradition of
thought and 

'el 
íef .,,42 The literary critic was, therefore,

something of a cultural historian who, in the interpretation
and evaluation of literature, helped to define anci defend the
broader sociar, interlectuar and artistíc traditions of a
particular culture. hloodcock agreed rvith this assessment
and set out to examine the extent to which canadian criticism
had performed its central function-that of defining the
Canadian tradition.

Like Harord rnnis, 't^Ioodcock insistecr that ân
exploration of the canadian literary tradition was not
necessarily connected to chauvinistic nationalist sentiment.
rn-fact he emphas tzed that nationaiism and nati.onalist
movements of ten frustrated and para Lyzed cultural traclitiorr, .43
Neverthel-ess, he went on to conclude
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lhat "peoples and regions have their own distinctive literary
and cultural traditions and attitudes condjtioned by s1-ra::ed

language, habitat and historical experLence.,,44 Although
grea.t literature hacl a broad universal appeal, this appeal
Ì,vas usually achieved when the i^n:iter delved "most deeply
into the life of his oi^in place ancl time, and ¡foundl the
universal where his roots lplungedl into their native soil.,,45
This rüas as true for canadian writers as it was for those of
Ancient Greece or modern England. He tl-rerefore noted that
while cultural exchange was valuabre and necessâry, the ideal
of the cosmopolitan artist lüas a chimera; \Arriters \^rere dependent
not only oïr "rheir immediate and temporary environment,,, but
most importantly ',on their origins.,,46

Inloodcock maintained, that there existed i_n canada a
riterature in an "emergent state" that was clualitatively
different from both British and American literature. canadian
wri-ters had only l:ecentry recognized that they \,,/ere no ronger
"colonial dependents of English or American trad.i_ tions,, ; yeì_

they were still arvare that there was ,,no community of
canadian writing, no evident uni-ty in alL the appare'try
scatLered paths which they and their fel.low writers \,{ere

taking."-' These writers, who were moving towards a
self-conscious idenrity, lacked a defined literary tradition
that would provide this sense of community. Inloodcock argued
that, for this reason, the time was ripe for a canadian
criticisn. rt was only through rhe deveropment of the
"critical spirit" that canadian writing rvould be led ,,out of
the hesitations of adolescence and into the self-consciousness



of maturity. "48

trloodcock indicated that in a country l-ike canada the

development of a "critical spirit" would be a complex process.

criticism would have to evolve an approach based on canadian

experience, and in this respect the native critic woulcl,

at least initially, have to be something oi a psychologist,

a sociologist, a philosopher, a mythoiogist and an historian.
The critic would be less concerned with "close textual
analysis" than with "the peculiar nature of the canadian

/,Qexperience."-' Each would have to searcl-l out those things
which made "the temper of our life-despite so many superficial
resemblances sentially different from the American or

British."50 The cri¡ic had to be a\^7are of the ways in which

the canadian tradition (and life in general) related to

international lrends and "the worlcl continuum.,,5l Most

important, perhaps, l-re would have to "delve into the past

for the unifying threads anci probe into the fuLure for the

sense of direction," alwa5's keeping in mind that "within the
culture, each writer is inalienably an inclividual , rvith his
ol{n pyschology and his oÌ^Jï1, reaction to experien"..,,52

rn many respects, !'loodcock's articl-e uras prophetic .

ït was not that canadian critics prior to 1955 had ignored the

development of the national literature and the search for a

Canadian tradition; it was simply that these tasks \4rere taken
up with a renewed sense of enthusiasm rluring the 1950s. This

l,tras in part, the resul-t of the interest generated by the lfassey

Report, the first off j-ciai government-sponsored study v¡hich had

examined the deveLopme-nt and future of the national literature.
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rt might also be argued that after the war, in a period of
relative peace and prosperity and in an environment of economic

expansion, rapid social change and uncertainty, the search for
identity took on a new sense of ,rrg..r"y.53 canada,s rapid
economic growth, the decline of British power and the rise of
American influence after trrtorld .lnlar rr, and the mass*media

revolution spearheaded in the united states and spreading out
to embrace the canadian market stimulated activity in al1
areas of high culture in Canada. It was a period of assessment,

a time in which many intellectuals, literary critics included,
sought to define canada's relationship to the rest of the
world by exploring the Canadian tradition.

Iühatever the reasons for the reneç,¡ed enthusi-asrn of the
lirerary critics, the numbers of books , articl_es, anthologies
and periodicals concerneci with the promotion and clefinition
of the canadian literature r^rhich appeareci during the 1950s

\À7as impressive. By )-952 Desmond pacey had already written
his first study ou gr""tir. writirg ir and by Lg5l
wilfrid Eggteston had completed his volume The Frontier in
canadian Letters. Anthologies such as Julian park's

culture in contemlJorary canada (T957) and Malcolm Ross's

our sense of rdentiLy (1954) and The Arts in canacla: A stock
Taking at U_id cenrury (r958)all conrained crirical arricLes
on the development of the novel, poetry and drama. collections
of-creative writing continued to be publi_sþsd throughout the
1950s, many of whicl-r attempted to provide a sense of the
historical development of canadian literature. rncludecl
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amorigst these \^7ere rrving Layton's and Louis Dudelc's

joint effort canadian poems lB50-1952_ (1953) , carL F. Klinck,s
canadian Anthology (1955) , A.J.M. smith's second ancì. extended
versíon of The Books of crreéigg_roelty (1957), and Northrop
Frye's E.J. Pratr: Collectq4 poems (f958) In the winter of
1953-54 Queen's Quarterly began a reguLar section on ,,our

Lively Arts" rvhich featured articles on Canadian literature,
and in 1956 The Royal society of canada held its firsr
symposium on the national liLerature, featuring Desmond pacey

and Northrop Frye as the keynote speakers.

Furthermore, while the first half of the decade hacl

wiLnessed the demise of Alan crawley's contemporary verse
and John sutherland's Northern \¡Iriting , by mid-decacie Robert
i^leaver and orhers had esrablished rgggg_eglltgyt€irand Louis
Dudek published rhe firsr issue of Delta. Finally, in Lg5g
Jan de Bruyn begarr the publication of !.!!m and George tr^/oodcock

himself brought out the first issue of @.
These magazínes, whether devoted to literary journalism,
to the publication of fiction, drama and poetTy or to literary
criticism in the broadest sense, demo'strated a renewed

commitment to the promotion of canadian literature. Regardless
of differences in editorial policy (the most humorous and

audacious of which can be found in Della, October LgsT),
each one of these periodicals sought- to provide a forum for
new and establÍshed rv-riters and literary critics.

I For a number of canadiarr critics, however, the ïnost
pressing problem was the question of whe.ther or not a clistinctly
canadian idiom coulcl be identified and cleveloped. in the
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national literature. rf the task of the critic was to defend
and define the canad:l-an tradition, then a number of questions
about the nature of literature ancl the artist's relationship
to society and to the world of literature as a whole haci to
be explored. rn the search for a canadian idiom the critics
therefore turned their attention to the literature itself.

ITI
Prior to 1959 it was the general consensus of the

critics that everÌ though canadian literature showed promise,
it was not yet time for serf-congratulation.54 Desmond pacey

observed that while canadian poetry had experienced a kj_nd

of renaissance during the 1940s, good novels were still few
and far between.55 rn 1958, claude Bissel-l r.¡-rote that only
since the second l,üorld l{ar had "the canadian novel aroused
anything like the attention that had been given to canadi.an
poetry."56 He went on to note, hov/ever, thåL regardless of
the high quality of established authors like Maclennan, tr^Iilson,
Lemeli' and Roy, and the promise of the new generation of
Buckler, I^Iiseman, Richler and Marlyn, it was still true that
canadian critics could not yet speak of "a major achievement

in fiction. "57

such a major achievement would only come with time
and with the development of a national literature which,
while universal in its appeal, gre\,v out of the particular
canadian experience. claude Bissell and others emphas ized
that this did not entail the continuation of a nationalist
school of canadian literature which hacl insisted on singing
the praises of the "true north strong and free.,,58 This school
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of canadian literature, which persisted in painting maple

leaves anci beavers on erzery page of prose, and. in drenching
poetry in maple syr:up, was inerery the product of mincls

dominaied by an immature and provincial nationalism.
canadian literature, íf it was uo make a major contrÍbution
to the international worrd of letters, had to be consciously
Canadian, but not consciously nationalistic, in its intentions.
Like other intellectuals preoccupied with the development of
canadian culture, numerous literary critics argued that
canadian literature had to grow ouL of the particular ancl

unique roots of the canadian experience-.the history and

traditions of canadian culture and society-irr ord.er that it
might branch out and embrace themes wit.h a universal appeal.

This attitude to the development of the national
literature \^7as certainl)' not peculiar to the 1950s. It had

been discussed, expounded and refined over at least four
decades by individuals like Lorne pierce, the riethodist
minister who ha.d functioned as Lhe editor of Ryerson press

from Lg20 ro 1960.59 rr @, pierce macre his
f inal conment on canadian culture. He argued that in orcrer
f.or the nation to make a substantial contribution to the
v¡orld of letters, its authors and artists would have to become

more "consciously canadian."60 This did not imply an indulgence
in either "shoddy sentiment" or "strident patriotism,,6lb,r, a

sophisLicated appreciation of "our oî¡Jrì land and its traditio.,,".,,62
onty through a knowledge of the particular could one appreciate
and finally enrich the universal, and he noted that because
of this "one may have international interests, one may even
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be regarded as cosmopol

deep at the foundations

a birrh-right child of
of our strength and or-1r

ås a peopl", "63

itan, 'but fundarnentally, that is dovm

of things, oïìe is always a native son

time and place, and that is the secret
infinite variety and endless interest

For Pierce, variety or diversity was the key to
Canada's distinct culLure. In his opinion this cult.ure would
arise from rhe blending of the best of the French and Engl'ish
canadian cultural traditions and that of other ethnic gïoups
in Canad^.64' I^lhile the process had to a limited extent
already begun, it could only be reinforced by conscious
choice' Association and not assimiLation was the foundation
of canadian cultnre, but a greater unity in diversity had to
be achieved if the "canadian people" rrere to be forged
together as a rac". 65 Pierce implied that Canadian literature
like all aspects of canadian culture, v,rould emerge from tire
best traditions derived from the various ethnic, regional- and

linguistic groups of the nation as a whole.

The tension between diversity and unity, another
aspect of the general concern over the r:elaticnship betv¡een

the particular and the universal, preoccupied canaclian

literary critics of the 1950s as much as it did others
interested in the deveropment of canaciian education and

culture in generar. claude Bissell noted tl-rat, in a country
like canada, curtivating one's orùrl form of literary expression
meant the creation of a national literature characterized by
diversity not uniformity. Like Pierce, he noted that canada
was a country of two ranguages and many ethnic groups ancr
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regions, and, its literature would necessarily refiect i-hese

f.act".66 Other critics 1ik-e Robertson Dar¡ies and l,{aIcolm Ross

noted that regionalism ín Canadian l-iterature \,üas not necessarily
the result of immature provincialism, but represented an

attractive feature of contempoyayy 1i fe in ca.'^d,^.67 Moreover,
they implied that clespite this djversity á.r unity dicl exj,st
which made it possible to iclentify a national literature clistinct
in its totality from Lmerican, British or French r-iterature.
Like the Massey commissioners, Ross argued that this diversity
\^/as someEhing to be naintained and irnptied that it offerecl a

healthy defense asainst standardization, conformity and. uniformity.
He enthusiasticall-y argued that, in canada, there was ,,no reason
at all why the spectrum shourd shrink to f,rey, \dhy in the end,
our varied cultures should turn f lat and single. I^Te are learning
a new idiom" I¡le shall come to talk it with our: o\,rin accent, our
several accent". "6B

Ross was not arone in his assessment. Nor v¡as he alone
in his observation that the search for a c"anadian idiom was a
difficult one because the nation's literatuïe v/as coming of age
in a world that was becomÍ.ng more iriternational in its
orientation. He remarked that "rf no man is an island. no
culture is an island in the da1, 6¡ Sputnik and the ïCBl,{ .,,69
Still, he went on to observe that cultural exchanqe, or adaptation
of the international idiom, did not eliminate the possibility,
indeed the necessity, of preserving a national culture. Like
Pierce, he maintained that literature and culture in seneral
could not be expressecl in Lerms of someone e1se,s experience.
canadians, lilce other peoples, had to advance ,,c)ver their o\^¡n
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cobblestones" in order to make a vital and unique contribution
to the literary cultures of the world.70

Followi-ng a simirar train of thought, Iìorthrop Frye,
in an article that traced the development of canaclian riterature
from L929 to L954, noted the influence of international trencls
on cana.dian rr¡riters and acknowledp.ed their value. ÌIe also
noted, hovrever, that rvhile rrarticipatí_ng in the international-
world of letters canadian intellectuals had always been

"cultural nationalists" and never nore so than in Lg54 when

he was writÍrg.71 Fryu defendecl their position, arquing that
"canada's possessive attitude to its literature is frankly
provincial, but the assumpti-on that provincialism is alvzays
and everywhere wrong, is merely an assunption based on a

different kincl of provincialism."T2 rn r-ris opinion canadian
literature \^/as and would continue to be "canadian by one

definition or anot.her of that vrord" and inter'ational, or
part of "a recognizable type of Enelish literature. . . steadiry
growing ín articulateness and po\^7er .,,73

Placed within a sociar and politi-cal context, as rvell
as a cultural one, the preoccupation with the rela.tionship
between the particurar and the universar ï{as, at reast in
part, the result of a more widespread fear of American
domination of canadian affairs. ft rvas probably clear, even
to the most "ivory tor,r'er" members of the literary eli te that
in the cultural as rvelr as in the politicar and economi c

realm the vzorcl "international" hTas ranidly l:ecominp synonvnous
with thi'gs American. The f act that canac-rian autho:rs and
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critics sau/ themselves as rnembers of an international
conrnunity, dealing with themes of universal appeal but
emphasized that they did so from a uniquely Canadian perspective,
demonstrated this ar./areness. clearly, th.ey did not wish
to advocate cultural isolationism or appear too parochial
in their outlook, but neither did they wish to be overwhermed

by the curture of any other nation, least of all that of the
United States.

rt was therefore no accÍdent that when the critics
sought to define what was unique about canad.ian literature
and culture in gerieral, the nation they most frequently
utiltzed as the basis for comparison \¡/as the united states.
Like the Massey ComnLissioners and individ,uals such as Harold
rnnis, Hilda Neatby and George Grant, members of the canadian
literary elite sought to define the nation's identity in
opposition to that of rhe united stâtes. rn fact during th.e

1950s any mention of the literatur:e and curture of the
united states \^'as likely to be followed by the assertion tha.L
canadian culture was and would remaín separate from the
American. For some, this resistance T¡ras motivated by the
belief that canadian literature (in all its various expressions,
ficLion, non- fiction, creative and scholarly) had something
to offer the worlcl, not simply because it was different but
because it offered a curtural outrook that was in .some

respects more humane, more "moral," than thai: of the uniced
States .

Throughout rhe 1950s rhi
of numerous literary critics and

s thene emerged in the work

authors. l,l::ite::s such as
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Hugh Maclennan, and critics like Desnoncl pacey, l"Ialcolm Ross

and Northrop Frye ar:gued that canadian literature, born as

it was out of different enr¡ironmental, historical, political
and social experience and preserving alternate cultural
traditions frorn the united staLes, would continue [o reflect
these differences. rnvariabry, these comparisons led to a

discussion of the higher moral purpose of the nation, to
references to canadian h'¡mility, tolerance, and to the national
talenL of compromise or to the ability to hold "opposites in
tens..on."74 canada, which Hugh Maclennan once described as

the "good wife" on the continent-a personification which
seemed to encompass arl of the above virtues-would produce
a literature that mirrored the spiritual a_nd moral values of

1'the country. / J

In the concluding chapter of his book Creative lnlritin&
in canada (L952), Desmond pacey was even more specific. rn
his opinion there T¡/ere two features that distinguished
canadian literature from Lhe literature of other countries.
The f irst of these was its "ciomÍnant pattern of social response.,,
rn his opinion the vast majority of canadian authors since
confederation had "almost constantly attacked in various r,rays

the excesses and the false values of a commercial- and

industrial socie ty ."76 In the mi.dst of the industri.al
revorution, laLe nineteenth and early iwentieth century
novelists and poets had rebelled against the displacement
of th.e agricultural and rural i.vay of life and "yearned for
an earlier pre-inciustrial d^y.,'77 More recent writers
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Tecognized that industrialism v¿as here to stay ancl "advocated
a ne\^r social order in whích its adverse effects wouirl be

-7Q

mitigated."'' He implied that canadian literature \^/as somehow

unique because of the overwhelming negatir.ze respol-rse of most

of its individual atithors to the continuing process of
industrial Lzation and commercialization.

According to Pacey, the second feature of canadian

literature which made it unique was the response of individual
artists to the physical environment. Like canadian painters,
most canadian rnrriters had responded to the realities of a

harsh climate and a huge expanse of inhospitable wilderness
with a mixture of terror and reverence, fear and exultatlon.T9
tr'iithout ever delving into what these responses implied within
the literatu::e (syrnl-rolicall.y and metaphorically) pacey went
on to note that the canadian climate and geography had had

important consequences for the "\,^;,riters, aLtitude to his
f ellow-m.rr. "80 Cu.rrr.dian authors \,rere optimistic but their
optimism was more restrainecl than their fellow American

writers, because they lived "in a physical environment which

lr,,/asl more forbidding and inore humbring . ,'Bl They \^7ere, therefore,
"less inclined to boast" than Americarr authors and displayed
a moïe restrained sensibility and a "greater sense of humility."B2
The progress of canadian literature, he conclucied, had con-
seqr-lently been "more stable if less spectacular" because of
the inf luence of a "stern environment .,,83

The weaknesses of pacey's conclusions
features of canadian riterature T¡7ere obvious.

on the unique
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these \$as tire assertíon th.at the attack on commerc ialisur had
been more frequent and intense in the work of canadian
authors than in the work of writers from other countries.
Yet regardless of these weaknesses, his analysis v¡as

signif i-cant for other reasorrs. 0nce again rve f incl a member

of the canadian intelligentsia sumrnoning evidence for a vision
of canada as the morar community-the ordered ancl humane

socÍety that existed in contrast to the somewhat anarchic
and dehumanizLng social structure of the urrited states.
Throughout, he directly or: indirectly identj_fj-ecl che united
states with corunerci.arism, arrogance, instabil.ity and
i'temperance " canada, while it might appear dra.b ancl

unspectacular, üras associatecl throughout his analysis with
anti--commerciar attitudes , moclesty, stability and humitity,
I'le argued that canada shared in the "vigour, range and
optimism" characteristic of life in pioneer North America,
but implied that it had preserved a more humane social
ord"t. 84 This was refrected in the nationar literature
and he observed that even though its deveropment had been
slow (the culmination of a gradual process of evorution)
the final product r^¡ould constitute a more enduring contribution
to the in¡orld of letters.

rn L957 another group, which counted pacey among its
members, joined together to produce the definitive account of
the unique features of canadian literatu those elements
r'¡hich constituted its literary traclition. carl Klinck, A.G.
Bailey, claude Bisselr, Roy Daniells anci Northrop l-rye set
about compiling a series of essays on various aspects of the
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literary history of Canada. Their central aim i¡as to pr:oduce

a "comprehensive reference book" for students and scholars
engaged in the study of the national literature.,,B5 tn the
concluding chapter, hor,rever, Northrop Frye intimatecl that
what the edlltors ¿rncl contributors had achieved \^/ent far beyond

their original airns. He concludecl that "The writers featured
in this book have identified the habits and arritudes of the
country as Fraser and MacKenzie have identified its rívers.
They have also left an imagi'ative legacy of dignity and

high 
"o.rrrgu. "86 rn a sense, he i'rplied that a study of Lhese

writers had entailed a retrieval of the past: a comprehensive

statement on the canadian l:'_terary tradition. This was a

task in which many literary critics of the 1950s hacl been

engaged; hence, although the volume was pubtished in Lg65 it
represented the culmination of the work of the previous decade.

As the general editor of the ulirersity of Toronto

Quarterly's yearLy feature, "Letters in canada," from 1950

to 1960, Northrop Frye had been directly involved in the
process of defining and promoting canadian literatur".BT
rndeed, Frye was one canadÍan criti_c of the 1950s who had

already gained an international reputation as a scholar, and

who had influenced the careers of numerous canadian .uthors. 88

Educated at oxford anci the university of Toronto, he had

origínally been ordained as a united church minister, but
quickly turned his attention to literary criticism, editing

99 *and teaching.c- rn his conclusion to Literary History of
Canada, Frye no tecl that during the previous decade much of
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hrs critical worl< on C¿'.lnadian J-Íterature l-raci beerr b¿rsecl orr

intuition and guesswork. He had hoped, ther:efore, that a

volume on the natiori's literary history rvould broaden the
inductive basis upon which he and other critics had made

generalizations about the nature of canaclian literature.
I,rlhat he discovered orì.ce the book was assembled, however, was

that it confirmed rather than refuted his o\^in intuitions
on the subject.90 As a result, he admitteci that his ,,attempt

aL conclusion and summary" had involved "some self-plagari"m.',91
rt was true in fact that Frye's "conclusion" formulated, a

repet:'-tion and expansion of rhe observations made in essays

like "Preface to an Uncollected Anthology" (Lg5V) "English
canadian Literature, Lgzg-1954" (r956) and "culture ancl the
National l^till" (1951) .

rn Frye's view, canadian literature, "in its orthodox
form of fiction and poetry," had first to be understoocl \^Tithin
the context of the nation's cultural history, of which it was

but one expres"iol.92 orthodox canadian literature had not
yet produced an artist whose worlc had sufficiently transcencled
the canadian context in such a v/ay as to pull the reader
"to\¿ard Lhe centre of the literary experience itself .,,93 As

a result, the editors of Literary Flistory of canada had

recognized that a critical evaluation of the literature
produced to date was inappropriate. Most important i^/âs the
examination of the full range of verbal expression-literary
and non-literary-and of the social and histori-cal experience
of which it v¡as botl-r a "force and function.,,94 Like I,{oodcock,
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Frye appeared to accept che fact that the defini.[ion and

defense of a cultural traditiorr vras an important function of
criticism in Canada. FIe thereforeproceeded to suminarize the
features of this Lradition, or ',imaginative contin*um,, as

it had been descr:rbed in the vorume as a whoie.
Frye's summary r,üas not simply an analysis of canadian

cultural history and the distinct fe¿rtures of canadian
literature, as they had been expressed in the essays preceding
his o\^7n' rt included his own views on the nature and function
of history, myth and literature and his id,eas on the operation
of what he described as "the garrison mentality.,' He explored
each of these in relation to canadian literature in order to
explain the various stages of its growth and to indicate the
emerging pattern of its fr¡ture deveropment. rn describing
the distinct features of canadian culture, he cautiously notecj
that the tendencies identified \^zere unique only in intensity
and degree, not in substu.r"".95 Often, in order to demonstrate
these differences, Frye resorted to comparison. The culture
against which he most frequently compared canadian culture
\,vas that of the United States.

According to Frye, the formative features of canadian
culture included: the existence of two curturar groups in
canada, the harsh environment and the inf luence of ti¡/o larger
and more powerful nations, namely Great Britain and the united
states.96 rn focusing on the latter infruence, Frye began
with an assumption that had been repeatedly utilÍzed by other
canadian intellectuals in order to compare ancl contrast canada

., .ii:l:"_::,,;,
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â.nd the united sl-ates. He argued that t-he revolutionary
experience and the cr:eatj.on of a written constitution hacJ

introduced "a deductive or a priori pattern in American
ll o7

culture. '' rt had produced a tendency to define an American

way of life and" ¡markedl it off from anti-American heresies. "
Canada, a colony and sideline observer of the American

experience, adhered to "the inductive and expedient" and to a

more conservative approach to political affair".98 This, in
turn had influenced its cultural life. He implied that as a
"genius of compromise" Canada mainLained cui-tural and political
attitudes that \Àzere inclusive rather than exclusi.r".99 Th"r"
attitudes emphastzed the value of tradition and continuity
over any po.ssible benefits derivecl from a radical break wj..th

the pasc. rt was therefore no accident that canada's attach*
ment to Great Britain was based upon its existence as a "symbol

of traciition" rather than its role as a "fellow-nation.,,l00
This need for continuity over time was parall.eled by

a need to transcend the divisi-ons imposed by space. The

physical environment of canada was one that was both vast
and esserÌtially terrifying. rn such an enormous and over-
whelmi-ngl! inhospitabJ.e place, where centers of popuration
were both small and scattered, the need to establish some

sense of continuity was of paramolrnt- imporlan"u.l0l rn

canadian literature, therefore, tìre preoccupation with
tr.ansportation and communication (real and symbotic) could

be interpreted as a response to this ever present need io
"probe into the distattce" in bot.h the lireral anci metaphorical
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L02sense.--- Frye arguecÌ that as a result, the Burkean notion
of "society as a continuium" \n/as a strong feature of the

canadian imagination which had emerged at an early stage of
our cultural history. 103 Moreove::, this f eature was ',consistent
with th.e pragmatic and conservative outl-ook of Canadians" and

r\ias reflected in the nation's "preoccupation with its o\^;n

history and in its ::eLentless cultural stock-taking and

self -inventori." . " 
I 04

According to Frye, the theme of conquest in canadian

literature also demonstrated the tremenclous influence of the
natural environment on Ehe Canadian consciousness. \,nlhereas

in the United States conquest of the frontier \.^ras synonymous

with "the wild tr,iest" and with an "another reclskin bi_t the dusE

f eeling, " i.n canada it was synonl/mous rvith the gradual
expansion of order and authority-tr^/o things dear to the
conservative rirrd.l05 Conquest, when porLrayed in Canadian

literature, " had been mainly of the unconscious forces of
nature. "106 Human and morar varues \^/ere frequently depicted
in combat with "the vast unconsciousness of nature" which
seemed to be "the unans\i,rerable denial of those values.,'107
Moreover, the conquest of nature Tr¡as usualry pori:rayed as

limited and temporary, as an endless and ongoing process

rather than a final achievement or victory.108
what then did this mean for the human community and

for the cultural history of that community? Frye argued that
the two apparent results expressed in life and literatuïe \^/as

the creation of the "garrison mentality" and the corresponding
development of a rhetorical tradition in Canadian fiction and

I
t¡
i

i:
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non f ictio.,. 109 The Ea-rrison society (¿i social group

constantly under siege ) developed ra'guage as another
tool for combat. The desire to assert or defenci sccÍ_ety

against iLs enemies , r.rhether human or natural, encouraged

the development of r:hetoric, tlre ranguage of contest.110
Frye implied, that this had resulred in the assertive morar
tone evident in so much Canadian literature. T¡Ihrether d.eiend.-

i.tg the conventional standards of society as a whole, or aL-
tacking those stanclards from within, the work of canadian
authors was frequentry rhetorical, "an illustration or
allegory of certain social ã.ttitude".,,1ll Frye also implied
that this had inhibited the development of the poetic
Ímagination which sought to construct rather than assert, to
explore the theme of self-conflict rather than conflict with
the external world .TL2

Asserting ttrat this trend could be identified in the
literary cultures of other countries, Frye once again emprra-sized

that the difference :l_n Canada was one of degree. It r¡¿s, in
part, a function of the fact that the canadian literary
imagination had come of age at a relatively rate stage in
"the cultural histo::y of the lfest.,,l13 Ii had been rooted
not in myth but in hj-story, and even this basis was somewhat

tenuous because of the mass media revorution v¡hich, in
canada, had resultecl in the "foreshorteninp; of canadian
history."l14 As a result, a literar¡, tradition (in the
orthodox sense) had been slow in emerging, because in Frye,s
judgement "Literature was conscious mytl-rology: as society
develops, its mythical stories become structural princÍ-pres
of story telling, its mythical concepts, sun gods a'd the like,

I
ii
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become habits of meLaphoricar thought.,,1L5 rn the absence

a "structure of traditional stories and images', the writer
canada had had to voluntarily attach himself to a literary
tradition and thus t-ended towarcls descriptive râther than
metaphoric thought-to rhetoric not po"rry.116

on one leve1., the result was the predominance of a

"social and conceptual approach to literature', in canada.

rn some instances this resulted in an attacirment to, rather
than a detachment from, the prevail.ing social mythologies.
rnstead of creating an "autonomous v/orld," that of literature,
which gave the reader "an imaginative perspective on the
actual one, " much of canadian literature remained tied to a

description and defense of the rear world and its social
'11-7

myths."' Yet Frye noted that as canadian society developed,
the autonomous world of literature began to emerge. As this
occurred it became possible for the writer to find his identity
in the world of literature and thus attain a more detached

approach to society. ll8

As a literary critic, Frye acknowledged that this world
of literature rüas international or universal. Nevertheless,
he argued that the writer had to find its particular roots in
the iu¡nediate, the particular environment in which he wrot".ll9

His ovrn point of vierv was juxtaposed. rvith that of another
canadian authr:r, John courter, who wrote that "The art of a

canadian remains...the art of the country of his Forbears and

the old world heritage of myth and legend remains his heritage. .

though the desk on which he writes be canadian .,,L20 rn

of

in
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contrast' Frye pointed out that the pi:ocess of f irrding an
artistic identity in canada "may not be a si_mpre niatter of
forsaking the canadian for the internationar., the province
for the capital. rt may be that when the ,r*rriLer atcaches
himself to the world of literature, he discovers, or rediscovers,
by doing so, something in his canad.ian environment more vital
and articulate than a desk .,,L2L The search for a Canaciian
idiom, therefore, depended upon the artist,s ability to enteï:
the world of imagination, the universal riterary tradition as
a whole, finding within it the distincLive emphasis or mytholo-
gical structures of the literature of the lancl of his birth.
This wourd be the surest sign that both the artist and Lhe
literature \^/ere maturing. At this stage, he impriecl, canadian
literature would fulry exist within the realn of ,'literary
experience itself" and could then be evaluated within that
context, ancl not merely as one aspect of the nation,s cultural
history.

Once again, in Fr:ye, the tension between the universal
and the particurar, 

'ationalism and inter'ationalism, v/as
explored but no final resoli:tion achievecr. For Frye it was not
a matter of choosing one side of the other but of maintaining
the tv¡o in balance and harmony. yet he was vrilling to explore
the tradition of trre particurar, not only to define it but
also to def end :'-t. To this extent he was perhaps more concerned
with the nationar anci the parti-cular. The reasons f or this
\^/ere macle plain' I{is emphasis orl the particular was based in
a recognition that i' the modern hrorrcr, the universal was
becoming predorninant and the trend towa.rds uniformity 

'üas 
gaining
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in strength.l22 The world v¡as becoming ,,AmericanLzed.,,and. the
creative wrj-ter appeared to be writing in a world that rvas

"post-canadian, post-American, post-British and post-everything
except the worlcl itself ."f-?-3 ï' the ,,empire of the âeroprane

and television" provinces disappeared and the distance, both
spatial and temporal, between cultural centres \,üere eliminated.
Yet Frye, wich his penchant for dialectics, argued thaL these
very conditions "[ gave1 the old ones ne\,ü importance, as what

vanishes in one form appears in another .,,L24 He implied that
in the homogenizing world of mass media and high technology,
the traditions of the particular or national took on a ne!ù

importance. They acted as the necessary balance to the
powerful trend towards standardization. At the end of his
summary, he therefore atternpted to demonstrate what it was

in canadian literature that was "more vital than a desk"_
the Canadian i-maginative t::ad.ition.

Frye argued that "everything that l-wasl central to
canadian writing [seemea] to be marked by the imminence of
the natural world" and by the desire to reconcile it vrith
the human rorld.125 celebration of the ,,technological will
to po\nrer, " the desire to conquer, assimilate and standarclize
characteristic of the American revolutionary traditions and

culture, \^ras generally absent in canadian literatur".L26
Although canada and canadians had participated in a modern

world dominated by "the will to po\,ver," they had produced
an: imaginative tradition that expressed "deep reservations
to this world as an end in itself .,,L27
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Frye argued that this tradition had been nurtured and

reÍnforced by canada's political separation fr.om the united.
states. rts roots r{ere f irmly planted in "lolzalist toryism,,
and a conservative vision of society and continued to be

expressed even in the currenL radical critique of that
conservati"r.l2S In fact, Frye maintained that Canadian
radicalism bore a greater resemblance to the Toryism which
it opposed than it did to American radicalism, borne of the
revolutionary traditior_.L29 I^Ih.ther conservative or radical
it betrayed a strong attachment to order and history, to
compromise and reconciliation and to a. conception of freedom
which was not synon\,{nous with the triumph of laissez-faire
or national independencu.l30 rh" imaginative forms of these
social myths hrere expressed by the nation's poets and novelists
either in social criticism of the will to pov/er-the ,,oligarchic
tendencies" of American society and its commercial values_oï
in a vision of society which stood in opposition to the ideal
of the "American repubI1".,,l3l

Frye utilized a painting by the American artist Edward
Hincks to illustrate the distinctive emphasis of the canadian
literary tradition and its imaginative perspective on the world.
rt was, he argued, a pictoral representation of the ,,reconcil_

iation of man with man and of man with nature,,, a theme which
lay beneath the surface of both American and canadian literatur".132
Yet Frye indicated that because of the particular canad.ian
experience-the impact of the environment a'd the nation's
political and social development-it was a central and not an
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Íncidental part of the canadian irnaginatio.r,r.l33 th" distinctive
emphasis of the canadian tradition rrras "the quest for the
peaceable kingclor."l34 He implied that this quest, given the
preeminent modern will to po\^rer, was of vital importance for
it sought harmony, reconciliation and, one woul_d assume, the
necessary and peaceable co-existence of opposices.

one cannot hetp but see in Frye's work an implicit
assumption that this tradition v/as, in some respects,
superior to that of the united states, not only because it was

different but because it was more humane. Although he was

careful to point out that the quest for tire peaceable kingdom
úras present in the American literary trad.ition and while he

expressed a grudging admiration for ,,so huge and so prod,uctive,,
a nation as the united states, he appeared to believe that
something had been preserved in Canada v¡hich was largely absent
from American society and cultnt".l35 I¡rhile canad.a appeared to
have made "the American way of life its o\nm.', in the material
sense, it had preserved an essential moral dimension in the
realm of the imagination-a suspicion of the will to po\,üer and

a quest for a moral community.

While Frye's analysis \^ras someruha.t more sophisticaLed
than that of Desmond pacey, their conclusions were not
radically different. Nor r,iere Frye's views radically different
from those of George l,,,loodcock, even though the lat[er seemed

to-place greater stress on the particular than ontheuniversal.
Both Frye and Inloodcock appeared to agree that at this stage
in the country's development the identification of a literary
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tradition that v¡ould provide a sense of continuity and community

f or Canadian writers \^/as of centr:al importance. Both seemed to
indicate that isolationism and fervent nationalism were not the
catarysts that would create the best conditions for the

development of canadian literature. yet each one indicates
that for the critic, as for the canadian author, a knowleclge

of the particular \^ras of crucial importance in the promotion.

and growth of a nationar literature. Finally, ín the arguments

util:-zed by Frye we find mirrored many of the assumptions that
operated in the work of others previously e><amined earlier in
this thesis. His discussion of the influence of the loyalist
tradiLion, his analysis of the revoJ_utionary tradition in
American society, his view of the essential conservatism of
the canadian social vision, his notion of the "technologi_cal
will to povrer" and its negative impact in the modern world. echo

similar concerns founcl in the work of Hild.a Neatby, George

Grant, Arthur Lower, Robertson Davies and others . Iuforeover,

his emphasis on the quest for the peaceable kingdom in literature
and life demonstrates his own particular concern about the
direction and future of Canadian society in a world which seemed

to have all but abandoned the quest.

I¡Ihat \,^7e find in the work of the lirerary critics
previously examined, beyond a desire to establish a sense of
the traditions or distinctive features of Canadian literature,
is. a response to a r.¡orld in upheaval . The challenge posed to
literature by the mass media revolution was complex and

a\^/esome. rt r^ras, perhaps, clear to many canadian critics in
the 1950s that the threat to the future production and
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consumption of "gl:eat I j-teraLure, " :l'_nirerenI i,n Lhe ri sc of
mass media communications, was somethirrg that could not be

ignored. rmplicit in their discussions of the relationship
between the universal and parLicular, the national and inter-
national, T¡7as a fear that the modern tendency towarcls uniformity,
reinforced by the extension of electronic media, would affect
the development of liLerature.

Literature, which most of these critics argued

developed from a knowledge of the particular, and which d.erived

its infinite variety and interest from this fact, risked
becoming flat and uniform in the homogenized universe of
"high technology." Moreover, good literary fare was in d.anger

of being swamped by second-rate writing that \^ras mass produced

and easily accessible. Finally, movies and the new medíum of
television appeared to have the power to erode whatever small

audience existed for the consumption of "good." canadian

literature. These media also seemed to debase those values

and standards of taste necessary for the appreciation of that
literature. At least one canadian scholar, Marshall Mcluhan,

rùas intent upon studying the nature and possible effects of mass

communications. His first book The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of
rndustrial Þ{an (r95r) artempted to anticipate the influence
of the new electronic media on print culture. As has been

illustrated there \¡rere others who !üere equally concerned.

rndeed, for many literary critics, cultural nationalism in
the I950s was as much an attempt to cope with changing social
conditions and economics, as it was an expression of patriotism,
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inoral principle or the search for identity.
Nevertheless, it was the search for a cultural

identity and not the future deveropment of print culture
which was the cen[ral focus for most of. the critics examined.
Moreover, there rvas a sense that not onry the future of
canadian literature \..ras at stake, but arso ihe future of
canadian society. Frye's concern over the modern wirl to
PowerærdPacey's observations on the anti-commercial attitudes
evident in canadian literature ancl the generar emphasis
placed on the differences between canada and the uniteci states
\.{ere more than critical musings. Beneath these observations,
and the widespread preoccupation with the nature of the canadian
idiom, rested a berief that curture, and particur arLy riterature,
had â role to play in determining the crroice for canada ,s

future. The generar sense of urgency ü/as precipitated by
more than a simple desire for a riterature that canada could
show off to the rest of the world. To a Large extent the
urgency given voice by the critics v/as born of a desire to
define a literary tradition that would inspire future generations
in canada. rt was a tradition that wourd preserve and promote
a more humane sociar order than the one which canad,ian riterary
critics saw being constructed around them.
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CONCLUSION

conrrary to popular belief the clecade of the fifties
vüas not a period of complete political and cultural petrifi-
cation. canadian intellectuals and arLisLs did not all sit
quietly removed in their studies, content to enjoy the apparent
prosperity and stability of their times. They \^rere not all
detached observers of the "current scene " " rn fact, many

r'rere engaged social cr:itics and committed cultural national-
ists" Alarmed by the combined effects of rapid technological
change and American cultural influence, intellectuals such as

Hilda lleatby, George Grant and others warned canadians that
the future of their countrlz and its traditions was not certain.

The Massey commissioners \^7ere amongst the first to voice
the conceïn" They rvarnecl that the steady erosion of tradition,
the declining importance of the humanities, and domination by
American commercial culture jeonardized Canada's cultural
development. Harold rnnis and others agreed and argued that
for culture to flourish in canada, these trends had to be
reversed or at least controlled. rn observations on current
trends in education, I{ilda Neatby, Arthur Lower and George

Grant called upon Canadians to recognize the value of traclition
and the irnporta'ce of studies in the arts and letters. They
urged their compatriots to preserve vzhat Northrop Frye ancl

others later defined as the essentially conservative social
vision of canada-those things of the spirit and mind that
formed the founciation of a distinctly canadian nrode of thought.
canadians, in their view, had to resist rvhat Robertson Davies
and Arthur Lower referred to as the pervasive sentimentalism
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of North American mass society and culLure, and instead,
promote values associated with a nore disciplined form of
intelligence and a moral community.

Almost without exception, these intelrectuals
maintained that the canadian way of life could be preserved
if Canadian culture developed in accordance vrith the histori-
cal experience ancl traditions of the nation. tr,Ihether historians
philosophers, noverists oï literary critics, they stressed a

vision of canada as a society vrith a healthy respect for
tradition, continuity and comr:romise. They emphas izeð. the
essential conservatism of canadian political and social
traditions. the nation's peaceful. development as a bi-cultural-
nation and its valuable connections wjth the enduring cultural
values of Great Britain. They implied that only if canadians
\iùere educated properlS" if they continued to respect and to
preserve their traditions and values, vzould the future of
canada as a "society of neighbors" be assured. canacia might
escape the excesses of the new consumer-oriented mass society.

As the decade of the r950s rüore oh, however, it began
to appear as though their appeals were falling on deaf ears.
canadians seemecl increasingly content to settre for the dreams
and goods created for them by Arnericans. some canadian
intellectuals began to recognize that rational ars,uments at one
were not powerful enough to convince canadians of the need for
action. canadians had to Tre offered a practical oolitical
pro8ram that captured their imaginations , Lf their ideal of
canadian society ancl culture rvas to be made a reality.
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rI-

Torvards the end of trre decacle Gr:o::ge Grant, Donalcl

creighton, I^I.L. Morton and others began to ral_ly s'pport for
a renewed canadian conservatism. rncensed by r.¡hat they
perceived to be the continentalist policies of the federal
Liberal par:ty and outraged by the abuse of parliamentary
tradition during the Lg56 oipeline debate, they sought an

alternative in the conservative party of canada.l Their
dif f erences \.^rere marked and, as carl Berger notes in The

, their differing outlooks became

even more pronounced over the next decade.2 Nevertheress, they
agreed that the preservation of the canadian way of life could
only be achieved through a philosophical conservaLism translated
into practical political action. The cornerstones of con-
servative belief-respect for tradition and authority, recog-
nition of the values of loyarty and dut.¡,and belí.ef in the
organic unity of society-\Ârere for them the only found.atior.rs
for a meaningful Canadian independ"n"u.3

The externar enemy Ì^ras the united states and the enemy

vrithin was the Liberar oarty of canada. The influence of
American policies and social values, couplecl with the Lrberal
party's disrespect for canadian traditions and constitutional
principles, \^/as gradually erodin_q the character
of the canadian nation state. Donald creighton attackecl the
Liþeral governmentrs tendency "to perpetrate colonialism at
the behest of the uníted states, by following the dictates
of American foreign policy."4 lre warned trrat direct and
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indírect control of Canadian ner./s services r¡/as doing much to
facilitate the wiclespread acceptance of American ,,dipromatic

gangsterism.5 I^I.L. lforton's outline of the political
principles of a "canadian conservatism lJow, " \^zas formulated
as an attack of the materiaiism and moral relativism of
modern canadian liberalism. rn lt, he attempted to establish
how canadian conservatives, through adherence to the principles
of constitutional monarchy, might preserve the essentially
moral character of the canadian state.6 ï, rhn*!u."_di"r,_
rdentity(r96r) he examined the hisrori-cal roots of canadian
conservatism and the canadian system of government and

compared them to the principles of American republicanism. T

He implied that excessive American influence might result in
the gradual erosion of the forrndations of th.e canadi.an system
of constitutional monarchy and the moral character of the
Canadian state

The Anglican bishop, John Farthing, perhaps the
most extreme defender of the British and conservative
foundations of the canadian polity, arso attacked the
spiritual poverty and materialist preoccupations of modern
liberalism in his book, Freedom I,Iears a crov¡n" i{e warned

of the modern tendency to ignore the past, and urged
canadians to look to their conservative traditions and

heritage to preserve the Canadian way of life.9

Provincialism observe that these "attempts to uncover the
lunique canadianl tradition in the British constitution (as
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in John Farthing' s book Free-crom T,lears a crorrn) or in a new

conservatism v¡e::e unconvincing rvhen not simply hack_n.yed.',10
rt might indeed be argued that Morton's book was unconvincing,
for there is some doubt v¡hether the political tradition he

described had ever exi sted in the past, leL alone in the
present" rt might also be argued that creighton's \narnings
\t7êrê ineffective because they fell on cleaf ears. irlevertheless
this does not mean that their work can be summarily dismissed
as "hackneyed." Boi:hwel1, Drummond and Hnglish overrook the
fact that this "nev/ conservatism" was in some smarl way an

expression of the sentiments that led to the defeat of the
Liberals in L957, and again in f 958. i,Ihile it is true that
John Diefenbaker recluced the nationalist sentiments and socíal
vision of conservative intellectuals to the trite and coïn,non-
place-to a vague notion of a ne\,v national poricy and dream
visíons of a "canada of the Northrr-they r,üere more than an
interesting sideline of his winning campaign". ll

rndeed, contemporary journalists rike J.B. l{cGeachy
and }fichael Barkway maintained that the conservative victory
represented the tritrmph of a ne\^/ canadian naticnalirr.l7- rh"y
argued that Diefenbaker had won the election because canaclians
had decided they no longer wanted their d,omestic and foreign
affairs controlled by the united states. t{evertheless, their
point of vierv was somer^¡hat distorted. John Meisel ,s study
of, h"" demonstrated there vrere
more significant r:easons for the liberal defeat.l3 Moreover,
as George Grant later observed., Diefenbaker himserf v¡as
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"mistaken when he imagined th¿rt Inationalist] rhetoric
Ì^/as central to his victory .,,L4

Yet even if the electoral- victory of the Cons erva.Lives
did not necessarily siqnal the triumph of conservative
nalionalism, the defeat of the party in Lg6i did, in many

respects, signal its final demise. The conservative party's
attempts to counter American influence and to sustain the
British connection through the cornrnonwealth v/ere ineffective.
Problems created by horlow free trad,e promises to th.e British,
the immediate decision to join NORAD, the Bomarc missile
fiasco and the clemise of the Ar¡:o Arrow \^/ere graphic illustra_
tions that conse-rvative nationalism could not be translated
into practical political polici.". l5

By 1963 conservative nationali sts recognized that the
vision of the Diefenbaker years would remain unfulfilled.
tr^iithin tv¡o years, George Grant and I.I.L. Morton both adml._tted
that the rvorld view they had nurtured and defended had been
defeated. "The i-mpossibirity of conservatisn,n, Grant wïote,
Ìüas the "impossibitity of Canada.,,16 Canadians had sold their
birthright for membership in the American empire, and had
traded the hope of the moral community for the promise of
unlimited growth" rn an address to the canadian union of
students, I^I.L. l,forton I'rrote of the clespair he had experienced
rvhen he real i-zed,

with the rush of an avalanche, and v¡ithall the clariry of loss, thai-th. worlci inwhich I had beôn reared, the ruoit¿ fry *frã""srandards r had firfutly bur nor disiot;iitlived, the i¿orld I had Éothereã with and hacl
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tried to keep in modest repair, that world nolonger existecl. rt \^zas no longer there-it hadvanished. r was rirre a man alóne in the arcticwaste, in twilight , ancl with no f andmark, l, 
-

This r¿orld, "the ruorld of an English canadian" with its
roots plunged deep in British traditions, had disappeared
in the spring election of 1963. rB Morton mourned its loss
but began to see some promise in the worlcl thaL had repraced
it. George Gr:ant was somewhat less optimistic.

ïn r965 George Grant proclaimed that canadian
conservatism had met i.ts final defeat. As the title of
his book, Lament for a Natlon, demonstrates, however, the
defeat of conservaLism entailed much more than the electoral
loss of a political party. Tn Grant's view, carnadian

conservatism had given the nation state its meaní-ng and
signific"r"".19 consequently, the loss of a conservative
social vision, signarled the imminent demise of canada as
a sovereign state. An analysis of Grant's arguments and
observations therefore serves as a fitting conclusion to a

study of conservative cultural nationalism in the 1950s.
rt also provides a glimpse of the shifts occurring in nation_
alist thought-shifts that would take canadian nationalism
in a ne\r direction over the next t\Àro decades.

rn Grant's opinion canadian conservatism had been
much more than "covert liberali"rn.,,20 At its best, the
canadian conservatÍve tradition had preserved a moral vision
of the human community. This morar vision, which stood in
opposition to liberal materialism, had "never sLood upon an
abstract appeal to free enterpri"e."2l rt promoted the
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coûrnon gooci over the rights and privileges of the i-nclivid.ual
and had willingly restrained "Lhe inclividual's freedom in
the interests cf the communit y .,,22 rt was the one respect,
perhaps the most crucial one, in r¿hich canada differed from
the United states.23

Nevertheless, Grant observed that since Lg45
canadians and their politicar representatives had rnrirringly
abandoned this tradition. under Mack enzie l{ing , c . D " I{owe,
and later under st. Laurent and pearson, the nation had

embraced the dominant riberal vision of progress espoused
by its dynamic neighbor to the south.24 Canada had taken
its place within an empire, moulded together by the homo-
genizing power of modern technology and the international
network of corporate capitarism. simply put, canada had
become a satellite state in the American empÍ-re.

Grant maintained that Diefenbaker's inad.eguacies
as a leader v¡ere not solely to blame for Canada,s present

ôtrpositLon-tt The defeat of conservatism in the ,,Ag" of
Progress" \r¡as inevitable; it uras not a powerfur enough
ideological force to fight liberalism. rndeed, in its
struggle with dominant liberar attitudes it came to resembLe
the very ideology it oppo.ud.26 The contradictions that
emerged when conservatives attempted to translate phirosophy
into policy demonstrated its weaknesses. conservatives
$/ere doomed:
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in our epocir is seen in the fact trrat those whoadopt the title can be no more than defenáers ofwh¿itever structul:e of poiaer is ar anv monlenLnecessary to technological changeare not conservatives in the sense of being tirecustodians of something triat is not subjecf tochange. They are conservatives. in the senseof aclvocating a sufficient amount of ordei-sã thedemands of technology witr not ca'Ty the societyinto chao s.27

Liberalism and the philosophy of proqress viere
creating a universal ancl homogeneous worlcl order with the
po!üer of modern technology. Grant maintained that this
universal order bore rittle resemblance to the ideal of
rntorld-wide brotherhood, or to the "moral comrnunity" his
ancestors had sought in the unifying structure of imperial

10federation." yet he intimated that some greater poritical
good might still emerge from the death of conservative
nationalism' rn fact, when Lament for a r,lation is reacl in
tandem with Grant's esbay "An Ethic of comnunity,'(r961), the
prognosis for canada's future does not seem so bleak.

rn "An Ethic of community, " Grant attempted to
demonstrate rhat a political and social morality was still
possible. Socialism, although a philosophy of the ,,Age of
Progress, " provided a comprehensive critique of capitali"r.29
rf combined with "a profound vision of human well-being,,-
a moral ethic of community-then it might provide a viable
alternative to liberarism and capitalis*.30 so"ialism,s
continued attachment to a naíve determinism that made
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their solution depended on
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Iequality based upon a christian and moraL conceptir¡n of

lruman existenc..32 To achieve the "good society,, rnoral

effort was required and a notion of man as a free moral

agent with a propensity for Good or Evil r,ras necessaïy.

Grant seemed to imply that socialism had to
incorporate i¡.rhat he believed to be the most valuable ideals
of conservatism" rn light of this, Lament for a Nation
reads more like a challenge than a keen. Even though by

T965 Grant was certainly more skeptical about the possibitit-
of combining socialism and nationalism, or socialism and

an "ethic of community" he rvas not totally v¡ithout hop..
rndeed, in his observation that canaclian socialism had as

yet faíled "to recognize itself as an essentially conservative
force" he set forth the charl"r,g".33 rn the modern world
an ethic of community had to be combined with a comprehensive
critique of capitalism. As he pointed out, the conservative
party had failed partly because it offered no such critiqrr".34
t¡Ihile the future of canada was increasingly uncertain, Grant
still maíntained that the need for considered action was

important. If Canadian socialism recognized its proper

function, a choice for canada might still be possible.

III
It was evide-nt to a nurnber of Canadian intellectuals

by the late 1950s that laments and rearquard attacks viere not
en'ough to preserve Canaclian indepenclence ancl the Canaclian

\day of life. one of the final acts of the st. Laurent
administration was the apnointment of the R"oyal commission

q!9 . Published in Lg57, r,^/alrer åi
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Gordon's report câme out i' the first frusires of the
Diefenbaker triumph. For the first time an officiar
government document v¡arned of the possible dangers of
American eouity investment in the canadian economy"

American ovrnership of Canadian resources rùas seen as a

threat not onry to canada's economic independence but
also to its political 

".,to'o*y.35 Furthermore, the
report impried that the probrem was aggravated by cul-
tural factors.

The commissioners observed that canadians, many

of whom travelred, studied and did business in the united
states "brought baclc with them American tastes, sta.dards,
customs and ideas -"36 ïn addition, these ideas and standards
!üere "spread with particular thoroughness by American radio,
television, perioclicals and film,,, mad.e available to
canadian 

" 
-37 Gordon and his associates tentatively implied

that economic penetration ancl curturar influence v¡ere
related; the latter did, in fact, have ,,wide economr.-c signi-
ficance. " American cultural infruence reinforced American
economic control because it created a situation whereby
"no other tv¡o countries in the world [had] such a close
identity of consumer preference and business psychology.,,38

The issue of the preservation of a "canadian røay of
life" became a moot point when it v¡as evident that canadian
resources and industries v/ere in large Þart foreign controrled
During the 1960s and LgTos nationalists in canada turned
their attention to economic affairs. rn Tg60, I{ugh Aitken
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and others publisheci a collection of essays which cautiously
explored the dan¡1ers of foreign control in The American

Economic rmpact on canada. 39 }{ore expl j.cit still was \,.lalter
Gordon's, A choice for carrada(L966) in which he openly
attacked American economic domination of the Canadian 

""ono*y.40
Others such as journalist Michael Barkway and political
economists Ì'fel \rratkins and Abe Rotstel'_n joined the fr^y.47

still, economics did not completely dominate the
minds of those concerned for the future of the canadian
state. James Minif ie criticLzed canada's subservience to
American foreign policy and challengecl canadians to decide
whether they intencled to be indepenclent peacemakers or
subordinate powder-monrcies for the united stat .r,'r2 Further-
more, forms of cultural and political domination by the united
states !ùere examined as aspects of the larger problem of
economic control. A number of Canaclian intellectuals examined

how American domination affected all areas of the nation,s
existence, and like cultural nationalists of the l95os
attempted to explain and defend the canadian difference.
rn a collection of essays edited by peter p,usselL f_or one

such group (The university League for sociar Reform), many

of the arguments of the cultural nationalists of the r95os
ü.7êrê r.perted.43 Notable amongst these is carl Berger,s
'utrue north strong ancl free," an essay which explored,,the
mylhs, legends and syinþels'' of the canadian nationalisc
tradition. Berger's essay lüas no mere "objective,,
examination; it entailecl a defense of the "nationaiist
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mythology" utili.zed by cultural nationalists of the previous
44oecade.

rt coulcl also be argued that attenìpts to <levelop a

political ideotogy*líke the one described by George Grant-
which fused conservatism and socialism were evident. Canadian
nationalists such as Abraham Rotstein took Grant's adrrice
serÍ-ously. rn L97 B R.otstein noted that the essence of
nationalism in canada (and elsevrhere) was its thrust as ,,a

countermovement against the diverse forces of modernízation-
those that tend to h-onrogenize and erode the enduring fabric

/+5of society. "-- He u'ent on to say that
rf there are generalLzations to be drå.r¡n aboutnationalism in the modern v/orld-rvhile ,."og.,iri'gthe very clifferent life experj-ences and circumstancesof every society-it is thät nationa.rism is á con-servative movement-v¡ith a srnall *cr,. rt seeks tocontain and control the forces of erosion in modernsociety-particularly industrial society. ñot thatthese forces cân or indeed should be "tápp"ã. 

prrrt
nationalism throws the -emphasis on the ,ät. of change,on the question of who beärs the burdens and how thebenefits are distributed. rn each case, ;h; centralissue is the 

'etwork -of po\^rer in modern society: wherethe decisions are made, ïor whose benefit and withwhat safeguards. 
OU

understood in the context of his study, it is far less likely
that Rotstein's claim was sui generis than that he was consciously
respondíng to Grant's challenge, thereby formulating a brand
of nationalism that attempted to combine a radical critique
of capitalism, with a conservative "ethic of community.,,

. The decades after the r95os marked a shift from cultural
to economic nationalism in canada. yet this reorientation may

well have been niore apparent tiran it vras real . Nationalists
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of tlre L960s and Lg70s generally recogntzeð. that canadian
independence could not be guaranteed solely by the promotion
of canadian high curture, yet they conLinued to builcl upon

the quest for identity that was given sustained expression
in the decade of the l95os. A number of canadian intellect_
uals nor,¡ attempted to combine Lhe traditional visi_on o.[ the
canadian r^;ay of lif e rn¡ith a critique of canada's economic

relationship with the United States. The clef inj_tion of the
canadian tradition formulated by intelrectuals of the l95os_
their emphasis on the essential conservatism of the canadian
people and on the mora.l character of the Canadian community-
did indeed inf luence a ne\^r ,geneïation of canadia. scholars.
Just as intellectuars of the 1950s had been infruenced by the
work of their forbears, so too they bequeathed a legacy to a

future generation.
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